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ABSTRACT

The purpose ofthis study is to explore early Buddhist ethics in comparison with

classical Confucianist ethics and to show similarities. The study suggests that the popular

belief that the two ethical systems are radically different from each other needs to be

reconsidered. When a focus is given to the development, transformation, and realization of

the sea: a similar framework (except the metaphysical groundworks of morals) is revealed

in the two ethical systems. Furthermore, this study intends to reject the popular thesis:

early Buddhism is only self-liberation-concerned soteriology and classical Confucianism is

only society-concerned thought requiring self-effacement.

My understanding ofthe core virtue ofself-transformation is as compassion (karulJii)

in early Buddhism and benevolence (jen) in classical Confucianism. So this study is

focused on the analysis of compassion and benevolence by examining their metaphysical

grounds, their functional mechanisms, their applications, and their meta-ethical nature.

The metaphysical groundworks ofmorals (and so ofthe virtues ofcompassion and

benevolence) are explained in terms ofthe rebirth and kamma theory, and the theory of

Mandate ofHeaven. For a person to develop and achieve these core virtues, this study

shows the significant role ofself-restraint or self-overcoming, the principle ofextension

from near to far, self-oriented motivation for the core virtue, both-regarding position (self

regarding and other-regarding), and the important role ofboth sympathetic feeling and

reason. In the domain ofsocial interaction, compassion and benevolence appear in the area
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ofeducation and politics as tools for achieving happiness for both oneselfand others. In

politics, the paradigmatic model is adopted: a ruler as an embodiment ofthe virtue rules a

country by being a moral example to the people.

The analysis ofthe core virtues in terms ofmoral objective shows the inseparability of

factual knowledge from moral practice, the universal acceptability ofthe virtue, and the

possibility ofmaintaining objectivity by taking both-regarding action.
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INTRODUCTION

A. PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY

The purpose ofthis study is to interpret and compare early Buddhist ethics with

classical Confucianist ethics from the perspective of self-transformation. I The early

Buddhist philosophical and moral tradition is strikingly different from that ofclassical

Confucianism Since early Buddhism and classical Confucianism developed their own

unique traditions in different cultural settings, philosophical and moral differences are

inevitable. However, we also find significant similarities in these different paradigms of

thought. These similarities are revealed when one focuses on the conceptions ofself-

transformation.

The beginning ofthe similarities seems to originate in a shared position. The major

concern ofboth systems is cultivation and development ofa desirable character through a

I I interpret both ethical systems from the perspective self-transformation. It is one perspective from
which one can look at both ethical systems.

The term transformation has been associated with the idea of moral development in psychology. The
cognitive theories ofPiaget and Kohlberg contain the notion oftransformative development. Especially,
Kohlberg's theory of moral development emphasizes a transformative idea at every stage. For him, each
succeeding stage transforms the previous one into a higher reorganization. He uses the notion of
transformation in the concrete process. In his theory, the transformation process is clearly specified as one
that is taking place in stages.

The usage of the term "transformation" in the description of the concrete process of moral development
seems to limit some of its applications. When one sees the term transformation used in the context of
morals, one expects to see a specific developmental process. I do not use this term in this sense. My
purpose is not to show the stages of moral development or the specified contents of self-transformation
itself in both systems. In fact, it is not possible to show moral development in terms of perceived stages. In
Buddhism and Confucianism, moral transformation of the self is not specified in terms of stages. The
paradigm taken from the treatment of physical ill-health may not function in the context of moral disease.
The transformation does not depend primarily on the previous stage in a causal chain. It involves many
factors, past and present, social and cultural, so that the self is developed in interactions with these factors
in the direction of producing a morally healthy person. This is the concept of transformation that will be
adopted in the analysis of ethics of early Buddhism in comparison with classical Confucianism.
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process oftransforming oneself Perhaps, one may call this "character building ethics."

This does not imply a lack ofconcern about social ethics, since building a good character

necessarily involves interaction with others, concern about others, and social engagement.

Furthermore, the similarities are based on commonalities that are shared, and on

particularities, in both systems ofethics. The co-existence ofcommonalities and

particularities leads me to believe that in thought and morals, and in reasoning and

sentiment we have a commonly shared universality that bridges the gaps between different

cultures and times. Commonality and particularity, or universality and plurality, seem to be

the ground ofcomparison in thought and ethics as well.

In the two ethical systems, self-transformation is perceived as a constant and

challenging task. It is constant because it is achieved not at one moment, but through

gradually accumulated effort. It is challenging because changes ofsituation ofthe

transforming person, and interactions with others are involved. The core task ofself

transformation, embodying compassionlbenevolence, is to follow the path toward

realization ofthe highest moral goal, freedom or happiness (nibbana/tao) ofthe self and

others. This virtue cannot be perfectly accomplished by pursuing it for oneself This means

that an emphasis on transformation only ofoneself, will involve misinterpretation ofboth

systems ofethics. In this way, the following common interpretations will be found lacking:

(1) Early Buddhist ethics is concerned about liberating the self alone and is less concerned

about others. (2) Classical Confucianist ethics is concerned about happiness ofcollective

members and is less concerned about individual happiness.
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In comparison, we might discuss all and sundry similarities and differences

indiscriminately. Focusing on self-transformation will allow us to limit the scope of

comparison. From this perspective, similarities between the two systems will emerge

regarding self-transformative ideas, methods, and modes ofrealization. However, a

consideration ofthe reasons for self-transformation, and ofthe metaphysical backgrounds

ofthe two moral systems, will reveal differences ofbetween the two traditions. In this

context, the main goals ofthis study can be addressed: From the perspective of self-

transformation, early Buddhist ethics shows overall similarities in comparison with

classical Confucianism in spite ofmajor differences between the groundworks oftheir

respective metaphysics ofmorals. On the other hand, this study aims to show that

"compassion (karul}a)" is a core virtue ofearly Buddhist ethics that compares with the

core virtue ofclassical Confucianism, benevolence (jen).2 I maintain that true realization

ofcompassionlbenevolence is indispensable for the highest moral achievement ofthe self

and others.

To sum up: Chapter one will be a preliminary study. In order to understand fully the

two ethical traditions, their social milieu and views on human nature need to be sketched.

In chapter two, the metaphysics ofmorals ofthe two traditions will be discussed in order

to see the theoretical foundations ofself-transformative morals. In this chapter, I shall

2 Jen has been translated into English in various ways: Humanity, human-heartness, benevolence, and so
forth. While the first three terms convey only the dispositional quality or status of the virtuejen, the
fourth, benevolence, conveys more. Benevolence means "disposition to do good and an act of kindness" as
well. Benevolence fits better to my interpretaion ofjen. I understand the classical Confucianist jen as a
virtue that has two components (dispositional quality and concrete benevolent actions). As Wing-tsit Chan
observes,jen has the aspect of a state of mind and of an activity, and each aspect is emphasized in The
Analects and Mencius respectively. Wing-tsit Chan, "Chinese and Western Interpretaion ofJen
(Humanity)," Journal of Chinese Philosophy 2 (1975): 119.
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explain the two different frameworks ofthe moral ground. In chapter three, I shall discuss

the main moral virtue necessary for transformation ofthe self Following my claim that a

realization ofthe main moral virtue, that is, compassion/benevolence, is a way of self-

transformation, I shall analyze its functional mechanism through a consideration ofmodem

theoretical perspectives. In chapter four, I shall discuss how the main virtue is applied to

educational and political institutions. In the last chapter, I shall examine the virtue in the

light ofthe problem ofmoral objectivity. In this chapter, we will come to understanding of

the nature ofthis virtue, and ofthe characteristics ofthe two ethical systems as well. In

conclusion, I shall briefly summarize the results ofthis study. In addition, I shall interpret

the moral goal, nlbbiina/tao, in the framework ofthe two ethical systems and consider

the life pattern ofthe self-transformed person.

As long as we consider the clarification ofhuman thought, and especially ethical

thought as one ofthe tasks ofphilosophy, the method ofcomparison suggests itself as an

effective tool. The method ofcomparison taken in this study will help us to clarify the

ethical ideas ofearly Buddhism, and also ofclassical Confucianism. Furthermore, the

comparative method will help us to identify some hidden assumptions, and enable us to

understand certain concepts. I shall adopt the method ofreviewing early Buddhist texts in

a direct comparison with classical Confucianist texts.' For the purpose ofthese

comparisons, it will be useful to identify and to analyze equivalent concepts in both

systems. Finally, in interpreting the ethics ofboth systems, I shall apply modern ethical

perspectives and modem legal thoughts.

3 The scope of the texts will be limited. The Poli Nikiiya for the early Buddhist texts and The Analects
and Mencius for the classical Confucianist texts will be used.
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B. PlllLOSOPlllCAL JUSTIFICATION
OF THE NOTION OF SELF-TRANSFORMATION

As I mentioned, the concept ofself-transformation will enable us to sketch and

compare the two ethical systems in an appropriate way. In order to show that the notion

ofself-transformation that provides the framework ofthis study is acceptable in both

ethical systems, it will be necessary first to explore the concept ofself-transformation in a

more broadly philosophical context.

Since the concept oftransfonnation implies both continuity and change in sameness,

the notion ofself-transformation raises a philosophical problem This is the problem of

identity and unity, and continuity ofthe selfthrough transformation. Furthermore, the

problem ofthe sameness and change ofthe self arises. In other words, two questions need

to be asked: (1) Is the selfidentical diachronically? (2) Can the selfcarry sameness and

change at the same time?

Hume provides a classical theory ofself-identity, in which he rejects the idea that the

selfis continuous and claims that self-identity is just memory or false belief For him, there

is no substantial self In. other words, the identity ofperson does not involve the identity of

substance and is based only on psychological connectedness through perceived mental

events. Hume's thesis ofthe non-substantiality ofthe selfor non-persistency ofself-

identity (although he acknowledges that he cannot solve the problem ofself-identity)"

does not raise any problems ofinconsistency in the early Buddhist and classical

4 For Hume does not know how he has to reconcile the two inconsistent principles laid out in perceiving
self-identity: (I) Distinct perceptions, as distinct existences, form a whole only by being connected
together. (2) The mind never perceives any real connection among distinct existences. In other words, he
cannot solve the question of how the identity of a person is perceived without a faculty that connects all
distinct perceptions. David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature (London: Oxford UP, 1960) 636.
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Confucianist position. However, an inconsistent problem arises ifwe ignore bodily criteria

for self-identity since the two traditions value human body in their moral systems.

The objection that Hume ignores bodily criteria was made by Sydney Shoemaker. He

points out two sorts of "psychological criteria"ofpersonal identity: (1) similarity of

personality, character, and interests and (2) memory. Both can occur together but not all

the time. To discuss them, he begins with the former. He argues that it is necessary to use

bodily criterion before using similarity ofpersonality. When we observe "one and the same

person" over a period oftime, we are not depending on merely psychological facts such as

similarity ofpersonality, character, and interest. In order to use similarity ofpersonality,

we need to use the image ofthe same body. Observing the same person necessarily

involves observing the same body. Therefore, Shoemaker rejects the notion that personal

identity is independent ofbodily identity. Notice here that Shoemaker is not denying

psychological criteria, but on the contrary argues that in order to utilize it at all requires

bodily criteria. In other words, bodily criteria have a priority over psychological criteria.5

As I have just seen that Shoemaker argues that bodily criteria are more fundamental,

and that psychological criteria are secondary, because the latter depends on the former.

However, as Terence Penelhum sees it, psychological or memory criteria do not always

depend on bodily criteria. As he argues, the dependence goes the other way, because

unless people had memories, they could not know past facts and so they could not have

knowledge about the past ofthe body.P Indeed, we need to have our own memory or, at

least, equivalent information regarding the past ofthe body in order to identify a person.

5 Sydney Shoemaker, Self-Knowledge and Self-Identity (New York: Cornell UP, 1963) 195-97.
6 Terence Penelhum, "Personal Identity," Encyclopedia of Philosophy (1967 ed.) 102-03.
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What Penelhum suggests, which Shoemaker misses, is that the psychological and bodily

criteria are bound by each other. Each needs the other in its functional mechanism.

Therefore, we can say that psychological criteria or memory alone, as Hume argues,

cannot be a sufficient criterion ofpersonal identity. It is necessary to use both criteria for

personal identity.

This position would not be absurd since "our actual concept ofa person is ofa

psychophysicalbeing."7 As already implied, this position is not in conflict with a doctrine

ofthe non-substantiality ofthe self A person, as a moral being, can be fully transformed in

the dimension ofa psychophysical actual being without assuming substantiality ofthe self.

A person continues as a psychophysial and moral being. We accept continuity ofthe self

without accepting substantiality ofthe self This position presents that ofearly Buddhism

and classical Confucianism. Both systems perceive a person as a psychophysical being that

has continued in the past and present time.

However, the notion ofthe selfofearly Buddhism and classical Confucianism demands

ofus a further consideration. Ifwe consider the early Buddhist notion ofinterdependence

ofpeople that is based upon the principle ofdependent arising and the classical

Cofucianist notion ofthe inseparable relatedness ofthe selfwith others, then any

explanation of self-identity in terms only ofthe individualpsychophysical selfwill not fully

reflect the notions ofthe selfofthese two systems. The problem ofself-identity should

involve a consideration ofthe selfas a being that is related to others.

7 Penelhum 101.
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MacIntyre, who sees the selfin the context ofhistory and narrative, rightly stresses the

importance ofthe correlation ofthe selfwith others in his conception of selfhood.f From

such an observation ofthe correlativity ofthe self, he develops an account ofthree

important concepts: accountability, narrative and intelligibility," In the perception of

selfhood, each ofthese three concepts are inseparably bound and presuppose the

applicability ofthe two others. For MacIntyre, narrative is organized in a meaningful way

over time with the help ofaccountability and intelligibility. In this way we are able to

maintain a unity ofnarrative. MacIntyre believes that this unity ofnarrative is necessary

for unity ofcharacter, and that the latter presupposes personal identity. I0 He does not

think that narrative is more fundamental than personal identity. I I Onthe contrary, he

postulates a sequential order among the unity ofnarrative, the unity ofcharacter, and self-

identity. Although for him none ofthese is more important than the others, we must notice

that correlativity of selfand others is either assumed or is necessary for personal identity.

In fact, he defines the relationship between narrative and personal identity as a mutual

presupposition. So, for MacIntyre, the concept ofpersonal identity can never be separated

either from the concept ofnarrative, or from unity ofcharacter.

8 Alasdair MacIntyre, After Virtue (Notre Dame: Notre Dame Press, 1981) 218.
9 Correlativity provides a basis for accountability for the self and others. I ask others my accountability
and others ask me their accountability: "I am part of their story, as they are part of mine" (MacIntyre 218).
Asking for and giving accounts constitute narratives. Due to accountability, we are able to connect events
into narratives in continuity. Accountability plays a role in constituting narratives with actions in
continuation of time. In constituting narratives with actions, we need to make the actions intelligible. So
intelligibility is "the conceptual connecting link between the notion of action and that of narrative"
~Maclntyre 214).
o He writes, "Thus personal identity is just that identity presupposed by the unity of the character which

the unity ofa narrative requires" (MacIntyre 219).
11 MacIntyre 218.
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MacIntyre's argument, which highlights the other-related aspect ofself-identity, is

significant insofar as it takes into account a crucial element of self-identity that had been

ignored in previous theories. Previous theories focused solely on the single individual as a

subject, and did not consider the correlation ofthe selfwith others. The notions of

narrative and ofthe unity ofpersonhood through narrative, should be taken into account

in matters of self-identity. In this way we are better able to explain the notions ofself-

identity ofboth the early Buddhist and the classical Confucianist traditions. In both

systems, self-identity is perceived in terms ofpsychophysical being, and also in terms of

one's social relations.

Since self-transformation in a moral context does not entail a radical or total change at

a single moment, and since, on the contrary, it assumes the coexistence ofboth sameness

and change, a further problem arises. Namely, that ofhow sameness and change are able

to coexist in transforming the self Both Aristotle and Descartes argue for their

compatibility on the basis ofthe metaphysics of substance. Both ofthem draw a clear

distinction between substance and its attributes. For them, a thing is numerically identical

when its substance is unaltered, and qualitatively similar when its qualities remain

unchanged. 12 Sameness and change are compatible because a substance remains the same

while its qualities change. It is in this way that they argue for the compatibility ofsameness

and change. Since their argument is based on a sharp distinction between an absolute

numerical identity and a relative qualitative similarity, and so is established through the

12 V. C. Chappell, "Sameness and Change," The Philosophical Review Jul. 1960: 354.
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assumption ofsubstance, opponents are easily able to produce a refutation ofby attacking

this metaphysics of substance.

Now, without depending upon the metaphysics ofDescartes and Aristotle, Chappell is

able to demonstrate the compatibility of sameness and change. He observes that the word

"same" has different senses in ordinary language. According to him, we have two kinds of

linguistic expression in use in everyday language: and there are those ofreference and

description.U and they are used for identification and comparison respectively. 14 In most

cases, the two usages are separable case by case. But in the care of the term "same," it

contains within itselftwo senses: "same" identification applies absolutely (or not at all),

while as matter ofcomparison, it is applied merely as a means ofqualification.

Chappell's observation does parallel the metaphysical argument given by Descartes and

Aristotle. He reveals the meaning ofthe term "sameness" through an examination ofthe

nature oflanguage on an empirical level. His argument is significant in so far as he is able

to demonstrate the compatibility ofsameness and change. His observation shows how the

self can always be identified with the very same selfitselfby using the term "same" in the

sense ofidentification. While at the same time it shows how the self can always be spoken

ofby using the term "same" merely in the sense ofcomparison. In this way, sameness and

change seem to be comparative or able to coexist. In other words, sameness may be

preserved through change.

As has been discussed, Chappell reveals the compatibility ofsameness and change by

drawing an attention to the ambiguity ofthe term "same." The compatibility or

13 Chappell 355.
14 Chappell 357.
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coexistence of sameness and change receives a more dynamic explanation in the writings

ofParfit. Even though his position on self-identity is different from the position that we

are taking, 15 his notion of'counectedness" by which he explains the survival of the self

seems to be a good springboard from which gain another understanding ofthe coexistence

ofsameness and change within a single person. This concept ofconnectedness is able to

explain the manner in which sameness and change interrelate between one selfand a

successive self

Parfit argues for a transition from psychophysical identity to psychophysical survival.

According to him, it is neither practical nor logically possible to have a one-one and all-or-

nothing form for identity.16 He uses the concept of"connectedness" to explain survival as

a relational matter ofdegree. For example, if I want to change some ofmy physical and

mental features in order to be a better person, I can change them by adding new desirable

features and subtracting old undesirable ones. The value ofmy relation to the resulting

person, the better person, depends both on my degree ofconnectedness to this person, and

on the value that she places upon her own physical and psychological features. I? My bad

features may be appropriately targeted for removal when they are less connected to, and

less valued by, my future and better self Notice here that less connectedness allows for

15 It should be pointed out that Parfit's position is different from our position with regard to the problem
of self-identity in early Buddhism and classical Confucianism. First of all, he attacks the idea of personal
identity and suggests a sense of survival that does not imply or presuppose identity and argues
discontinuity of the self. For him, "continuity," psychological continuity, is transitive because it only
requires overlapping chains of direct psychological relatives (which means intransitive psychological
connectedness). So, in survival, psychological connectedness is more important than psychological
continuity. Notice that Parfit replaces identity with survival and suggests successive selves; what matters
is survival and survival is a matter of degree because degree of psychological connectedness is important.
Derek Parfit, "Personal Identity," ed. John Perry, Personal Identity (California: California UP, 1975.
16 See the thirteenth chapter of Personal Identity and the Article, "Personal Identity."
17 Derek Parfit, Reasons and Person (New York: Oxford UP, 1984) 299.
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change, and more connectedness promotes stability. Greater degree of connectedness is

preferable when one wishes to maintain similarity offeature. Sameness is maintained

through connectedness to the resulting person, insofar as those features which are directly

connected to his/her remain. However, such a conception ofconnectedness is able to

explain sameness and change only between two directly successive selves, since

connectedness requires direct connections, 18 and since any individual self is not so directly

connected with still earlier historical selves. In other words, Parfit's account ofthe

discontinuity ofthe selfdoes not allow of sameness between the various non-successive

historical selves.

Alternatively, the notion ofcontinuity ofself may be applied to early Buddhism and

classical Confucianism in order to allow us to argue that sameness and change can

constantly be thought ofthroughout many non-successive historical selves. Sameness and

change coexist in the process ofthe self-transformation in the following way. When one

tries to cultivate a better character, one needs to change a certain part ofone's character

while holding onto other desirable parts. One maintains a desirable character in

connection with "a desirable self' and so sameness continues. On the other hand, one may

introduce a new desirable character that replaces an undesirable character; and in this way

change occurs through continuity. Sameness and change may then coexist in the process

of self-transformation in this way. Both early Buddhism and classical Confucianism take

this position with regard to self-transformation. No radical total change is implied. In my

interpretation ofthe two ethical systems, to cultivate a better character by transforming

18 Parfit 300.
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the self is to embody the main virtue, compassion/benevolence, gradually in greater

degree. So the self-transformative person's main task is to achieve a realization ofthis

main virtue.

As already implied, by the term "transform" I mean "to change one's character toward a

better character or an ideal personality. II The ideal personality ofearly Buddhism and

classical Confucianism is shown through the image ofthe noble one (arahat), and the

virtuous one (chun tzu). The final image ofthe ideal person is captured in the notions the

enlightened one (buddha) and ofthe sage (shengjen). On transformation ofthe self: one

pursues the image ofthe noble one and the virtuous one, in order to reach eventually, the

stages ofthe enlightened one and the sage.

In my interpretation, it is compassion in early Buddhism that is the main virtue ofthe

noble one (and also ofa buddha), and benevolence in classical Confucianism that is the

virtue ofthe virtuous one (and also ofa sage). Thus, in the process ofmaking an effort

toward the process ofbecoming a noble one/virtuous one ought to embody

compassion/benevolence. On the path from being an ordinary person toward being a

noble/virtuous one, the virtue ofcompassion/benevolence will be required, in different

degrees according to the level ofone's achievement.

Thus both early Buddhist and classical Confucianist traditions seem to have common

assumptions with regard to the embodiment ofthe self-transformative virtue, to realizing

the final moral goal, and to achieving the perfection ofpersonality. Human beings are not

perfect, yet they are perfectible, since they have the potential to be perfect. To awaken and

cultivate this potential is the most important thing for achievement ofthis perfection of
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personality. This process is gradual and continuous, and involves making efforts for long

periods throughout one's life. In this way, the achievement ofthe perfect personality is

based not on any external power, but rather on one's internal capacity to exert effort

towards it.
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CHAPTER I. PRELIMINARY REFLECTIONS:
SOCIAL SETTINGS AND VIEWS OF HUMAN NATURE

A. THE SOCIAL SETTINGS AND THE CRITICAL EXAMINERS

In any attempt to understand a particular moral system in the larger context ofmoral

philosophy, I believethat one needs to look both at the socialsettings ofthe system, and

its view ofhuman nature. Different historical and socialstructures, including political and

economic structures, and religious conventions, contributeto different types ofmorals and

values. Macintyre places a great emphasis on historicity and social context in

understanding the moral values ofdifferent traditions. The historicaland social structures

ofa tradition, which come to be established during a span oftime, constrain the

individuals' ethicalperspective and moral life. The socialstructure as a comprehensive

mechanism influencesan individual's life in everyrespect. An individual's ideals and morals

especially are formulated within that structure. Each historical tradition has its own unique

characteristics.

While social structure is important for producing a systemofmorals, the particular

socialstructure will not be the conception ofthe onlyfactor in formulating morals.

Another significant factor is the conception ofhumannature. Morals will be different

depending upon how we conceive ofhuman nature. This is why moral philosophers have

tried to explain morals by examining the psychological aspect ofa human. Psychological

terms such as passion, potentiality, sentiments, emotion, reason, sympathy, and

compassion playa great role in their explanationsofa person's morality. Human nature is
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complex and capable oftremendous diversity. As a result, it has been conceived in various

ways. I am using this term in a moral context, without ignoring its complexity, and I shall

highlight both its good and bad characteristics, and its malleabilityor transformability.

Human nature always interacts with social structure. Coherence, contradiction, and

compromise are brought out when that interaction occurs. Morals maneuver between

human nature and social structure. This is the reason why we need to take a look at the

socio-historicalmilieu ofearly Buddhism and classical Confucianism and their concepts of

human nature. "Unless our moral reflections are historically informed, they will be mere

speculation."19 Unless our moral inquiry reflects human nature, it willnot be useful for

human self-transformation. Examining the socio-historical milieus, and the conceptions of

human nature ofthe two systems, we will find them to be significantlydifferent.

Most commonly, the Buddha is characterized as "a moral reformer," Confucius as "a

transmitter" ofthe tradition, and Mencius as "a successor" ofConfucius. We can put

Mencius together with Confucius, because "a successor" here also implies "a transmitter."

Through a clarification ofthe significance ofthe terms "moral reformer" and "transmitter"

in each tradition, we will begin to understand the perspectives ofthe two traditions.

Scholars have continued to see the Buddha as an anti-traditional reformative thinker

and Confucius as a pro-traditional conservative thinker. This is not entirely incorrect. For

the former takes a critical look at his tradition without having radically different attitude,

and the other is faithful to the tradition. More specifically, the former rejects a core of

Brahman doctrines by claiming non-substantiality of the self, and the latter tries to bring

19 Annette Baier, "Doing without Moral Theory," eds. Standley Clarke & Evan Simpson, Anti-theory in
Ethics and Moral Conservatism (New York: State University of New York Press, 1989) 44.
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the traditional Chou culture into his contemporary socialcontext. However, ifwe look

closely at their starting points and methodologies, we willsee that this characterization

doesnot fully reflect their positions.

It is commonly accepted that the Buddha came fromthe ascetic (samaIJa), non-

Brahmanic tradition that was very criticalofthe Brahmanical religious and social systems.

However, the fact that he camefrom the ascetic tradition does not necessarily mean that

he followed the contemporary ascetic tradition. In fact, he was skeptical about his

contemporary ascetics, and wanted to bring back the ancient tradition. In order to argue

this, I shall make two points. Firstly, the Buddha admitted the value ofthe previous

individually enlightened person (paccekabuddha) and the seer (isi), and regarded them as

moral achievers. Praising them,he counted five hundred individually enlightened persons

andidentified themas seers. He said that they were equalto seers in the sense that they

werefreefromfurther becoming and had achieved the moralgoal (nibbiina).20 In

particular, he illustrated the livesofthe achievers by describing the lives ofthe seers.21 In

otherwords, we find by locating them in an important placein the earlydiscourses the

Buddha praising, the achievers ofthe moral goal, and thus happilyhis pupils to lead a

moral life. Later, in this line of thought, the Buddha himselfis identified with "the banner

of the seers (isinam dhaja)"22 and furthermore he is recognized as "the seventh ofthe

20 MLS 3.110-13.
21 In the Sakka Sutta, the moral life of the seers is representatively charaterized by the words slllivanta
(virtuous) and kalyiilJadhamma (of good conduct) (KS 1.291-93). More specific explanations on their life
in terms of morals are shown in the Sutta-nipiita and the Dhammapada: verses 284, 689-691 and 1006
09 in the former, and 281 and 422 in the latter.
22 KS 2.190.
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seers (isinam isisattama)"23 by early Buddhists. Secondly, the doctrine (dhamma) is

occasionly identified as an "ancient doctrine (dhamma sanantana)," implying that it is not

newly created.24 In other words, the doctrine ofthe Buddha can be traced back to the

ancient doctrine. For these two reasons, we can say that the Buddha accepted and tried to

revitalize the ancient ascetic tradition represented by both the achievers ofthe moral goal

and the ancient doctrine.

As already implied, the Buddha's act ofrestoring the ancient ascetic tradition was

based on human morals. He was able to draw from it a fruitful method ofmoral

cultivation. So, he unlike his contemporary ascetics, emphasized neither extrasensory

powers ofthe individually enlightened persons and seers, nor accepted the extreme ascetic

life. This is because neither extrasensory powers nor extreme asceticism are helpful in

moral cultivation.

We are aware ofthe fact that the Buddha was critical ofthe Brabmanical tradition. He

criticized Brahmanical sacrificial ritual, and the privileged Brahman class. But we also

know that he did not reject the whole Brahmanical social system itself His concern was to

improve people's moral-social conditions by way ofaccommodation and reformation. It is

appropriate to say that he went to back to the ancient tradition without rejecting the whole

Brahmanical system As a result he formulated his own unique moral system which was

grounded on a critical examination ofboth contemporary ascetic and Brabmanical

traditions.

23 S 1.8, 192.
24 Dh 5; S 1.8, 189.
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In formulating his moral system, he seems to have used a pragmatic criterion, from the

perspective ofa good human life. For example, he rejected the two extremes for the

middle way in moral pactices, and put aside the metaphysical questions. This position will

be explicitly explained in chapters III and IV.

In a similar way, Confucius was a critical examiner ofhis contemporary social systems

and views. His intention to revitalize the Chou culture implies that he was not satisfied

with his contemporary social system and philosophical theories. Even though he wanted to

revitalize the Chou culture, he did not want to do so without critical examination and

reformulation. One ofhis achievement was to reformulate the idea ofthe Mandate of

Heaven which was used by the Chou rulers as a political ideology. In the Chou dynasty,

Heaven or Mandate ofHeaven was identified with the rulers or their sons. Confucius does

not follow this idea and internalizes Heaven or Mandate ofHeaven as a person's morality.

In other words, he demythologizes and ethicizes it. Having done this, he adopts the Chou

social and moral culture as an ideal for transmission.

In my understanding, a reformer Buddha is a critical transmitter, and in the same way a

transmitter Confucius is a critical reformer. Their main point ofreformation and

transmission was to establish human morality from the perspective ofpracticality. Even

though they had similar methods and aims, they were significantly different in the degree

which they adopted and modified their own traditions.

The Buddha and Confucius had different social settings. It is said that there existed

many different theories at the time ofthe Buddha: Brahmanism as the main stream,

materialism and relativism as reactions to Brahmanism, skepticism, and so forth. In spite
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ofthe varieties ofideas, the political and social circumstances were generally stable.

Though there may have been some danger ofinvasion during his life time, the country of

the Sakya was peaceful. Moreover, the Sakya had their own assembly hall, the home of

their own democratic social system. The existence ofthe assembly hall implies that they

had a fundamental social institution that enabled them to reflect on and discuss their issues

freely. Politically and socially stable participatory environments must render people more

open to encounter and examine newly formulated ideas.

These environments seem to generate a condition ofurbanization. In general,

urbanization provides more chances to communicate and to encounter varieties of

thoughts. Consequently, people willbe more critical and rational. Similarly, it seems that

the mood ofurbanization ofthe time ofthe Buddha, helped to disseminate the Buddha's

critical ideas. He must have a group ofpeople who opened their hearts and listened. In

fact, his doctrine appealed "to men ofan urban background."25

According to Trevor Ling's research, the Buddha's life from the first to the last was

predominantly urban: "It was life spent in great centers where people came together to

trade and to deliberate, to study and to practice their special crafts and industries, to

discuss and to be entertained, to seek justice, to make money, or to find the truth. "26

In contrast with the Buddha, Confucius and Mencius were confronted not only with

the unending wars ofThe Spring and Autumn Warring Period, but also with the numerous

competing theories intended to stablize the situation. Confucius and Mencius traveled

25 Trevor Ling, The Buddha: Buddhist Civilization in India and Ceylon (New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1973) 106.
26 Ling 106.
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state by state to suggest methods ofright governing to many feudal rulers and so to have a

chance to realize their political ideas. When traveling with their pupils, they often

encouutered hardship because ofthe uuending wars. For example, Confucius and his

followers starved seven days in a war. Mencius seems to have had a still more severe

environment on his travels. This is probably why Menciushad constantly to speak about

right governing. He saw feudal rulers who were continuously involved in invading and

conquering for their own interest. They followed injusticeand became increasingly

corrupt, abandoning the welfare ofthe people. He seems to have identified the main cause

ofsocial problems with such improper governing ofthe leaders.

As the Buddha had urban people as his audience, so did Confucius and Mencius have a

special group who listened to what they said. Fuug observes that a group arose with

Confucius: Shih, as a class of scholars, were neither farmers, artisans nor merchants, and

therefore were not engaged in any kind ofproductive activity. They depended on others

for their support. They were capable either ofholding a governmental office or teaching. 27

They were critical scholars who together with the feudal rulers made up Confucius' and

Mencius' audience. Furthermore, anyone could join them. In other words, the door to

listening and learning was open for everybody. In this way, Confucius and Mencius

attempted to popularize their ideas.

It was to such groups ofpeople that the Buddha, Confucius, and Mencius brought their

critical reformative ideas. As we have seen, they apparently did not admit any class

distinctions in their group. Even though their audiences were similar in the sense that they

27 Yu-Ian Fung, A History of Chinese Philosophy vol. 1 (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1952) 52.
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were open to a critical examination oftheir contemporarie's theories, including their own,

one apparent difference seems to arise due to their different social and political settings.

The two systems agreed that the purpose ofself-transformation is to obtain the moral

goal, and so the inner moral practice ofeach individual is extremely important. However, a

difference that is based on their distinctive social settings arises, when the idea of self

transformation is connected to society in the realization ofthe main virtue ofcompassion!

benevolence. Classical Confucianism seems more concerned about politics as a palpable

tool for the realization ofthis virtue. A greater role is placed on participation in the

activities ofgovernment, and on the idea ofgoverning people.

B. THE VIEW OF HUMAN NATURE

The Buddha analyzes a person into five elements (khandha): material form (riipa),

sensation (vedanu), perception (sanna), dispositions (sankhura), and consciousness

(vinnulJa). He understands a person as a psycho-physical personality. In his analysis, a

person is neither beyond nor below a psycho-physical personality. In other words, a

person is not a metaphysical selfbut experiential self: and so the Buddha neither

establishes any permanent unchangeable self substance (atta), nor denies the empirical

self

Two significant points emerge from the Buddha's analysis ofa person from the

perspective ofself-transformation. First, consciousness for him is not something

independent ofthe body, nor is it substantial. It, as a mental activity, is perceived on the
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same level with the other four elements. The Buddha does not give any superiority to

consciousness as do many metaphysicians.28

Second, dispositions (sairkhara) form the main focus in the process ofself-

transformation. Dispositions are thought to be formulated through uncountable past lives.

They are traced back through time beyond a person's present life. The long history carried

by dispositions results in a diversity ofaccumulated aspects. There also continue to next

life as accumulated psychological tendencies. As long as a person is in the wandering

world, he/she formulates dispositions constantly through bodily, verbal, and mental

activities. As a result ofaccumulated and current activities in a process offormulation,

they always take place at bodily, verbal, and mental loci. This nature ofdispositions

implies that they can always be reformulated. In reformulating dispositions, one can

demolish bad dispositions and develop good dispositions.

As already implied, the reformability or malleability ofdispositions for the better needs

to be emphasized from the moral perspective. At the same time, the degradation of

dispositions toward evil needs to be observed. The view that dispositions can be improved

or degraded raises a question regarding inherited dispositions at birth: Are humans born

good or bad?

28 We wonder why he does not do that. The answer can be provided in two ways: on the grounds of
morals and of epistemology. On the one hand, his emphasis on the moral life leads him to avoid
speculating on a less urgent issue. To reify consciousness by giving superiority to it would lead him to bea
metaphysician, which he wants to avoid. It seems that he is concerned that one can easily fall into one
extreme in searching for consciousness as an entity. In this sense, he holds a pragmatic position in dealing
with consciousness; for moral life it is not necessary to reify consciousness. On the other hand, even
though consciousness, in organizing sense data and representing human experiences, differs from the
other faculties in its active and subjective role, it is perceived as one of the constitutients of human
personality. In other words, it "is conditioned by the sense and sense object." David Kalupahana, The
Principles of Buddhist Psychology (New York: State University of New York Press, 1987) 32.
Furthermore, it is not something pure or uncontaminated and conditioned by dispositions.
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According to the Buddha, humans are not born in a status of tabula rasa. At the

moment ofconception, a person's nature is already formulated. In other words, one's

nature is decided at the same moment that one's body starts developing. In fact, it is

already decided in the form ofthe previous existence before the body starts developing.

This means that we, as ordinary beings, are not able to know the initially formulated

human nature as either good or bad, because we are never be able to identify the type of

the previous existence or its nature. Since we do not know what point would be the first

point ofhuman nature formulated, the question whether the initially formulated nature is

good or bad would be meaningless in Buddhism But stillwe can consider what human

nature is without specifying the point oftime. The Buddha expresses his position on the

nature ofa human being without specifying the point oftime.

The Buddha observes that there is both good (kusala) and evil (akusala) in each

person. In the Anguttara Nikaya, he presents six types ofpersons by observing their

mental status in term ofgood and bad. Furthermore, he connects the six types ofpersons

with their environmental conditions.29 The Buddha divides persons into six types in

combination ofthese two factors: (1) the personal factor based on accordance with the

predominance ofgood or bad. (2) the environmental factor based on good or bad. Also,

he connects the six types with future consequences. The six types are:

(1) predominance ofevil and a good environment.
Consequence is "to be bound not to fall."

(2) predominance ofevil and a bad environment.
Consequence is "to be bound not to fall."

(3) utterly black in evil (and no mention about
environment). Consequence is hell.

29 OS 3.287-91.
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(4) predominance ofevil and a bad environment.
Consequence is "to be bound to fall."

(5) predominance ofgood and a good environment.
Consequence is "to be bound not to fall."

(6) predominance ofgood (and no mention a simile of
environment). Consequence is "to be the Tathagata."

What is to be first kept in mind in analyzing the Buddha's typology is that everyone has

both good and bad in themselves. He observes: "The good has disappeared, the evil is

uppermost; but the root ofgoodness is not cut offand from that good will proceed."30

Looking at (1), (2), (4), and (5), we see that one can always make a change to develop

good in oneselfwhen evil is predominant. As a result ofdeveloping good that is

predominant in the person, he/she deserves good consequences. This is the case only ifa

good environment is provided. As seen in (2) and (4), the predominant evil does not bring

a good consequence ifit is accompanied by a bad environment. The only case where one is

likely to fall is (4) the evil-predominated person connecting with bad environment. From

this observation, we see how the Buddha considers environments ofa moral agency as

being important. 31 We also notice that the Buddha seems to focus on improvement from

the predominant evil to good rather than degradation from the predominant good to the

evil.

30 GS 3.288.
31 To see the samepoint more clearly in the present context, let's considerthe Cakkavatti-sihaniinda
Sutta. We see in the Sutta that environmental scarcity causes evil actions. Due to the destitution that
resulted from king's improper responsibility, no wealth was cultivated. As a result, this povertybecame
widespread: "Whenpovertywas thus became rife, a certain man took that which others had not given
him, what peoplecallby theft" (DB 3.66). From the poverty,stealing and other worse immoral behaviors
arose. Since evil originatesfrom poverty, basic materials are necessary in order not to cause evil. The
point here is that evil is not attributed to people or people's nature.
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(3) and (6) seem to require a special attention. One who is utterly black in his evil

(ekantakdlakehl akusalehi) is to be in hell in the future. For him, it does not matter

whether he has a good environment.V The Buddha seems to assumethat there are people

who do not have any possibility to be good withina certain period oftime. "An utterly

black" person in oneself is totally predominated by evil;neither white nor good is left. So,

whatever good chances or environments there maybe, one is not able to utilize them to

cultivatethe good. One is to go to hell. In the sameSutta, Devadatta is taken as an

example ofthis. The Buddha did not see "a bright spot isukkam dhammath)" for good in

Devadatta. He declared: "Devadatta is wayward gone, hell-bound for a kalpa, and

unpardonable (apayiko Devadatto neraylko kappattho atekiccho)."33

One question remains with type (3): We need to consider the period oftime of"the

utterly black." How long does the duration oftime of"a being-utterly-black" period

continue?Is it permanent? The Buddha would not accept such a position. The duration

would expire some day after he spends a certainperiod oftime in hell. The kamma ofthe

person will be used up. Here kamma theory functions. 34 "The length oftime" needs to be

consideredininterpreting the moral improvement and degradation ofa person. It would

not be appropriatefor the Buddha to apply a permanenttime period. The utterly black

32 The Buddha brings a simile for this case: The seed that is spliced, rotten, and spoilt by wind and heat
does not yield growth even though it is thrown on well-tilled ground in a goodly field (GS 3.289). There is
an uncertainty: What does "utterly black in his evil" exactly mean? It must mean a person who is utterly
evil. But the question still arises: How could the "utterly black" be in the complex of dispositions
including black and white? Or, does this type of person abandon the possibility of his moral improvement?
33 GS 3.287.
34 Kamma theory of the Buddha will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.
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person is to be perceived in a limited time. In the case ofDevadatta, he has not

uncountable kalpas but "a" kalpa.

Type (6) person is able to realize the best good (nihhana) and is known to the

Tathagata. He has bad with good in him and he activates the good here and now. Good

completely overrides bad in him and brings nihhana.35 A complete predominance ofgood

is emphasized. Once one makes good predominant, one easily develops a pure and cool

mind. Furthermore, one "will become completely cool (parinihhayissati)"36 and obtain a

culmination ofthe good.

In type (3) and (6), the exceedingly bad and good in a person are considered. Here the

Buddha pays more attention to internal dynamic energy which can be either negative or

positive, than to environmental elements. Here he does not take environmental elements

into serious consideration. When one is exceedingly bad, one will go to hell. When one is

exceedingly pure by cultivating good, one obtains the highest good. In both cases,

environmental elements do not seem to be influential.

What is required at this juncture is to accommodate the two different observations.

Consideration ofthe environment is significant in (1), (2), (4) and (5). Emphasis on

internal dynamic energy is significant in (3) and (6). An appropriate interpretation that

synthesizes these two observations would be that the Buddha considers both significant.

Perceiving environmental elements and the dynamic energy ofa moral agent, the Buddha

sees both good and bad in every person.

35 He says: "Or suppose I know of some person: 'There is good and evil in him.' Then presently I know:
'There is not in him evil amounting to a hair's prick-end, and being exceedingly pure in faultlessness, he
will, here now, become completely cool'" (GS 3.290).
36 GS 3.209.
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Interestingly, this view has recently been presented by Kekes. He writes: "...human

nature contains a mixture ofgood and evil dispositions. We have them innately, and

neither has essential priority over the other."37 According to the Buddha, depending upon

predominance ofone ofthem and on the environment, one performs actions as either good

or bad (and deserves their consequences). For the Buddha, environment is also an

important factor with the status ofa person in action. He thinks that human actions are

combinatory results oftheir nature and external influences. Corrupt or evil actions are not

caused by only one ofthe two variables. Similarly, Kekes argues that external influences

can corrupt people but corruption or evil behavior is not caused only by such influences.

He holds that "corrupting external influences are neither necessary nor sufficient for very

many evil actions. "38 This position resonates withthe Buddha's. However, the Buddha

considers some exceptional cases; in our observation, type (3) and (6) show that this is not

the case all the time. Sometimes, environmental variables are negligible and do not have an

effect.

Confucius does not provide a crystal clear explanation ofhuman nature (hsing) in

terms ofgood and bad. However, we can infer his positive and optimistic position about

it. In fact, his whole moral philosophy is based on a positive view ofhuman nature. One

example ofhis positive view is the golden rule: Do what you want others to do for you

and do not do what you do not want others to do for you. The rule presupposes the good

37 John Kekes, Moral Tradition and Individuality (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1989) 124.
38 Kekes 124. It is worth citing more in order to see the reason for this argument. He continues: "For,
since people sometimes do evil in the absence of specific external influences, and they sometimes do not
do evil in their presence, it is reasonable to look for an internal propensity that makes us receptive or
resistant to specific external influences" (Kekes 123).
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nature ofhumans because "I" become the main criterion for deciding how to treat others;

Whenever one wants to do morally good, one is required to reflect on oneselfas a guide.

Also, Confucius believes that all people are close to one another by nature. They diverge

as a result ofrepeated practice.I? Natural equality in the positive sense is a fimdamental

presupposition in the cultivation ofConfucian virtues.

The Confucian positive assumptions about human nature are more explicitly established

by Mencius. Before we discuss Mencius' position, the term for human nature first needs to

be considered. An issue on the term was recently raised by Ames. The issue also suggests

differences between hsing and, hsin, heart or mind.

Ames claims that to understand "jen hsing" as human nature is not adequate because it

"requires explanation culturologicallyas something defined and enacted in community."40

He highlights the historical, social, and cultural aspects ofhsing. According to him, it is a

concept of something developed and achieved rather than ofsomething given. He uses the

analogy ofOxmountains! to prove his interpretation. He points out that hsing "designates

the mountain forests rather than the mountain itself' and it "refers to that which goes

beyond the basic condition." Here what he tries to show is that the western concept of

human nature which means "the genetically given" does not fit Mencius' hsing.42

39 17-2. When only numbers appear, it indicates Lunvu, When numbers appear with a letter, it indicates
Mengzi: for example, 2A-1. The texts, the Analects and Mencius, translated by D. C. Lau are used.
40 Roger Ames, "The Mencian Concept ofRen Xing: Does it Mean 'Human Nature,''' Chinese Text and
Philosophical Contexts (La Salle: Open Court Publishing Company, 1991) 142.
41 The analogy of Ox mountain is as follows. The mountain where the trees were luxuriant becomes bald
as a result ofgrazing by the cattle or sheep, or of hewing by axes. As the mountain abandons its original
nature hsing, so can humans: "A man's letting go of his true heart (fang hsin) is like the case of the trees
and the axes." Just as we cannot say that the baldness of the mountain is its nature, so also we cannot say
that humans do not have native endowment (Is'ai) by just looking at their animal-like-behaviors (7A-8).
42 Ames 145-46. Pointing out the conflation of hsin and hsing; he makes a distinction and explains the
relationship between them: "the hsing as a creative act is rooted in the hsin "heart and mind," and human
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Ames' interpretation is stimulating in the sense that he pinpoints and articulates the

subtle differences ofthe two concepts ofMencius. As he interprets certain passages'P to

show hsingnot as a given but as "an accomplished project,"44 hsing seems to allow a

stretched interpretation. There is also an implication that shows hsin is more fundamental

than hsing and the development ofthe latter is a continuation ofthe former's nurture or its

result: "For a man to give:full realization to his heart (hsin) is for him to understand his

own nature (hsing) .... By retaining his heart (hsin) and nurturing his nature (hsing) he is

serving Heaven."45 However, the interpretation that hsing as an achieved concept is

creative in the historical, social, and cultural context seems to be exaggerated beyond

Mencius' intentions.46

Regardless ofthe problem, to the extent that I agree with Ames' interpretation, I take

his argument seriously. For his argument implies that both hsing and hsin can be human

nature in Mencius. In this context, I would like to point out that Mencius uses the term

beingsin generaldo havecertaindeterminativepropensitiesas a function of the hsing. But it is precisely
against these determinate propensities that we are able to observe the change,growth and refinement that
constitute Xing (hsing). "
43 7A-21, 30, 33.
44 Ames 160.
45 7A-1.
46 In addition, Ames' interpretation that hsing "refersto that whichgoesbeyond the basic condition" in
the Ox mountain analogy is basedupon his ownassumption;he assumes that the exuberanceof the trees
on the mountain is nota basiccondition. Here the questionI wantto makeagainst his interpretation is:
(1) whatdoeshe exactly meanby "thebasic condition" and (2) howdoeshe knowwhat Mencius considers
as "thebasicconditions?" In other words, how can webe sure that for Mencius the exuberance of the trees
is notthe basiccondition? It seemsthat the exuberance of the treesfor Mencius is given in the mountain,
which means it is understood as "an inherent characteror basicconstitution of the mountain." I suspect
that for Amesto seethe exuberance of the trees as "a cultivated beauty" is to applyour conventional
understanding to it; in our conventional understanding, the exuberant treesperhaps mean "already
nurturedor cultivated" trees. However, we are not sure that Mencius has the sameconventional
understanding, and so meansalreadynurtured or cultivatedtrees. One can argue that Mencius does not
seemto do so. "Therealmostnever is direct evidence that decides mattersof textual interpretation." David
Wong, "Response to CraigIhara's Discussion," Philosophy East & Westns 41.11 (1991): 57.
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hsin, not hsing, to indicate inherited mind; we notice that Mencius uses hsin in the case of

"pujen chih hsin (a mindunable to bear the sufferings ofothers)" and the four tuan.

Sincethenwe canuse hsin to indicate human nature, as there is a conflationofthe two

terms in Mencius' thoughts, I prefer to use hsing for human nature.

Mencius claims humannature is good. All humanbeings alsohave "pujen chih hsin. II

A famous example is: When one sees a baby drowning in a well, natural instinct is to rush

to its rescue, without expecting any reward, praise or blame. Thisaction comes naturally

and instantly. It is a behaviorbased upon an instinctive emotional nature. Furthermore,

everyone has the four beginnings (four tuan): the heart of compassion (ts'e yin), the heart

ofshame and dislike (hsiu wu), the heart ofyielding (tz'ujang), and the heart ofright and

wrong (shihjei).47 People have these four beginnings just as theyhave four limbs. These

four need to be fully developed. Everyone needs to cultivate these four because they do

not grow withoutcaring. Unless one cultivates them, theymaybe lost. To recognize, to

extend, andto activate fully them is the important task. Fromthese four beginnings, the

four mainvirtues48 are developed.

The important point observed in Mencius' thoughts is as follows. The four beginnings

need to be nurturedor cultivated. Ifone does not nurture them, one will let go ofthem

For good nature, rightnourishment (yang) is a prerequisite. As long as one maintains the

right nourishment, one's good nature grows continuously. Thenourishing aspect ofthe

good nature is fundamental for moral life and therefore it is emphasized in moral life. For

47 2A-6.
48 The four main virtues are: benevolence (jen), righteousness (yi), rites (Ii), and knowledge (chih).
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Mencius, "the moral life is the life lived nurturing the moral sprouts that are the most

important aspect ofour nature: the parts ofus that makes us unique among creatures.1149

Confucius' egalitarian principle with regard to the moral perfectibility ofhumans

continues in Mencian ideas. Mencius emphasizes equality ofhumans in terms ofmoral

capability. Everybody can be the sage-kings, Yao and Shun, by nurturing the inherent

good nature. Together with human potentiality, Mencius also emphasizes constant efforts

to be a morally perfected person. Depending upon one's own efforts, moral outcomes will

be different.

People by nature are good and everyone can nurture good nature by themselves. This

seems to give no account ofevil. How does evil arise? From our observations ofMencius

thoughts, evil must have something to do with "not nurturing goodness in a person."

Every individual needs to nurture the good nature on one's own. Therefore, one must look

within oneself: when one fails to nurture it and thereby displays evil or bad tendencies:

"Look into yourselfwhenever you fail to achieve your purpose."so Mencius stresses one's

responsibility to nurture one's own good nature. When one does not make good nature

function, evil such as laziness or violence arise. Evils are indeed not based on nature. They

are caused by ensnaring one's heart: "Mencius said, 'In good years the young men are

mostly lazy, while in bad years they are mostly violent. Heaven has not sent down men

whose endowment differs so greatly. The difference is due to what ensnares their

heartS.'''51

49 Philip Ivanhoe, Ethics in the Confucian Tradition: The Thought of Mencius and Wang Yang-ming
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990) 12.
50 4A-4.
51 4A-7.
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Eventhough Menciusholds an individualresponsible for one's moral failure, he does

not think it to be entirelythe individual's fault. He considers the basic requirements for

nurturing good to be the following two things:52 (I) materials such as clothes, food, and

dwelling. (2) educationin the fundamental Confucian virtues. When common people lack

the necessities to sustain themselves and the basicknowledge regardinghuman virtues,

they maybe in danger oflosing their good nature. As good is given to them, so the

materials for basicphysical needs, and the basic levelofknowledge ofmoral guidelines

should be provided in order to nurture good nature properly.

The two necessary conditions, basic necessities and education, for nurturing good

nature are requirednot for all people but for most common people. Mencius seems to

leaveroom for an exceptional case. He seemsto believe that one can nurture good and be

a moral person in a severe situation. A virtuous one seemsto be the person for this case

because he is ableto overcome materiallyinsufficient situations, and he already knows and

achieves the fundamental level ofmorality. In other words, ifone achieves a certain level

ofmorality, one willnot be influencedby lack ofmaterials and will know what specific

moralsare required.

EarlyBuddhism and classicalConfucianism have both similarities and differences in

how they regard humannature from the perspectiveofmorals. In early Buddhism, we

52 We read this in Mencius: "Hou Chi taught the people how to cultivate land and the five kinds ofgrain.
When these ripened, the people multiplied. This is the way of the common people: once they have a fuIl
beIly and warm clothes on their back they degenerate to the level of animals if they are allowed to lead
idle lives, without education and discipline. This gave the sage King further cause for concern, and so he
appointed Hsieh as the Minister of Education whose duty was to teach the people human relationships:
love between father and son, duty between ruler and subject, distinction between husband and wife,
precedence of the old over the young, and faith between friends" (3A-4).
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have dispositions which represent the inner complexity ofa human being and continue

throughout time. Dispositions are given at the moment oftime when consciousness enters

into the womb. Logically, humans have a certain nature even before they are born. An

embryo has dispositions containing dynamic and complex characteristics in it. In spite of

the importance ofthe dispositions in transforming the self the Buddhadoes not say a lot

about them. Especially, he does not remark on them in terms ofgood and bad. What is

implied in the Buddha'sview is that dispositions contain not onlygood and bad

characteristics but alsoneutral characteristics. While the Buddhaunderstands dispositions

as dynamic and complex, Confucius and Mencius understands them in a simpler way. For

Confucius and Mencius, humans are born with good natures. Also, it is clear that the

Buddha'sobservation about dispositions reflects the long history of the dispositions

throughout the past livesofa person. Differently enough, Confucius and Mencius

thoughts on human nature does not make reference to any past lifeofa person.

Dispositions are not fixed. They are always changeable. In order to be a morallygood

person, one needs to refine and reformulate dispositions in a good direction. The Buddha

believes that everyone has the capability to reformulate and improvetheir dispositions by

making constant efforts. Regarding improvability ofthe self the classical Confucianists

take a similar position. Humans'good nature needs to be nurtured by each person. The

idea ofnurturing is stronglyemphasized in classical Confucianism. Whileearly Buddhism

stresses changeability or improvability ofthe self classicalConfucianism stresses the idea

ofnurture or cultivation.
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Even though both systems give each individual a responsibility to realize morals, they

also point out the importance ofthe environment ofa moral agent. A good environment

and basic necessities should be provided for moral transformation. Severe circumstances

for most people can make a moral agent fail. However, neither system questions how and

to what degree the environment is influencial for moral achievement.

On the other hand, both systems have their own analytical modes for assessing the

influence ofthe environment. For the Buddha, there are the six different types ofpersons

combining different environment. Being based upon the six types, he provides the different

combinations interacting with good or bad environment. Environmental influences are

varied case by case. Differently enough, the analysis ofthe classical Confucianist tradition

is based on a constant mode applied to a changing environment: everyone is born with a

good nature.
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CHAPTER D. THE METAPHYSICAL GROUNDWORK OF VIRTUE

In this chapter, I shall interpret the ethics ofboth early Buddhism and classical

Confucianism in order to clarify the foundation ofself-transformative morals. By

examiningtheir moral foundation, we shall see that the moral foundations ofthe two

systems are distinctively different. One is based on kamma and rebirth theory, and the

other is based on the notion of t'ien.

A. EARLYBUDDIDSM

The theory ofkamma and rebirth is deeply implicatedin early Buddhists ethics.

According to this theory, lay people and renunciants alike are subject to kammic

influences. Their moral struggle is under kammic law as long as they are not morally

perfected persons. Only by eliminating kammic influences are they able to achieve moral

perfection.

The early Buddhist concept ofkammic law is bound up with the principle of dependent

arising (pa{iccasamuppada). Kammic law and the principle ofdependent arising are

dynamicprinciples in early Buddhist ethics. The scope ofoperation is not limited to this

present world alone; rather, they function throughout time.

From the perspective ofethics, rebirth theory is necessarily connected with kamma

theory since the status ofone's rebirth will be in accordance with the quality ofone's

kamma. The concepts ofkamma and rebirth form two ofthe most fundamental

validational concepts, alongside other such basic notions as "non-self' and "dependent
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arising." As Homer puts it, "Buddhism is unintelligible apart from the allied doctrines of

kamma and rebirth. "53

Kamma literally means action or deed. In a Buddhist ethical context, it carries strong

psychological connotations. It is identified with motive or intention and is allied with the

term volition (cetanii). The Buddha's remark, "0 monks, I call cetanii kamma,"54 shown

the importance ofpsychological state ofan actor. Since the Buddha did not provide a

further definition ofkamma, this remark has become the basis ofthe scholarly

interpretation ofkamma. Excluding from the notion ofkamma its effect or result (vipiika),

Rahula limits the meaning ofkamma only to "'volitional action,' not all action,"55 and

Francis Story claims" by kamma is meant volitional activity only."56From the perspective

ofthe elimination ofkammic power through mental purification, such emphasis on the

centrality ofvolition is entirely appropriate. It is also appropriate from the perspective of

moral responsibility. However, to take kamma as only volitional action does not convey

the broader meaning ofthe term. The notion ofkamma necessarily includes all actions,

even the unintentional actions ofa moral agent. So, even though from the perspective of

morals, it is the volitional aspect ofactions that is emphasized because ofthe need to

speak ofresponsibility, I hold that the scope ofkamma should be extended beyond

"volitional action. "

53 Isaline Honer, The Early Buddhist Theory orMan Perfected (New Delhi: Oriental Books Reprint
Corporation, 1987) 97.
54 "Cetaniiham bhikkhave kammam viidiimi" (AJ.415).
55 Walpola Ranula, What the Buddha Taught (New York: Grove Press, 1974) 32.
56 Francis Story, "Kamma and Causality," Wheel 221 (1975): 16.
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Furthermore, the notion ofkamma also includes the sense of"causal effect." Whenever

a moral agent acts, a consequence (vipiika, orphala) follows. This causal relationship

between act and consequence forms an essential part ofthe theory ofkamma. The

consequence ofan action can occur at different times. It can follow immediately after an

action, a long time after an action, or even in a subsequent life time. In so far as it allows

a consequence to occur in another life, kamma theory necessarily presupposes rebirth

theory.

What are the conditions ofkamma and rebirth? The origin ofkamma is ignorance

(avijjii). "Constant traveling from birth to birth, from this form to that form, again again--

this is what results from ignorance."57 Ignorance is the origin ofdispositions (saitkhiira):

"Ignorance is the provenance...the source...the birth ...ignorance is the origin ofthe

saitkhiira. So it is, monks, that conditioned by ignorance are the saitkhiira."58 When it is

conditioned by the dispositions, consciousness (viiiiiiilJa) arises. Consciousness then

triggers the other nine factors ofdependent arising in the continuously wandering

(smhsiira) world.

How, then, does consciousness enter into a physical body? Consciousness enters into a

mother's womb under both physical and psychological conditions. The physical conditions

are the coitus ofthe parents and the mother's proper season. 59 The psychological

condition is "the enjoyment ofall that makes for enfettering": "in him, who contemplates

the enjoyment ofall that makes for enfettering, there comes descent ofconsciousness."60

57 Sn 12-6.
58 MLS 1.317.
59 David Kalupahana, Ethics in Early Buddhism (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1995) 104.
60 KS 2.64.
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Besides these three conditions, the five elements, earth, water, air, fire, and space, are

necessary for consciousness to arise in a physical form.. The moral agent then takes a

different body depending upon ignorance, dispositions, and consciousness.

Kalupahana understands consciousness as transmigrating consciousness (gandhabba).

"Gandhabba is a metaphorical description ofconsciousness at the moment ofdeath

craving for survival."61 Consciousness seems to have a certain color depending upon the

dispositions ofeach moral agent. As we saw in the previous chapter, the Buddha did not

accept the idea ofthe mind as a tabula rasa. The notion of tabula rasa is even rejected for

the moment ofthe first flickerings ofconsciousness before actual birth. 62 Consciousness is

assumed to carry the kamma that has been accumulated in previous lives. Ifthe moral

agent is an enlightened one, however, consciousness can have no future ground. With the

absence ofdispositions, consciousness will not survive. As Mittal notices,63 we have an

example oftwo liberated monks, Godhlka and Vakkali, who committed suicide by

stabbing themselves with a dagger, but their consciousness did not leave. 64 Dispositions

provide the fuel for rebirth or successive lives for a moral agent in the continuously

wandering and dependently arising world. Consciousness never disappears as long as the

moral agent is under kammic influences. It continues to take different bodies. It may also

take a form from one ofthe four other states ofexistences: the beings in hell, in the world

ofdeparted spirits, in heaven, and in the realm ofanimals.

61 Kalupahana 104.
62 Kalupahana 105.
63 Kewal Mittal, Prospectives on Kamma and Rebirth (Delhi: Sham Printing Agency, 1990) 161.
64 KS 1.151-52, KS 3.105-06.
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Having seen the mechanism ofkamma, we need to point out two ethical implications.

The first one is with regard to the goal ofthe moral agent. Having achieved the goal of

freedom from the continuously wandering world, consciousness disappears because

dispositions or kammic influences are cut offat death. For the enlightened one, this life is

the last one. To be born in a heavenly place or in a better situation within this world is not

the final goal for him/her. We read this in Therigatha: "They, the majority, not knowing

the truths taught by the excellent Buddha, rejoice in existence [, mother]; they long for

rebirth among the devas. Even rebirth among the devas65 is non-eternal; (it is) in the

impermanent existence; but fools are not afraid ofbeing reborn again and again."66 To put

an. end to rebirth in either heavenly or the wandering world is the goal ofthe moral agent.

To achieve this by being moral is the final moral goal ofsuch freedom (nihhana). The

second implication is that the notion ofkamma and rebirth are bound up with the theory of

dependent arising since ignorance is the triggering cause ofthe twelve links. In other

words, the theory ofdependent arising is coupled with the concept oftransmission ofpast

actions to the present life and ofpresent actions to a future life. The whole process of

taking a new life through consciousness itselfreflects the principle ofdependent arising. A

new existence proceeds from one's previous existence in the sense that it proceeds from

one's previous kamma. The characteristics ofa new existence are determined according to

the condition ofkamma. Consequently, as Damien observes, "kamma is not an occult

65 Devos are gods.
66 Thag 454-55.
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power but an aspect ofDependent-Origination; instead simply it is the principle that moral

actions have consequences (kamma-niyama)."67

As we have seen, since the final moral goal is the elimination ofkamma and rebirth, any

attempt to bifurcate kamma and nibbiina would not be appropriate. Some scholars

analyze early Buddhist ethics by differentiating kammic and nibbiinic action. King

contrasts the two and emphasizes a tension between them A lay person's morality works

in terms of IIan infinite number ofsuccessive rebirths," but a monk's works in terms of van

internalized process ofself-perfection.1168 In other words, lay people work for a happy or

better rebirth and monks work for putting an end to rebirth. A similar structure is used by

Reynolds. Though he does not contrast the same two notions, he still bases his distinction

between monks and laity in the distinctive concepts ofdhamma (nibblina, monk) and

kamma (samsara, lay). Besides this doctrinal distinction, there is also a radical difference

between the noble order (ariya sangha) and that ofordinary monks, this is grounded in

the distinction between the supra world (lokuttara) and this-world (lokiya). The former

practice the path to the moral goal while the latter practice morality (sUa) and

concentration (samadhi) to improve their own kammic destiny. The scheme ofanalysis

used by both King and Reynolds seems to be based on the practice ofearly Buddhism

rather than on textual analysis. Aronson, for example, refutes Kings's bifurcation, arguing

that such an analysis is doctrinally ungrounded. 69 The same criticism also seems to be

applicable to Reynolds.

67 Damien Keown, The Nature of Buddhist Ethics (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1992) 127.
68 Winston King, In the Hope ofNibbana (La Salle: Open Court, 1887) 69.
69 Harvey Aronson, Love and Sympathy in Theravada Buddhism (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1986) 79.
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There is no precise specification in the texts of a distinction between the moral goal

and the heavenly world that corresponds with the distinction between the monkhood and

the laity. The analysis that monks are searchersfor the moralgoal and lay people aim for a

reward or better life in this world needs to be reconsidered.Z? The same point applies to

the distinction between the noble order and ordinary monks. A heavenly reward can

accrueto monks: "Thus, monks, is dhamma71 welltaught by me,... all those who have

enoughfaith in me, enough affection, are bound for heaven."72 The moral goal, similarly,

is attainedby lay people. Even a lay woman follower can attain the moral goal.73 Lay

followers or householders who attain the moralgoalare not liableto return from that

world.74 Lay people, contemporaries ofthe Buddha, becamenoble ones.75 Monks and

laypeoplethen, can equally accomplish the noblewayoflife(brahmacariya). Indeed, the

goal can be sought and obtained by everybody: "Whoever will dwellvigilant in this

doctrineand discipline, eliminatingjoumeying-onfromrebirthto rebirth will put an end to

pain.1176

As we have seen, being free from rebirth is a centraltask for everybody. In early

Buddhism, the idea ofbeing free from rebirth is based on kammaand rebirth theory. Our

next questionseemsto follow: How is such a notionto be allowed?Its validity is based on

the Buddha'sown empiricalobservations, and on inductive reasoning based upon them It

70 This analysis doesseemto reflecta half truth fromtheperspective ofa present realistic form of
Buddhism. Layand renunciative people seemto havedifferent goals in the modeof their practical
religious life.
71 Dhamma in this contextmeans the doctrineof the Buddha.
72 MLS 1.182.
73 MLS 2.140.
74 MLS 2.169.
75 Honer 109.
76 Thag 257.
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is saidthat the Buddhaobtained extra-ordinary powers after enlightenment. Among them,

the clairvoyance of the divineeye (dibbacakkhu) madeit possible for him to see his past

numerous lives andhabitationsin the first watch ofthe night:

I remembered a variety offormer habitations, thus: one birth,

three...four...five...ten...twenty...thirty...forty...fifty...a hundred...a

thousand...a hundred thousand births, and manyan eon ofintegration and

manyan eon ofdisintegration; such a one was I byname, having such and

sucha clan, such and such a color, so I was nourished, such and such

pleasantand painful experiences were mine, so didthe span oflife end.

Passing from this, I came to another state wheresucha one was I by

name, .... Passing from this, I arose here. Thus I remember diverse former

habitationsin all their modes and detail....71

In the early Buddhist texts rebirth theory is saidto havebeenverified by the Buddha

andhis disciples.78 Their direct experience can be generalized to allhumanbeings by

inductive reasoning: "InBuddhism, the propositions about the phenomenon ofrebirth are

inductive inferences based on the data ofdirect experience."79 Suchperception ofpast

rebirth status, implies the memory ofkammic conditions as well. In the sameSutta, the

Buddha links kamma and rebirth:

77 MLS 1.28.
78 Weobserve manyexamplesof the disciples who recollected their previous lives. See the Therigiitii
100,171, and 179, and the Theragiitii 166.
79 DavidKalupahana, Causalitv: The Centural PhilosophyofBuddhism (Honolulu: Universityof
Hawaii, 1975) 106.
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With the purified deva vision surpassing that ofmen I see beings as they

pass hence or come to be; I comprehend that beings are mean, excellent,

comely, ugly, well-going, ill-going, according to the consequences oftheir

deeds, and I think: Indeed these worthy beings who were possessed of

wrong conduct in body, who were possessed ofwrong conduct ofspeech,

who were possessed ofwrong conduct ofthought, scoffers at the ariyans,

holding a wrong view, incurring deeds consequent on a wrong view--these,

at the breaking up ofthe body after dying, have arisen in a sorrowful state,

a bad bourn, the abyss, Niraya Hell (also a parallel remark for a good

conduct and a good heavenly bourn). 80

With regard to kamma and rebirth, this Sutta shows only that good conduct leads to a

good rebirth and bad conduct to a bad rebirth. At this point, Buddhist kamma and rebirth

theory do not differ from that ofHinduism The Buddha, however, goes further. In the

Mahakamma-vibhanga Sutta, we encounter a more complicated theory ofkamma and

rebirth. The Buddha divides persons into four types: (1) One ofthe morally bad behaviors

in this world arises in a bad bourn; (2) One ofmorally bad behavior in this world arises in

a good bourn; (3) One ofmorally good behavior in this world arises in a good bourn, (4)

One ofmorally good behavior in this world arises in a bad boum.s! The second and the

fourth types ofperson, in particular, reflect the Buddha's philosophical position as a

middle way based on the truth ofdependent arising. Having abandoned the two extreme

views, absolutism and nihilism, he takes a pragmatic middle position. Applying this

80 MLS 1.28-29.
81 MLS 3.257.
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position to the above ethical analysis, we can see that he overcomes absolute determinism

and indeterminism, or moral absolutism and nihilism Ifhe insisted on only the first and the

third types, he would fall into absolute determinism or moral absolutism Ifhe insisted on

only the second and the fourth types, he would fall into indeterminism or moral nihilism.

As he was aware ofall contemporary dogmatic philosophical views and kept himselfaway

from them by taking a middle position, so he was aware ofthe two moral dogmas and

made room for moral responsibility in a middle path. In this context, I conclude that the

Buddha's position on morality is "neither deterministic nor indeterministic. "

The principle ofdependent arising is applied to the division ofhuman types.

Observation ofthe second and the fourth types ofperson reflects this principle. Other

conditions can always intervene between conduct and consequence. For example, when a

good person is to be born in a good state, a factor that interrupts the scheduled plan may

intervene. As a result, the good person could be born in a bad state. Or, the good person

can perform a bad action at the time ofdeath, and this factor may bring him or her to a

bad status. In other words, one agent's characteristics are never the same as another's. One

person's behaviors are never the same as another's. Besides the person's characteristics and

behaviors, we have many possible conditions. With many different conditions, a good

person or a bad person can be born in a bad or a good status. However, all conditions are

not perfectly visible. We are not able to see all the conditions. Furthermore, since "the

principle ofdependent arising is an extension ofexperience into the obvious past and the

future,"82 the person's good or bad conduct can be countervailed by one's bad or good

82 David Kalupahana, A History of Buddhist Philosophy (Hnolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1992) 54.
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conduct of a previouslife. Consequently, good or bad conductdoes not carry an agent

into a good or a bad status simplyaccording to a one to one correspondencebetween act

and consequence.

Indeed,the principle ofdependent arising functions throughout the present, past, and

future. Depending upon the qualityofan agent, a varietyof consequencescan result. A

morally bad agent can be reborn in hellby committing a minordeed ofwickedness. A

morally good agent can expiate the same slightdeed of wickedness in the present life. In

other words, the samewicked deed brings different consequences depending upon the

characterof the agent. Here the link between an action and consequence is not absolutely

settled. Thegeneralqualityofthe agentwill produce a consequence where qualityis

equivalent to that ofthe agent.

This is moreclearlyexplained by using the simile of salt. A smallamount ofsalt can

makewater eitherundrinkable or drinkable depending upon the amount ofwater. Ifone

puts a lump of salt into a cup ofwater, the water becomes undrinkable. But ifone were to

it into the riverGanges, the water of the Gangeswouldstillbe drinkable. In exactlythe

sameway, the sameslightdeed ofwickedness mayeitherproduce a bad consequence such

as hell, or it maybe expiated.

We haveseenwhy a strict determinism or one-to-one relationship between action and

consequence is not proposed by the Buddha. Thisis because he sees all actionsunder the

principle of dependent arising. Notice that in the above casethe applicationofthe idea of

dependent arising to the causal relationship ofactionand consequence is limitedto the

present. As stated earlier, however, from the perspective of the theory ofrebirth, the
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causal mechanism ofkamma includes the present, past, and future. The principle of

dependent arising will thus be extended to the past and future. In fact, in the Buddha's

own words, "the principle ofdependent arising is an extension ofthe experience of

dependence into the obvious past and the future. "83

The scope ofthe dependent arising that connects action and consequence pervades the

three times. This willbecome clear ifwe consider the scope ofkamma and rebirth theory,

and kamma's effectiveness in terms ofthe three times. When we say that the scope of

kamma and rebirth includes the three times, we do not assume a certain beginning point of

the past or ending point in the future. The past time is without known beginning and the

future time may be endless. Therefore, the causal connection connections ofaction and

consequence are laid out through an endless period. Notice that in Buddhism ignorance

and dispositions, which are the first links in the kammic chain, have been formulated in an

indeterminate past. Also, it is worth noticing that we have, among four kinds ofkammas, a

kamma which brings forth a result in some after-life (aparapariya vedaniya). In

comparison with the other three kammas,84 this kamma represents better the indefinite

interval between the connection ofaction and consequence. Just the link intervenes a

beginningless and endless time period, so does the principle ofdependent arising.

Since there is an indefinite time between an action and its result, a moral agent will not

be able to trace a complete causal and effect cycle. Furthermore, as we saw, the links may

be multiple. A present consequence or kammic action can have its cause at any previous

83 Kalupahana 127.
84 The other three karnmas are: kamma having immediate effect in this life, karnma having effect in the
next succeeding life, and kamma losing its effect and potential effect. Hammalawa Saddhatissa, Buddhist
Ethics (London: Wisdom Publications, 1986) 30.
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time. In other words, the present consequence or kammic action can be a counterpart of

either a past life or the present life. The same is true in the case offuture consequences

and kammic actions. They are covered by both the present and past lives. Therefore, such

an understanding as "present kamma is a counterpart ofthe past kamma" or "future

kamma is a counterpart ofa present kamma"85 does not seem to be correct. The three

times are not separated from one another. The kammic causal connections ofthe present

extend throughout the past and into the future.

The connectedness ofthe three times in the early Buddhist conception ofkamma may

be compared with that ofHeidegger. In Heidegger's thought, the three times are

intertwined, and the present carries the unclosed past as history, and the future as

unfulfilled possibility. In other words, an individual Dasein is a bearer oftemp orality that

includes the present, past and future. Neither the notion ofkamma nor Heidegger's notion

oftime involves a linear sequence ofthe three times. These times are involved in an

individual's every action. For example, when I am writing something, I am calling on

previous experiences and also thinking about what I am going to write next.

The notion ofan unlimited time adds two ideas to the principle ofdependent arising.

First ofall, regarding the linkbetween action and consequence, it functions as a theoretical

ground for the free will problem To refer to Dharmasiri's interpretation: we have free

choice, or free will, and causal connections are indeterministic. The result ofan action

which is decided by free will will not necessarily be confined to the present time.

Therefore, from this perspective free will is also extended in terms oftime. Likewise, since

85 Story 11.
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time extends in two directions, we can say that ifthe result ofa free action cannot be

found in the present, it may be found in the future. Furthermore, we can say the action

itselfis a result offree action in the past. A current scholarly argument seems to provide a

justification for this: "kamma itselfin the ultimate sense is the product ofchoice and free

will."86 The doctrine ofkamma together with the concept oflimitless time seems to

support a free will argument. However, a further question needs to be asked from the

perspective ofdependent arising since everything is explained in terms ofthe principle of

dependent arising. Human will is not free from it. It is conditioned by, or at least interacts

with, dependently arisen situations. It is not possible to have a pure free will.

Secondly, the concept ofunlimited time can be useful in motivating people to be

compassionate toward others.f? With regard to the past unlimited time, we can infer that

we have been related to others in many previous lives. Aronson argues that "there is no

person in the world today who has not been in a close relationship to us. "88 Aronson's

claim seems a little strong, but it is still acceptable. Furthermore, the concept ofunlimited

time along with the principle ofdependent arising strongly implies such interconnection. If

we trace past lives continuously, allpeople, including animals, will be seen as interrelated.

With regard to future time, unless we are free from the continuously wandering world, we

can assume that we may have a close relationship with others in the future. It would be a

86 Story 4.
87 A similar idea is written by Dharmasiri in the context of the problem of rebirth. He writes: Another
important phenomenological significance of the belief in rebirth is the powerful moral perspective it lends
to altruistic activities, as discussed above, by suggesting that other beings could have been closely related
to oneself in previous births. Gunapala Dharmasiri, Fundamentals of Buddhist Ethics (Antioch: Golden
Leaves Publishing Company, 1989) 40.
88 Harvey Aronson, "The Relationship of the Karmic to the Nirvdnlc in Theraviida Buddhism," Journal
of Religious Ethics ns 7.1 (1979): 43.
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reasonable to concludeboth that we have seen in closerelationships with others in past

lives, and that we maybe so in future lives. Onewho accepts this conclusion shouldbe

more compassionate and caringtoward others. For sucha personit would be easy to live

with the essential virtues ofearly Buddhist ethics, virtues suchas loving-kindness (mettii),

compassion (karu1J.ii), sympathetic joy (muditii), and equanimity (upekkhii).

At thisjuncture, we need to return to our earlier discussion in order to close this

section. Earlier we discussed that originofkamma andrebirth is ignorance and the moral

goal is to attainfreedomfrom ignorance. Since ignorance is a direct cause ofkamma and

rebirthand "ignorance is the basis ofall suffering,"89 it should be exterminated. To

exterminate ignorance is equivalent to the destruction ofthe three defilements ofgreed

(lobha), hatred (dosa), and confusion (moha). When action is freedfrom the three

conditions, kamma is barren instead offruitful; no morerebirth exists. For this purpose,

one needsto practicevirtues in actions and transform oneselfby doing so.

B. CLASSICAL CONFUCIANISM

The metaphysical ground ofmorals in classical Confucianism is found in the notion of

t'ien or Heaven. Confucius retrieves the originof morals fromthe notion of t'ien. The

locus of t'ien, as a moral source, becomes identified in the human mind. However,

Confucius doesnot claim t'ien merely as a moralsource. Rather, t'ien for him has more

complex implications. The complexity ofthe notionoft'ien gradually disappearsin

89 Sn 729.
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Mencius' moral theory. It is Mencius who refines the notion of t'ien as a moral source in

the human mind. Furthermore, he concretizes and internalizes it as morality.

The complexityof the notion of t'ien is a reflection ofcomplexity of ancient Chinese

thought about t'ien. In other words, Confucius' and Mencius' thoughts on t'ien, regardless

ofthe degree ofthe influence ofprevious thoughts on t'ien, still reflect the ancient idea. In

the ancient idea, t'ienis not a moral concept and it carries the image ofpersonal God that

protects people and controls things. In spite ofinfluence and adoption, Confucius' and

Mencius' notion oft'ien is revolutionary in the sense that it is depersonalized and

internalized as innermorality.

We see three implicationsoft'ien that are not simply associated with morality in the

Analects. First, it refers to a kind ofwatchman or judge ofhuman behavior. When

Confucius is asked by one ofhis pupils, Wang-sun Chia, about offering, he answers that

"when you offended against Heaven, there is nowhere you can tum to in your prayers. "90

It seems that t'ien, here, is an absolute which has awesome power over humanity. Taking a

similar passage: "...ifI have done anything improper, may Heaven's curse be on me"91 and

also, "alas, Heaven has bereft me! Heaven has bereft me."92 This t'ien seems to exist

outside ofhumans rather than inside ofhumans, as watching over human behaviors and

controlling them

Second, t'ien as a cosmological principle manages the change ofseasons and time.

When Confucius said, "I am thinking ofgiving up speech," Tzu kung spoke, "Ifyou did

90 3-13.
91 6-28.
92 11-8.
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not speak what would there be for us, your disciples to transmit?" To Tzu kung's

response, Confucius said, "What does Heaven ever say? Yet there are the four seasons

going round and there are the hundred things coming into being. What does Heaven ever

say?"93 This verse shows the more general t'ien concept which is a common trait ofmany

other primitive religions. It appears as a universal God which moves and controls the real

world from behind the world. In other words, "Heaven is that there is an objective order

which is the manifestation ofthe work ofHeaven: Perhaps it would be more correct to

conceive ofHeaven in impersonal rather than personal terms. "94

Third, t'ien is a controller ofhuman wealth and honor as well as ofdeath as it exists

beyond the control ofhumans. "Tzu-hsia said, I have heard it said; (Life and death are a

matter ofDestiny.) Wealth and honor depend on Heaven."95 As the life and death of

humans is beyond power, so wealth and honor ofhumans depend on t'ien. Also, for

Confucius, death is a matter ofdestiny. 96

The three characteristics of t'ien show Confucius' reflection on it as external power not

associated with human morality. These are more like personal and anthropomorphic

aspects ofGod which are remnants ofancient Chinese thought. So, these are not ethical

concepts. As matter offact, the Analects shows much more this external aspect oft'ien

than its internal ethical aspect.

93 17-19.
94 Shu-hsien Liu, "The Religious Import of Confucian Philosophy; Its Traditional Outlook and
Contemporary Significance," Philosophy East & West ns 21.2 (1971): 158.
95 12-5.
96 Confucius' thought on death is represented in his lamentation on his pupil dying of illness. Visiting
him, he said; "...it must be Destiny." For him, death is a problem which is beyond human power.
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Reflection on t'ien as a moral ground begins with the idea of t'ien ming, Heaven's

Mandate or Destiny. It shows the ethical aspect of t'ien. Confucius develops his creative

humanistic thinking through the idea of t'ien mingo He indicates t'ien as the internal

morality by claiming that it is given in him.

First, t'ienming needs to be recognized as morality in the human mind. It is to be

understood through learning. It is not given by personal God as in the Christian tradition.

For Confucius, understanding it is tremendously important, and is to be achieved as a

culmination ofleaming from the perspective ofthe Confucian moral goal. "A man has no

way ofbecoming a virtuous one (chun tzu) unless he understands Destiny. "97 Confucian

learning (hsueh) as a personal cultivation implies the practice ofvirtues and leads one to

the recognition of t'ien mingo When Confucius understands it, he seems to be ready to

claim this: "Heaven is author ofthe virtue that is in me."98 T'ien is substantiated and

internalized as a supreme virtue in one's own mind. However, it is hard to describe

specifically the nature of t'ien in the form ofan internalized supreme virtue. In comparison

with Mencius' notion, Confucius' notion of t'ien is much looser.

While the Confucian notion of t'ten reveals morality on a more abstract level, another

ofhis related notion--the notion ofgods and spirits (qui shen)--presents his moral idea

more specifically. We willso on see how the latter notion reveals specific human ethics.

In the Analects, gods and spirits are objects ofsacrifice (ji). Confucius' position

regarding the gods and spirits is recorded. He says: "...Keep one's distance from the gods

and spirits." These words presuppose the existence ofthe gods and spirits because we

97 20-3.
98 11-8.
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cannot keep distance from something without admitting its existence. I think this remark

insinuates two things indirectly. One is that one should have "reverence (ching) for the

gods and spirits, II the other is that one should "not be too close to them II These two

positions are reconfirmed in another passage. Confucius tells what attitude one should

take when reverencing the gods and spirits: "Sacrifice as ifpresent' is taken to mean

'sacrificeto the gods as ifthe gods were present"'; The Master, however, said, "Unless I

take part in a sacrifice, it is as if I did not sacrifice.II Even when a meal consisted only of

coarse rice and vegetable broth, he invariably made an offering from them and invariably

did so solemnly."99 In other words, in making sacrificeshe recommends doing so sincerely

with one's own heart.

When we consider the above attitude in making sacrifice we cannot but think that

Confucius believed in the existence ofthe gods and spirits. However, ifwe consider his

remark, "Keep distance from the gods and spirits,II he does not seem to mean that we

should serve the gods and spirits wholeheartedly. It should be understood that this remark

was made from the standpoint ofa human being. The world where we are is not the world

ofthe gods and spirits but the world ofhumans. For Confucius, the most important thing

was to serve humans. When Chi-Iu asked how the spirits ofthe dead and the gods should

be served, Confucius answered like this; "serve man (shihjen)" and "understand life (chih

sheng)": "Chi-lu asked how the spirits ofthe dead and the gods should be served. The

Master said, 'You are not able to even serve man. How can you serve the spirits?' 'May I

ask about death?' 'You do not understand even life how can you understand death?"'100

99 3-12.
100 11-12.
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This passage can be literally interpreted into two ways focusing on the question, "How can

you serve the spirits?" First, after you serve humans you serve the spirits. Secondly, you

serve onlyhumans and need not serve the spirits. Ifwe understand the deep meaning ofhis

remark, "You are not able to serve man. How can you serve the spirits?," we seem to be

required to take the second position. Confucius teaches that one should serve humans

even after they die. When he was asked about being filial (hsiao), he answered: "when

your parents are alive, comply with the rites (Ii) in servingthem; When they die, comply

with the rites in burying them; comply with the rites in sacrificing to them "101 As we see

in this verse, being filial also means to serve parents, and to serve them as spirits, and

through the spirits after they die. Sacrificing to parents that appear as spirits after they die,

means not serving spirits themselves but serving parents in the context ofextended life.

The point ofsacrifice is not on serving themselves but the serving ofparents through

sacrifice. For Confucius, sacrifice to parents is an expressionofrespect.

Reviewing the meaning ofsacrifice in the Analects, we can draw several conclusions

about sacrifice. First, Confucius does not seem to negate absolutely the existence ofthe

gods and spirits. Second, he teaches that one should serve humans before serving the gods

and spirits. In other words, he teaches that one had better serve humans rather than serve

the gods and spirits. Third, he recommends sacrificing to the gods and spirits, but his real

intention ofsacrificingto them is in serving humans sincerelyeven after they die.

So far, we found the two aspects of t'ien by examiningthe notion of t'ien ofConfucius.

One is an external personal aspect and the other is an internal depersonal aspect. Human

101 2-5.
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virtues are grounded on the latter aspect. They are in the human mind and recognized by

learning. However, the latter aspect is still abstract in so far as it does not yet prescribe

specificethical norms. The specific ethical norms are better derived from his thoughts on

the gods and spirits. As we have seen, sacrifice to them is no more than one ofthe

expressions ofrespect to humans.

Moving on to reflect on Mencius's concept oft'ien as a moral ground, we shall start by

discussingthe subtle differences between the two thinkers.

In general, their ideas on t'ien as a moral ground are not very different. However, there

is a differencein the degree to which they emphasize a certain point. We see many

passages on the external aspect of t'ien in the Analects while we see many passages on the

internal aspect of t'ien in Mencius. In other words, Mencius far more firmly establishes

t'ien as a moral ground.

Mencius it is true, also perceives t'ien as an external power: "...Heaven alone can grant

success."102 Another feature ofthis external t'ien is given in order to test humans. T'ien

does not send down a leader during bad years to test people by ensnaring their hearts. 103

It seems that t'ien is a controller ofhuman affairs and ofbad and good times. Even though

the tremendous power oft'ien becomes more moderate, it still remains a controller in the

human world. Human success and failure still depend on Decree.

However, Mencius emphasizes a person's own influence on his/her success and failure.

He thinks all good pleasure and indolence is brought by humans: "there is neither good nor

102 IB-14. Another similar verse is 5A-8. This verse implies that there is the Decree, ming; in the
process and the result of work. In other words, there is Decree in the matters of success and failure.
103 6A-7.
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bad fortune which one does not bring upon oneself..."104 This position makes an ethically

significant point in the sense that he values an agency in reaping the results ofone's own

action. Furthermore, he gradually overcomes the external aspect of t'ien and lays out t'ien

as an internal moral concept.

Considering the gods and spirits, we see that they still playa role. Although there is no

mention about the gods and spirits in Mencius, their existence is implied. The altars of

earth and grain take the second position in the order ofthe degree ofimportance. Mencius

says how to properly sacrifice to them and that altars should be replaced even ifnatural

disaster continues in spite of sacrifice. Here one thing to be pointed out is that the gods

and spirits do not seem to be only ancestor gods, which is different from Confucius'

position. For Confucius, the gods and spirits appear to be only ancestor gods. 105

It is important to note that altars can be replaced ifthey are considered unhelpful to

humans and they are less important. So, Mencius' position regarding the gods and spirits is

similar to Confucius.' For both thinkers, humans are prior to the god and spirits. However,

Mencius' position is obviously more human-centered.

It is clear that we hardly see the emphasis on the unreasonably powerful t'ten in

Mencius. There is remarkably little concern with the external power of t'ien in Mencius. It

is a reasonable moral law which is within humans, rather than an external powerful God. It

is pursued in the human mind as a specific moral virtue: "...Benevolence is the high honor

bestowed by Heaven and the peaceful abode ofman.... 106 Mencius said;There are honors

104 2A-4.
105 7B-4.
106 2A-7.
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bestowed by Heaven, and there are honors bestowed by man. Benevolence, dutifulness,

consciousness, truthfulness to one's word, unflagging delight in what is good, -- these are

honors bestowed by Heaven.... 11107 Here Heaven is clearly substantialized as four main

virtues and benevolence is placed first. Compared to the internalized virtue ofConfucius,

the specificvirtues here are applied for all people. For Confucius, apparently, the

internalized virtue is applicable to fewer people. One can argue that for Confucius t'ien as

supreme morality is pursued by only a specific group ofpeople such as a virtuous one or

sage. Mencius, on the other hand, claims that all people have the Heaven-given virtues, so

the virtues are applicable to everybody.

For Confucius, how one may recognize t'ien ming as a moral virtue is not clear, even

though he implies that it is possible to recognize it through incessant learning. For

Mencius, how to recognize the virtue is obvious and more specific.

Humans are born with a seed to recognize the virtues. The seed is a potentiality to

know supreme inner virtues or Heaven. Using this potentiality and recognizing Heaven is

being aware ofone's own nature. Mencius says:

For a man to give :full realization to his heart is for himto understand his

own nature, and a man who knows his own nature will know Heaven. By

retaining his heart and nurturing his nature he is serving Heaven. Whether

he is going to die young or to live to a ripe old age makes no difference to

his steadfastness of'purpose. It is through awaiting whatever is to befall

himwith a perfected character that he stands :firm on his proper destiny. I08

107 6A-15.
108 7A-1.
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The essential meaning of t'ien is internalmoralityfor both Confucius and Mencius.

Fromthe perspective of morality, t'ien is a ground ofmorality. When t'ien is located in

the human mind, it becomes a moral principle. As pointed out, t'ien for Mencius is more

specifically moral. For him, t'ien is the source ofmoral life. 109 Furthermore, Mencius

understands t'ienas human nature. It is givento everybody equally. The person who

recognizes t'ien, which is not different from one's own nature, can nurture one's nature and

serve t'ien at the sametime. In other words, nurturing one'snature and serving t'ien are

not different. So, this t'ien is not to be found anywhere except the human mind. This is

epitomized in the following passage from the last book ofMencius:

For a man to give full realization to his heart is for him to understand his

own nature, and a man who knows his own nature will know Heaven. By

retaininghis heart and nurturinghis nature he is servingHeaven.U0 All

the ten thousand things are there in me. there is no greater joy for me than

to :find on self-examination, that I am true to myself111

C. A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

In the earlyBuddhist system, everyoneis bound up with kamma and the rebirth cycle.

Aslong as one is under kammic influences, one holds consciousness (viiiiiiilJa)

continuously. In other words, consciousness takes people into various forms oflife. Since

consciousness is the primary recognizable subjectthat travels the continuouslywandering

109 Kwong-lei Shun, "Moral Reason in Confucian Ethics," Journal of Chinese Philosophy 16 (1989):
327.
110 7A-1.
111 7A-4.
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world, one needsto put an end to it in order not to be reborn.

The origin of consciousness is based upon ignorance, which is the origin ofkamma and

dispositions (sankhara). Eliminatingignorance and, as a result ofit, not holding

consciousness is the way to put an end to rebirth. Ifonewants to obtainthe moral goal

(nibbana), oneneeds to work for it. To be moral in actions, speech, and thought is

fundamental. As we will see in the next chapter, this requires oneto practice self-restraint.

Furthermore, to realizethe mainvirtue ofcompassion it is necessary to obtain the moral

goal.

In the classical Confucianist system, we have seenthat the ground ofmorals is laid out

in the notion of t'ien. Confuciusand Mencius recognize and establish morals through the

notion of t'ien. T'ien for Confucius is both external God andthe internalmoral principle in

one'smind. The externalaspect oft'ien is a reflection of the ancient traditional concept of

t'ien. Thisintroduction ofthe internal moral aspectoft'ien is very significant in the sense

that it is a turning point for moral speculation. Mencius, as a successorofConfucius,

highlights the internal aspect of t'ien. He more systematically claims that t'ien as morality

existsin everyone's mind. The realization of t'ien is perceived as the cultivationofhuman

nature, by which he meansto cultivate morality. In classical Confucianism moral

cultivation requires practising self-overcoming and developing benevolence. This concept

ofmoralcultivation will be discussed in the next chapter.

As we have discussed, morals originate from the innernecessity ofhumans in both

earlyBuddhism and classical Confucianism Neithersystem arguesthat a personal God

endowshumans with morals. The beginningpoint of morality is not external. In early
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Buddhism, morality is based on a logical explanation ofkammic influences together with

the principle ofdependent arising. In classical Confucianism, morality is based on the

realization of t'ien in the mind. Both systems believe that humankind is endowed with the

capability to achieve freedom. Both systems require moral practice in order to achieve this

freedom. Overcoming kammic influences by being moral and establishing morals by

realizing t'ien in the mind are possibilities and duties for everybody. In order to fulfill these

duties, one must make constant and active efforts. The metaphysical systems ofmorals in

early Buddhism and classical Confucianism require diligent efforts to achieve moral

perfection, since no other possible way is not provided.

Both systems deal with the spirits in a similar way. Early Buddhism considers heavenly

existences from the human perspective. To be a heavenly being in early Buddhism is not

the final goal ofa moral agent, since the heavenly being is in the wandering world where

kammic influences function. In other words, the heavenly world is desirable not for a

morally perfected person but for the one who is still in the continuously wandering world.

In order to achieve moral perfection (freedom), heavenly beings should come back to the

human world. The human world is the only place where one is able to achieve moral

perfection. The Buddha as a morally perfected one in the human world is highly respected

by the heavenly gods. 112 Similarly, for Confucius and Mencius, the gods and spirits are

mentioned from the human-centered perspective. Recall that sacrifice to the gods and

spirits is primarily an extended way ofserving humans. In both systems, the spirits are

explained in the context ofhuman morals. In short, the notion ofgods is used for the

112 The gods in heavenly world are frequently taught by the Buddha and pay a respect to him.
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purpose ofmotivating humans to be moral. This way oflooking at gods is based on their

pragmatic position regarding morals.

In spite oftheir similar perspectives regarding gods, we notice that each system has a

unique way ofthinking about and explaining moral grounds. Kamma theory itself carries a

heavy metaphysical assumption: I will probably be reborn depending upon what I did or

what I shall do unless I become an enlightened one. Although one can validate the idea of

rebirth by inductive logic since it was observed by someone, one cannot prove the idea of

kamma. In other words, the Buddha does not seem to provide a clear-cut relationship

between good and bad human behavior, and the five types ofrebirth. When he mentions

that he saw such and such behavior ofa person, and that he/she was born in such and such

a place as a result ofhis/her behaviors, he gives a general explanation ofkamma and

rebirth. However, kamma theory is complicated because ofits association with the

principle ofdependent arising. Also, the relationships between behavior and consequence

are irretrievably scattered throughout time. Who is able to perceive the relationships that

are made under the principle ofdependent arising throughout limitless time? Since most

people do not perceive the relationships between behavior and consequence, or the

connection between kamma and rebirth, kamma theory seems to involve strong

metaphysical assumptions. It is nontheless the basis ofthe early Buddhist metaphysics of

morals.

To contrast with the early Buddhist metaphysics ofmorals, what mode ofthinking can

one observe in classical Confucianism? Its metaphysics seems to be more simple.

Confucius' and Mencius' reflection begins with "t'ien" Their reflection on t'ien tends
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toward a single point, namely, its internalization and ethicization in the human mind. They

try to overcome the images ofa personal God by replacing them with the virtues

endowed.

Onemayask this question: are Confucius andMencius successfulin claiming "Heaven

given-virtue" or "endowed-morality?" Do theyprove their claimsucessfully? They do not

seemto provide evidentialexplanations.

The metaphysical grounds ofmorals ofa self-transformative person are distinctively

different in earlyBuddhismand classical Confucianism. There is no speculation on the

Confucian andMenciantype ofHeaven in the former system. Correspondingly, there is no

speculation onkammaand rebirth in the latter system. However, their critical

methodologies following after their traditions are strikingly similiar. Their way oflooking

at their owntraditionalconcepts, kammaandrebirth, and t'ien, is revolutionary in the

sense that theyput humans at the center and establish a firmmoral foundation on the

groundof the two concepts. Utilizingthe traditional conceptsin the light ofmorals, they

set out the frameworks ofmoral metaphysics bymodifying and reformulating them from

the human-centered-pespective.
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CHAPTER m. THE MAIN VIRTUE:
A SELF-TRANSFORMATIVE METHOD

In this chapter, I shall try to answer the question ofhow self-transformation is possible.

The question requires us to examine how and what virtues are supposed to be embodied in

a self-transformed person. The question can be formulated in various dimensions ofwhich

I shall focus on two. (1) What does the self do regarding itselfin the context ofthe self?

(2) What does the selfdo in the face ofothers or, in what way does one interact with

others? On the other hand, I shall explain the ethical significancesofself-restraint/self-

overcoming and interpret compassion/benevolence in the light ofmodem scholarship.

Both early Buddhists and classical Confucianists by and large bear a close similarity

regarding these two dimensions. In the dimension ofthe self alone, both systems assert the

necessity ofself-restraint (samyama)/self-overcoming (ke chi) for self-transformation. I 13

Self-restraint/self-overcoming is fundamental to work in the first dimension, namely, the

selfalone. In the second dimension, namely, the dimension ofsocial interaction, one needs

to practice and embody "compassion (karul}a, or anukampa)"/"benevolence (jen)."

In my interpretation, self-restraint/self-overcoming is a prerequisite for embodying

compassion/benevolence in oneself Without practicing the former, one cannot be

113 I prefer to single out the term self-restraint (samyama) and self-overcome (ke chi). There are so
many terms in early Buddhism that render the sense of restraint. For example, samvara(restrained),
danta (restrained), vijita (conquered), samvuta (restrained) samiihita (tranquillized), and so forth. The
terms seem to be used denoting three different fields of restraint. I mean a general sense of all possible
control or overcoming by restraint (samyama). Its Confucian equivalent is relatively not diverse. Self
overcoming (ke chi) seems to be the most appropriate term to render the idea of self-restraint. In English,
I do not significantly differentiate the terms to restrain and to overcome. Other terms such as to control or
to subdue can be used.
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successful in the latter dimension. The converse is also true: the former is not meaningful

unless it is conjoined with the latter. The latter as a cardinal virtue for self-transformation

presupposes the former.

A. SELF-RESTRAINT AND COMPASSION IN EARLY BUDDIDSM

(1) Self-restraint

Early Buddhists place great emphasis on self-restraint (samyama) and believe it is a

means ofself-transformation. It is fundamental in the sense that it is a beginning point for

moral development. It is a culminating element in the sense that it is considered as one of

the essential characteristics ofa worthy one (arahat). To practice self-restraint is not

something that is beyond human capability. Furthermore, to accomplish self-restraint is

always achievable regardless ofgender or class. However, it is perceived as something

difficult to achieve.

The image ofa self-restrained person is represented as a conqueror. The conqueror

image is shown in the simile ofthe charioteer. The idea ofa charioteer who controls a

chariot in a correct direction is used as an analogy for a person training him/herselfin self-

restraint. Just a charioteer controls a chariot, so a worthy one controls all his/her sense

faculties (indriya).1l4

The most fundamental restraint is restraint ofthe sense faculties (indriyasamvara).

Restraining the sense faculties facilitates the noble state oflife (brahmavihara);ll5 non-

114 The Buddha is described as a great charioteer, as an incomparable (anuttara) charioteer of men to be
tamed (purisadammasarathi) (BGS 1.151). There is no doubt that the singular and essential characteristic
of conqueror or a charioteer is self-restraint.
115 BGS 5.93.
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restraint ofthe faculties is an obstacle to the achievement ofthe noble state oflife.116 The

major aimofthe restraint ofthe sense faculties is to control the six sensory faculties,

namely, the visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory, tactile, and mental facculties.

Controlling the entire body and mind through restraining the six sensory faculties is

repeatedly emphasized in the early Buddhist texts.

Restraint ofthe six sensory faculties is explained in terms ofrestraint ofthe three fields:

bodily, verbal, and mental. The restraints ofthe three fields are closely bound to each

other, appear together, and represent the total restraint ofthe self. One who restrains

oneselfin body (sarira), speech (viieii), and thought (eitta) abandons evil conduct in the

three fields.117 Here a self-transformed person's moral practice is understood as a matter

of restraining the actions ofthe three fields.

Why does early Buddhist ethical theory emphasize self-restraint? What are the benefits

ofself-restraint for self-transformation? Self-restraint apparently brings purity (suddhi, or

visuddhi) and non-attachment (viveka or nekkhamma) which are clearly positive

psychological results.

The Sutta-nipiita clearly states that "purity comes through restraint (suddhim vatam

samiidiiyaupatthitiise).11118 Purity means the annihilation ofnfluxe (iisava); as a result of

116 BGS 5.93.

117 Dh 231-33. When one achieves restraint in conduct ofthe three fields, one is said to be perfected in
terms of restraint (Dh 234).
118 Sn 898.
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self-restraint or ofdetachment (nekkhamma) from sensepleasure (kama) one obtainsthe

annihilation ofthe influxes (asavakkhaya).119

Anotherresult of self-restraint is non-attachment. In orderto understandthe process

bywhichself-restraint leads to non-attachment, one must be clearabout what attachment

meansin the Buddhistcontext. One ofthe attachments which is most frequentlywarned

against is attachment to sensepleasures. The Buddhathoughtthat attachmentto sense

pleasuresis a majorhinderanceto the moral goal and is something to be overcome.

Overcoming attachment to sense pleasures rightly beginswithunderstanding the nature of

sensepleasures. When one correctly sees their nature, one becomes disgustedwith them.

To understand that sensepleasures are unwholesome and impermanent, and therefore they

are connected with suffering, is essentialfor avoiding indulgence in sensual pleasures and

detaching oneselffromthem.120 Furthermore, restraintofmind and speechare also

cultivated in overcoming with right understanding. So, wisdom (panna), or understanding

the nature of thingscorrectly, is alwaysrequiredfor self-restraint.

In terms ofdetachment, while bodilyrestraintbrings aboutdetachment from sense

pleasures, restraintofthe mind seems to bring other types of detachment. In the

Ciilasihanada Sutta, the Buddha mentionsfour kindsofgrasping: graspingat sense

pleasures (kamupadana), grasping at views (ditthupadana), grasping at rules and ritual

119 Thag 458. Ifone controls the sense faculties well, one is free from the influxes (Thag 205-06). One
who tames oneself abandons sense desire and cleanses oneself of impurities of thought (cittakilesa) (Dh
88).
120 Their nature is described vividly in the TherigathQ. Sense-pleasures are likened to a frightful attack,
a snake's head, a butcher's knife, a chopping block, and a fire-brand (Thig 353, 488). Furthermore, they
are perceived as the root of evil (aghamUla) (Thig 489). They can be pleasurable; but this is an unstable
(addhuva), limited pleasure which eventually brings sufferings (Thig 510).
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(silabbatupadana), and grasping at the theory ofself(attavadupadana). 121 Restraining

the mind, one frees oneselffrom the four kinds ofgrasping. With regard to restraint of

speech, the Buddha emphasizes detachment from secret speech (rahovada) that is harmful

and disconnected talk (khi1)avada) that is harmful. 122 Being Detached from harmful secret

and disconnected speech, one should consider both the truthfulness and usefulness ofone's

speech in the light ofthe moral goal. Even though one's speech be truthful, it should be

abandoned ifit is not connected with the goal. By this the Buddha seems to mean that one

should avoid becoming involved in metaphysical discussions that are not related to the

moral life and are not verifiable on the basis ofexperience. In my understanding, since

early Buddhism is a goal or freedom-oriented moral system, a pragmatic position seems to

be taken regarding actions ofspeech, in line with the moral goal. The Buddha's pragmatic

positon in the light ofmoral practice will be discussed further in Chapter V.

Together with a correct understanding ofthings, concentration (samadhi) also serves

as a means ofself-restraint. Self-restraint becomes habitual as a result of oft-repeated

concentration. Through repeated practice ofconcentration or reflection self-restraint is

obtained. 123 However, most commonly, concentration is a helpful technique in the process

121 MLS 1.88.
122 M 3.230, 236. First, he says that one should not use secret speech (rahovada) and disconnected
speech (khil}avada) (M 3.230). Explaining secret and disconnected speech, he means that one should
abandon only harmful (saral}a) secret speech and harmful disconnectedspeech. In other words, he allows
for harmless (aral}a) secret speech and harmless disconnected speech (M 3.236-37). Two kinds ofthe
secret and disconnectedspeech should beabandoned: Those that are not true, not connected with goal
(anatthasa,;,hita), and cause suffering, and those which are true but not connectedwith goal, and cause
suffering. These two, being wrong paths, are harmful. The third type of secret and disconnected speech is
a right path and not harmful: that which is true and connected with welfare,and which does not cause
suffering.
123 The Buddha talks about repeated concentration: "All those reclusesand brahmans, Rahula, who in
the long past purified a deed of body, purified a deed of speech, purified a deed of mind, did so (only) after
repeated reflection(paccavekkhitva)" (MLS 2.90).
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ofself-restraint and it is done before achieving self-restraint. The Buddha confirms that the

role ofconcentration is the continuous process of self-restraint. It is like a mirror

reflecting all behaviors ofthe three fields in the process ofdeveloping self-discipline.

Before, during, and after achieving self-restraint, one should apply concentration. Before

self-restraint, one needs to penetrate into the nature and function ofthe three fields

through meditative technique. During the process ofobtaining self-restraint, one needs to

check one's activities in a meditative way. After achievingself-restraint, one needs to

continuously maintain the achieved restraint in concentration. Therefore, concentration is

never to be separated from self-restraint even for a single moment. Finally, a self

transformed person makes concentration a part ofhislher familiarization. Every action of

the self-transformed person should be performed with concentration.

It has been observed that right understanding (pannii) and concentration (samiidhi)

play an important role in self-restraint. Virtues (sila) also play an important role as loci of

self-restraint. Five or eight moral virtues (pancasila or atthangasila) or the code ofrules

(piitimokkha) are closely connected with self-restraint, They especially seem to foster

restraint ofbody and speech. The moral virtues are maintained through self-restraint, and

there is some area ofoverlap between them in experiencing self-restraint. One experiences

self-restraint by maintaining moral virtues (piitimokkha sathvara samavuto).124 In this

way, moral virtues cooperate with right understanding and concentration in the process of

self-restraint.

124 BOS 3.89, 1.58.
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The majorpracticeofself-restraintis to control the sixsensoryfaculties. Since

voluntary human actionscan generallybe apprehended in physical, verbal, and mental

form, the Buddha emphasized restraint in the three fields. Onemaywonder, however, why

the Buddha categorized the scope ofself-restraint into these three fields, and emphasized

their restraint rather than the restraint ofeach sensoryfaculty. One possiblereason is that

the four sensory faculties can be categorized under the rubricofbody. The forms ofbodily

actionsinclude actionsofeyes, ears, nose, and tongue. The mindis in a separate category

because of its distinctive activity, it functioning whenever the other five sensoryfaculties

are in action. Thenext question is why he assigned a separate category for actions of

speech? Ifspeech functioned like the other four sensory faculties only as a receiver or a

taster offood, he would not have needed to point a distinct category. However, the mouth

functions as a directmessage-sender in interactionswith others. It is a door for conscious

activities conveying moralthoughts and explains moral actions. Thus, he seemsto have

considered speech as havinga distinctivefunctionin moralcommunications and assigned

it separate category. Thereupon, it seems reasonable that he focused on actions ofthe

three fields.

Self-restraint shouldbe understood in terms ofthe middle way. As is well-known, the

Buddha tells avoidance ofboth self-mortification (attakilamathanuyoga) and self

indulgence (kamasukhallikanuyoga) with regard to bodily actions. Both extremely

ascetic practice and extremely hedonistic satisfaction are to be shunned. From the

perspective ofbodilyrestraint, litobe moderate in eating" is repeatedlyemphasized as a

crucial courseof actionfor self-restrained persons. Without being moderate in taking
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food, one is apparentlyunable to progress in moral cultivation. So, a meal should be taken

not for its own sake, but for sustaining the body in order to facilitatethe practice ofmoral

virtues; it should be taken thoughtfully and prudentlyfor the maintenance ofthe body in

order to reach the noble way oflife.125

The attitude one takes with regard to food is neitherone ofattachment nor ofdisgust.

Adopting a pragmatic attitude for the purpose of maintaining the body in a healthy

manner, one can enjoyfood. However, to hold a moderateposition in taking food is not

alwayseasy in real-lifesituations, due to eachperson's feelings andjudgments.

Furthermore, since each person's body is constituteddifferently, the ideal amount offood

intake will differ. In other words, the middle way positiondoes not provide all people with

the samestandard. The middle way can vary, depending upon the differences among

individuals and particular situations. Therefore, skillin decision making is required. Here,

there is room for individualautonomy. In the light ofthe middleway prescription, I

understand autonomy as the abilityto recognizethe middle position and manifest it

voluntarilyand creativelyin one's actions; the middle point reflects one's particularity

without overridinga commonly shared morality. Thus, it reveals the most proper moral

action withinthe specific context. This middleway is applied to all actions in the same

way including verbal and mental actions.

With regard to oneself a self-transformative person is restrained in actions ofbody,

mind, and speech, an ability achieved through moderation--taming and tuning human

125 The Buddha addresses the monks: "How is a monk moderate in eating? Herein a monk takes his food
thoughtfully and prudently, not for sport, not for indulgence, not for personal charm or adornment, but
just for the support, for the continuance ofbody, for its resting unharmed, to help the living of the noble
wayoflife..." (GS 2.46).
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nature in a desirableand effective way. Thereupon the person is able to move out into the

external world, where the tamed selfinteracts with other humans as well as other kinds of

beings.

At this juncture, our discussion turns to how the self transformative person interacts

with the world. Encountering the world, what virtues should one endeavor to cultivate?

In the matter ofinteracting with others, one attempts to embody the virtue ofcompassion.

Before discussingthis issue further, let us emphasize the important relationship

between self-restraint and compassion. There is no sharp demarcation between the two

virtues. No hierarchical order is postulated between them; neither early Buddhism nor

classical Confucianismassumes that only after accomplishing the virtues ofself-restraint

and ofself-masteringdoes one proceed to cultivate the virtue ofcompassion.

Theoretically, it seems to be reasonable to accomplish the virtue ofself-restraint before

cultivating the virtue ofcompassion, since self-restraint appears to be a preliminary step

for developing compassion. However, practically speaking, both are qualities to be

practiced simultaneously. They are not easily separated and the levels oftheir achievement

are diverse.

(2) Development of Compassion

The self when interacting with others, needs to be understood in terms ofdependent

arising (pa(iccasamuppiida). The selfis never separable from others nor from interactions

with them According to early Buddhism, the self and others have equal value. One cannot

think ofoneselfwithout others and others cannot be thought ofwithout oneself In the
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case of compassion, self and others are also equallyimportant. With this understanding,

compassion is perceived as a virtue for both self and others. This will be made clear as we

examine the developmental process entailed in developing compassion in early Buddhism.

Developing compassion seems to have several stages. Compassion begins with the self

In the end andultimately involves compassion for all sentient beings. The destination

would be the realization of happiness for all livingbeings. Thus, the term compassion

shouldbe taken as a virtue for all living beings in Buddhism. It necessarily includes oneself

and animals, in additionto other human beings.

Thebeginning point for developing compassion is oneself In sayingthis I want to

point out two things. First, it is assumed that one needs to develop a significant level

achievement in the process ofself-restraint. As a result of restraining oneselfto a

significant level, a person's mind becomes pure and non-attached. Second, a person takes

care ofoneself before taking care ofothers. The Buddhasaysthat one should not neglect

one's ownwelfare (altha), but should be devoted to the welfareofothers by

understanding, by analogy, one's own welfare.126 At this beginning stage ofdevelopment

ofcompassion, one shouldunderstand what one's own welfare consists in. Giving

precedence to one's own welfare seems understandable, sincethe Buddha's first motivation

to abandon princeship and become a world renouncer was to liberatehimselffrom

perceived sufferings.

126 "Oneshouldnot neglect one's own welfare through excessive altruism. Having understood one's own
welfare,one shouldbe devotedto true welfare" (Dh 161).
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Gradually, the conceptofothers is introduced, but consideration ofothers is expressed

in a negative sentence: one shouldnot hurt others.127 Beingconcernedone's ownwelfare

by not ignoring one'sowngain, one shouldbe carefulto also respect others' gain. "One

shouldnot despise one'sowngain(saliibham), nor shouldone go about coveting others'

gain (aiiiiesam pihayam) ."128 One's own welfare is maintained, yet others'welfare is

also respected. Noticehere that compassionfor others is not activatedwith a strong

motivation. Rather, it is latentpendinga more active stage ofdevelopment.

Beforewe moveon to discuss further stages in the development ofcompassion, the

notion of dependent arising needs to be consideredin the context ofthe consideration of

others introduced at the earlierstage ofdeveopment. The notion ofdependent arising

necessarily bringsothersinto consideration. As mentioned, the Buddha'sfirst motivation

to becomea renunciant was based on the concept ofhoeratinghimself: a goal that was

achieved whenhe became enlightened. After he became enlightened, a furthermotivation

seemedto arisedue to the core content ofthe enlightenment experience, whichwas

dependent arising. Thenotion ofdependent arising implies that one'slifeis connected with

others.Bytheoretical implication, consideration ofothers is a natural consequence ofthe

enlightened realization ofdependent arising.129

127 Dh 184.
128 Dh 365.
129 In this line of thought, one may argue that the enlightened Buddha should be concerned about others
since his life is also connected with others interdependently. One may want to understand the Buddha's
resolution to teach morals or his doctrine (dhamma) in the context of his connectedness with other
beings. However, we see that the Buddha's resolution to preach his doctrine was based on his compassion
for people (MLS 1.213) rather than the recognition of his connectedness with all other unenlightened
people. His resolution to preach his doctrine after hesitating, because of his concern that people would not
understand the deep, subtle, and difficult doctrine, and his active and careful search for the first listener of
his doctrine (Ariya-pariyesanii Sutta), seem to support the fact that consideration for others in terms of
preaching the doctrine is based on the mind of compassion. This position will be taken in chapter IV.
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Now welfare for others becomes a consideration in an activeway. The others under

consideration are people who are directly associated with oneself The groups ofconcerns

are family, friends, and co-workers. Strangers or unrelatedpersons do not seem to be

considered yet: "Monks, when a good man is born into a family it is for the good (altha),

welfare(hita) andhappiness (sukha) ofmanyfolk;it is for the good, welfare and

happiness of his parents; ofhis wife and children; ofhis slaves, work-folk and men; ofhis

friends and companions; it is for the good, welfareandhappinessofrecluses and

brahmans."130

At the next step, one seems to start extending one's concerntoward all humankind. All

humankind (manussa) and gods (deva) as wellbecomeobjects ofcompassion. One

intendsto work for the welfare (attha, hita) and happiness (sukha) ofmany people out of

compassion (anukampii) for the world, and also to work for the welfare and happinessof

gods andhumans. 13 I A consideration ofgods together with humankind may seem odd.

However, ifwe consider the early Buddhist conception ofgods, it would not be odd since

the gods arenot completelydifferent from humansand other beings. "The gods are as

mucha part ofthe world as are the human beingsor any other type oflivingbeings."132

At the finalstep ofthe development ofcompassion, one includesall sentient beings.

"Compassion (anukampii) for the welfare ofall creaturesand beings

(sabbapalJabhiita)"133 is expended to all beingseverywhere. It becomes a universal idea

withoutboundaryor limitation. Compassionis pervasive under all circumstances

130 BGS 3.38.
131 DB 2.358
132 M. M. J. Marasinghe, Gods in Early Buddhism (Colombo: 1974) 83.
133 MLS 2.12.
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(sabbattha) throughout the entire world. 134 At this stage, compassion becomes a more

abstract concept, since it can go beyond concrete connections and specific experiential

contexts. At this level compassion is perceived as a universal ethical idea.

As we have seen, the development ofcompassion as a method ofself-transformation in

early Buddhist ethics begins with a concern for self and is enlarged to include all other

sentient beings. It moves from a concrete form ofrelationships toward the abstract

universal idea. The first halfofits development is firmlybased on concrete experience

through perception ofthe self and others individually. However, the later halfofits

development is less concrete, since human beings and other sentient beings are perceived

collectively. Compassion is first aroused in perception ofparticularity and then in

perception ofuniversality. The degree ofconcreteness ofrelationship is a critical criterion

to show a gradual development ofcompassion from one to many.

From the viewpoint ofhuman beings, it is unclear whether the Buddha differentiates

quality ofcompassion in terms ofthe degree ofconcreteness ofrelationship and level of

the evolution ofcreatures. It is clear that he gives priority to humans over other sentient

beings. With regard to human beings only, however, it is not clear that a certain party

should receive priority over others. More specifically, it is not clear to argue that one

should show more concern about one's own family than others. He seems to argue that

one should give the same quality ofcompassion to all other beings. The attitude oftaking

care offamilybecomes expended and equally applied to all others, including animals: "Just

134 BGS 5.221.
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as a motherwouldprotect her only child at the risk ofher own life, even so, let him

cultivate a boundless heart (manasam aparimiiIJam) toward allbeings (sabbabh uta)."135

It mayseemappropriate to say that one shouldbe equally compassionate toward

oneself: one'sfamily, or friends, and "unrelated" others. Thisinterpretationfits the

Buddha's sermon to his pupils on another occasion. In the Anguttara Nikaya, he says that

one should be bent on the profit (atthahita) both ofoneselfand another.136 There is no

doubtthat what is recommended is actions involving equalrecognition ofself and others.

However, thisprinciple does not give a sufficient answer since there are many cases where

one is not ableto give equal recognition.

TheBuddha's answer seems to make one's own priority. In the same sermon, he

discusses hispositionsayingthat the person who is bent on his own profit, but not on

othersis better than the person who is bent on others profit,but not on his own. The most

desirable attitude is to consider, the profits on both sides. However, when one is not able

to do that, one must consider one's own profit prior over others.

As we have discussed, the scope ofcompassion is limitless. Compassion is applied for

every sentient being(sabbabhuta), including oneself The fact that the development of

compassion begins with the self illuminates the innermechanism ofcompassion, namely,

the questions of why and how compassion arises. Theissuesofwhy and how are related

to the selfandreflection on the self Regarding the questions ofwhy and how, one can

find answers fromthe perspective ofhuman psychology.

135 Sn 149.
136 BGS 2.104.
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The question ofwhy can be phrased, "Why should one be compassionate?" and can be

answered, by looking at the psychological mechanism ofcompassion. On this issue, the

early Buddhist position is simple: No one wants to experience hurt. Everyone wants to be

taken care ofwith compassion. Just as I want others to be compassionate toward me,

others want me to be compassionate toward them. Here we see that the motivation of

compassion originates from reflection on the selfand from an expectation ofothers based

on the reflection: "One who knows what is suitable (saruppa) for oneselfwould not hurt

(himseyya) anyone in the world. "137

The question ofhow can be phrased, "How can one generate compassion?" and the

answer lies in applying the same self-reflective rule as with the psychology ofcompassion

described above. Reflection on the selfis fundamental for generating compassion.

Through self-reflection, one sees one's own feelings and preferences. Applying these

standards to others, one infers, or assumes, what others would feel and like: "All tremble

at punishment; all fear death. Taking oneselfas an example for comparison, one should

neither strike nor kill." 138

The psychological mechanism ofcompassion here is to observe, perceive, and apply

one's own preferences. Now one is ready to extend, or extrapolate from those preferences,

identified by the self-reflective method, to others. The whole self-reflective process is a

procedure for putting oneselfin the other's situation. The person identifies oneselfwith

others in a hypothetical situation and decides what action to take. The determining

principle is to avoid what one would not want to experience in the other's hypothetically

137 Sn 368.
138 Dh 129-30.
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perceived situation. In other words, the role takingprinciple provides one with a specific

prescription for action.

Noticethat sympathy plays a great role in the wholeprocess ofextendingcompassion.

Onemusthave sympathetic feelings in identifying oneselfwith the other's situation. In

fact, to havesympathetic feeling is one ofthe crucial factors for developing compassion in

early Buddhist ethics. Sympathy, together with wisdom, is the source ofcompassion.

Compassion couldnot be activated without sympathetic feelings. The Buddha states:

"With hisheart thus serene,he directs and bendsdownhis mindto the knowledgewhich

penetrates(abhiniharati) the heart. Penetrating (abhininnamati) with his own heart the

hearts ofotherbeings, ofother men, he knows them "139

B. SELF-OVERCOMING AND BENEVOLENCE IN CLASSICAL CONFUCIANISM

(1) Self-overcoming

Self-overcoming (lee chi) in Confucianism is focused on control ofbodily desires.

Bodily requirements through sense organs seemto be satisfied in a restrained manner. To

be overwhelmed by bodily desires and to indulge in them are seen obstaclesto proper

perception andcultivation ofclassical Confucianist virtues. Menciusemphasized that one

should overcome bodilydesires and shouldfollow more importantvalues.140 However, a

139 DB 1.89.
140 One should take care not only offood and drink, but of other values also. "A man who cares only
about food and drink is despised by others because he takes care of the parts of smaller importance to the
detriment of the parts of greater importance" (6A-14).
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minimum levelofsatisfaction ofbodily desires and maintenance ofthe body are legitimate

concems.ls!

The classical Cofucianist position regardingthe body from the perspective ofself-

overcoming is fairly positive. Bodily desires are acceptable as long as one can control and

utilize themfor the sake ofcultivationofthe mind and virtue. Reflection on the positive

sideofthe bodyand recognition ofits utility is highlighted in a pragmatic light.

Self-overcoming goes further. It extends beyondthe scope ofthe body to include

controlover allthingsrelated to a person's everyday activities. Self-overcomingin every

situation, evenvery smallmatters, becomes purposeful. Losingself-control in small

matters, for Confucius, parallelsnot nurturing the mind or virtue: "The lack ofself-

restraint in small matterswill bring ruin to great plans."142 Self-overcoming in small

mattersmeans refining oneself in every aspect and preparingoneselffor higher virtues.

Noticethat Confucius does not mean ignoring or abandoning smallmatters that happen

arounda person. Ignoringor abandoningsmallmatters canmake one lose touch with the

practical reality oflife. To do so contradicts Mencius' and Confucius' thoughts on morals

and life, which neverlose touch with the firm ground ofpracticality and the experienced

world. In their thought, morals and life are meant to be good and beneficialfor humans, so

small mattersdeserve proper attention in the process ofself-overcoming for a moral life.

141 Concern for food and drink should be accompanied by one's concern about cultivation of the mind
and higher virtues. When the desires of the body are controlled at a reasonable level with concern about
the mind, the organs of the body become more significant: "If a man who cares about food and drink can
do so without neglecting any other part of his person, then his mouth and belly are much more important
than just afoot of an inch of his skin" (6A-14). Furthermore, Mencius makes a distinction between a non
virtuous man (hsiaojen) and a great man (tajen), being based upon what one nurtures: "He who nurtures
the parts of smaller importance is a smaller man; One who nurtures the parts ofgreater importance is a
great man" (6A-14).
142 15-27.
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The classical Confucianist conception ofself-overcoming always holds to its

fundamental assumption: neither ignoring nor rejecting ordinary lifewhilepursuing virtue.

In other words, idealvirtues should be placed and realized in everyday experienced life

situations.

Self-overcoming is not based on extreme restraint. Eventhough in classical

Confucianism povertyis acceptable, asceticism, as an excessive method ofdiscipline or

self-overcoming, is not acceptable. 143 Heiner Roetz argues differently stating that

"Confucian 'gentleman' must show readiness for povertyandasceticism."144 He does not

make clearwhathe meansby asceticismhere. Ifhe uses the term in the sense ofphysical

austerityin a special and inevitable situation, it wouldnot be inappropriate, for there seem

to be exceptional cases. The condition for practicingasceticism is an unavoidable

situation. If ascetic measures are the only way to maintain one'svirtue, the ascetic way

would be taken. 145

As implied, being poor is not seen as desirable. However, a virtuousperson does not

feel uncomfortable withbeingpoor. When placed in a poor situation, such a person can

still lead a virtuouslifewithout an agitated or unhappy mind. The difference between a

143 Great care seemsto be required in applying the term asceticism for classicalConfucianism. Webster's
Dictionarygives two meaningsfor the term: (1) Practicing strict self-denial as a measure of personal and
especiallyspiritualdiscipline. (2) Austere in appearance, manner, or attitude. Asceticismin the first sense
of "practicingself-denial" does not fit classical Confucianism.However, asceticismis allowable in the
sense of "austerein manner" in an exceptional situation whereonedoes not find a less severe way of
maintaining one'svirtue.Thus, wecan say that in general classical Confucianism does not accept the
ascetic way. Especially, it does not recommend an ascetic wayof disciplinefor self-overcoming. In fact, it
should be abandoned.
144 HeinerRoetz,Confucian Ethics of the Axial Age (New York: State University of New York Press,
1993) 162.
145 For example, whenPo-i and Shu-ch'i were not able to find any other wayto keep their virtue, they
accept an austeresituationand died of hunger.
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virtuous person and a non-virtuous person (hsiao jen) is their attitude in dealing with

poverty. The virtuous person can still lead a joyful lifewhilethe non-virtuous person

cannot, sincethe latter becomes overwhelmed in a situationofpoverty. In other words,

the difference between the two is grounded on the majorvalues they maintain in their life

or whether they have any other overriding value overwealth. The virtuous person has

overriding values, while the non-virtuous person does not.146 Leading a joyful life in a

situationofpoverty is certainly an additional positivequalityofthe virtuous person. One

delights in being poor. 147 The capability to live in this way is a result ofhabituating

oneselfto self-overcoming, Confucius praises Hui who was leading such a life and found

perfectjoy in a situation intolerable to most people.148

Classical Confucianismrarely praises an asceticway oflife.Rather, it praises a simple

andjoyful life even in difficult situations. Without specific exampleswhich can be taken as

a measureto determine what a difficult situation is, I rely on intuitiveunderstanding ofthe

texts. Classical Cofucianist ethics appear to take for granted a minimumsufficiencyof

materialgoods for self-overcoming. In other words, the lifeofself-overcoming is

practicableon the condition that minimum material conditions are sufficient.149

146 The virtuous one (chun tzu) devotes his mind to attaining the Way and not to securing food. Go and
till the land and you will end up with by being hungry, as a matter of course; study, and you will end up
with salary of an official, as a matter of course. The gentleman worries about the Way, not about poverty
(15-32).
147 1-14.
148 "Howadmirable Hui is! Living in a mean dwelling on a bowlful of rice and a ladleful of water is a
hardship most men would find intolerable, but Hui does not allow this to affect his joy. How admirable
Hui is!" (6-11).
149 The joyful life of Hui, is said to consist of at least a bowlful of rice and a ladleful of water. This kind
of joyful life in overcoming bodily desires is repeatedly addressed by Confucius: a chlin tzu seeks neither a
full belly nor a comfortable dwelling (1-14).
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Restraint ofspeech is also a major part ofself-overcoming. Regarding restraint of

speech, the position ofclassical Confucianism is swprisingly simple. The reason one

should be careful in speech is that one should speak within the boundary ofone's practice

ofvirtue. Whatever should be consistent with one's actions. This requires one to follow

what one says and not to exaggerate one's moral status. One should be always truthful

with one's own words as well as actions. Confucius presents the virtuous person's mode of

speech: "He puts his words into action before allowing his words to follow his action. "150

He "desires to be halting in speech but quick in action. "151

Restraining one's actions of speech is necessarily related to the quality of one's moral

actions. From the perspective ofthe present, one's speech presumably explains the actions

one engages in. From the perspective ofthe past, speech presumably explains with

truthfulness what one has done. From the perspective ofthe future, speech presumably

holds one responsible for what one is going to do. The quality ofactions, truthfulness, and

responsibility are highly valued in Confucius' reflection on restraint in speech. In. fact, it

may be noted that Confucius considers restraint in speech solely in relation to the practice

ofmoral actions.

Another point worth mentioning is that Confucius' ideas regarding restraint in speech

presupposes a deep level of self-reflection. What is spoken should be based upon a

person's examination ofpast, present, and future actions. In fact, speech activity itself is

examining one's own performance ofmoral actions. When one's speech is truthful,

without exaggeration or deceit regarding one's present activities, it becomes a moral

150 2-13.
151 4-24.
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activity by menifesting sincerity. For a moral one, speechwill reveal one's actions

themselves, for speechand actionrepresent a harmonious non-dual whole.

Self-restraint ofthe mindin classical Confucianism is expressed as "nurturingmind

(yang hsin)." By nurturingthe mindMenciusmeans"to reduce the number ofone's

desires," which is perceivedbyhim as the best way of mentalnurturing.152 His logic

regarding nurturingthe mindby reducingdesiresis as follows: Ifone has a great many

desires, one willnot be contentunlessall the desiresare fulfilled. Contrarily, ifone has few

desires, one willbe satisfied easily.153 The more desiresone has, the more one's mindwill

be overwhelmed by these desires. Trying to satisfy desires, one puts one's mindin danger

oflosing control. Such a personnever reaches a stageofsatisfactionor contentment.

Therefore, ifone wants to nurture the mind, one shouldreduce the number ofdesires

through self-restraint.

Anotherway of restraining the mindis by not "losing the mind" nor "letting the mind

stray (fang hsin)."154 Significantly, for Mencius,the single purpose oflearning is

understoodas to look for the lost mind. 155 Not losing the mind is likened to retaining

continuously the mindofnew-bornbaby. 156 Since, for Mencius, everyone is born with a

good mind, the task ofrestraining the mindis nothingbut retainingand nurturing the

original good mind.

152 7B-35.
153 7B-35.
154 When one's chickens and dogs stray, one has a tendency to go after them. But, when ones mind
strays, one does not (6A-ll).
155 6A-l1.
156 4B-12.
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According to Mencius, the idea ofnot losing the mind, or retaining the mind, impliesto

"watch over one's character (hsiu shen)." Watching overone'scharacter is the most

fundamental amongthe many things that one should watchover. 157 In fact, "watching

overone's character" is the ultimate foundation of allclassical Confucianist moral virtues,

because on the basis ofthat, one developsothervirtues. It is alsoa basis ofaffirmative

self-perception, self-autonomy, and self-respect,

(2) Development of Benevolence

On the levelofinteraction with others in the Confucianist view, a self-transformed

personbehavesin society in a manner ofbenevolence. Allinteractions with others should

be accompanied by benevolence.

Self-overcoming and benevolence are inseparably interwined with each other.

Confucius' famous definition ofbenevolence shows clearly the relationship between them:

"To return to the observanceofrites through overcoming the self(ke chi fu Ii) constitutes

benevolence Uen)."158 Self-overcoming is fundamental for learning to embody the virtue

ofbenevolence. As discussed,it is presumedto bepreliminary to the development of

benevolence. Still, it is not on an equalpar withbenevolence in terms ofpriorities, because

there is a intermediate concept--the concept ofrites(li)--between them Even though there

isno clear-cut boundarybetween self-overcoming andrites,becausethey overlap in their

mutual relationship, they must be placed on different levels. Thisis because self..

overcoming is, on the whole, oriented toward the self while rites are oriented toward

157 4A-19.
158 12-1.
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interrelationships with others. In this sense, returning to rites appear to entail benevolence,

since benevolence in its more significant and active meaning presupposes interrelationships

with others.

With regard to the relationship between the selfand others, there are some

controversies. Modem Confucian scholars present different interpretations of benevolence

in terms ofselfand others. Fingarette interprets benevolence from the perspective ofrites

and greatly emphasizes the external aspect ofbenevolence. In his interpretation, the self

disappears in the performance ofrites. He thinks that "jen just is the perfect giving of

oneselfto the human way. "159 His interpretation is based on a beliefthat Confucian

virtues are all "dynamic" and social, and that the Analects does not have a concept of

"static" or "inner" among its virtues. 160 By contrast, Wei-ming Tu highlights the inward

aspect ofthe selfby understanding benevolence as "a matter ofinner strength and self-

knowledge. 11161 For him, the self as a center ofrelationship has the task ofcultivating and

developing itselfin relationship with others. 162 While Fingarette emphasizes other-related

aspects ofbenevolence, Tu highlights the self-related aspects. In my understanding, the

two positions do not fully reflect the classical Confucianist position on the relationship

between selfand others. The two positions need to be combined: benevolence should

contain both inner and outer aspects, or both self- and other-related aspects. As we

159 Herbert Fingarette, Confucius: the Secular as Sacred (New York: Harper & Row Publishers, 1972)
56.
160 Fingarette 55.
161 Wei-ming Tu, "The Creative Tension BetweenJen and u: Philosophy East & West ns 18.1 (1968):
7.
162 Wei-ming Tu, Humanity and Self-Cultivation: Essays in Confucian Thought (Berkeley: Asian
Humanities Press, 1979) 123.
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discuss the developmental process ofbenevolence, we shall more clearly see why the

combined position is more appropriate.

The first step in the developmental phases of benevolence seems to be the construction

ofa stable self Building a stable sense ofselfis a fundamental step on the way to self

overcoming. The selfshould be prepared to be benevolent through the practice ofself

overcoming. When one internalizes and embodies the virtue ofself-overcoming, one

becomes free from selfish desires. Reducing selfish desires and concerns gradually helps

one cultivate a more highly developed self Reducing desires is a process ofself-denial in a

way, denying the selfwhich is undesirable and negative. The continuous process of

destroying the undesirable self should be accompanied a process ofconstructing the

desirable self This process of simultaneous destruction and construction is mutually

entailing and occurs within the same self As a result ofthis process, a desirable selfwill

eventually emerge.

The newly constructed selfis an agent that takes the lead in the development of

benevolence. This selfas a leading agent ofbenevolence, has the characteristics ofself

respect, self-confidence, and self-autonomy. In general, the :firmly established self is a

fundamental ground for the classical Confucianist virtues. As Heiner understands it, self

respect is a precondition for all moral actions and it is the decisive foundation of

Confucius' ethics.163 Without an established sense of self, one is not able to advance to

the next step in the process ofbecoming benevolent. Indeed, a stable selfand its

perceptual self-image based on self-overcoming are essential. A positive self-perception

163 Roetz 161.
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providesone withthe mentalcapacityto view others. It enlarges one'sown perspective

and enable oneto see and considerothers.

Benevolence alsoinvolves a consideration ofthe family. Beinga good son or daughter

(hsiao) andbeinga good brother or sister (t'i), is the foundation ofbenevolence. 164

Benevolence in general manifests itself in relationships betweenparents and children, and

betweensiblings. Benevolence in family is expressedin the form oflove, kindness,

affection, andintimacy. Interestingly, these qualities are not taught since they are looked

upon as a naturalpart of a humanbeing. It is saidthat instructing each other shouldbe

avoidedin orderto maintain intimacy; instructingeach other can damage intimacy and

affectionate relationships.

Classical Confucianism states at great length that the nature ofthe relationship between

parents and children is one ofthe forms ofembodied benevolence, but it does not say

much aboutthe relationships ofsiblings. It mentionsmuchmore about children's attitudes

toward parentsandtheir obligation to serve them, but not the reverse. This is ground in

the beliefthat "thecontentofbenevolence is the serving ofone'sparents (hsiao)."165

Let us consider the modeofbenevolence in family by lookingat the way ofserving

parents. To serveparentsmeansboth physicalcare and obedience or, explicitly, not going

againstone'sparents' wishes withinthe bounds ofone's capacity. Theboundary of one's

capacity in the standard, becausean absolute levelis not givenand becauseone is required

to do one'sbest in anygiven situation. To fulfill one'sparents'wishesis even more valued.

In fact, being filial means to attend to one's parents' wishesrather than to take care oftheir

164 1-2.
165 4A-27.
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mouth or belly.166 While the parents are alive, a son and daughter should please them by

not making them unhappy and worried. When they die, their will is followed continuously

in observing their "ways." In this way, one's parents' will, which perhaps represents the

family precepts and customs, continues to be maintained.

The fact that one should not go against one's parents' will raises the question: What to

do when their will is not right? There is an example in The Analects; In order to protect

his father, a son hides his father's bad behavior by not telling the truth to a government

official.167 Confucius seems to say that the parents' will should be followed no matter

what, and that to do so is to be filial and thereby benevolent; Mencius provides a different

answer with the example ofking Shun. Going against his parents' wishes, Shun gets

married without informing them By this apparent unfilial behavior he chooses what he

thinks is right, abandoning benevolence toward parents. Interestingly, Mencius defends

Shun by considering that ifhe does not get married, he cannot be filial because he will not

be able to continue the family lineage, thereby committing one ofthe most serious unfilial

actions.168 Mencius' defense of Shun is based on his assumption that Shun would commit

a more serious unfilial action ifhe did not go against his parents' present wish. In other

words, unfilialbehavior is justified in this case by not committing more serious unfilial

behavior.

166 4A-19.
167 13-18. Since this example is given in order to explain Confucius' notion of righteousness, it will be
discussed at some length in the context of righteousness in chapter IV.
168 Mencius' defense does not seem to be justified, however, because Shun could seek other possible
solutions without going against his parents. For example, he could try to change his parents' will or could
wait until they allow him to get married. Above all, to my mind, to commit the present unfilial action does
not justify a future filial action that has not occurred.
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From the above discussion and the two examples, we can draw several conclusions

regarding filial and benevolent behavior. First, in general one should follow parents' will.

But, second, not following parents' wish can be justified in order to prevent one from

committing more serious unfilial behavior. In this case, ignoring a minor wish, one follows

a major will. This implies that one generally, but not always, follows one's parents' wish.

Third, in being filial and benevolent, Confucius and Mencius do not want to abandon

righteousness. Confucius argues that not telling the truth is right in the situation. Mencius

dilutes the concept ofrighteousness into benevolence; he interprets Shun's action in the

context ofbenevolence, such that Shun is considered right. Fourth, there is an apparent

conflict between benevolence and righteousness in the two examples. But the apparent

conflict does not assume a substantial importance in classical Confucianist ethics, in the

sense that it cannot be maintained in cooperative and flexible nature ofthe virtues. This

will be examined more closedly in Chapter IV and V.

Ifone understands benevolence toward parents only in terms ofpsychological love

(ai), there would be no conflict between benevolence and righteousness, for serving,

caring, affection, and love continue under any circumstances. Even when parents are not

right, children still love them regardless oftheir mistakes. In the case ofthe sage king

Shun, his loving mind did not change when he went against his parents in that situation. A

more extreme example ofa loving mind is the case ofthe sage king Yao. Confronting his

father's malignant murder plot toward him, he neither reduces nor abandones his loving

attitude. In this story, we see a dramatic contrast between the wicked murder conspiracy

and pure filial sincerity. Ofcourse, the point ofthe story is to highlight the latter quality of
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filial sincerity by illustration. Yao's loving mind is not shakenat allevenbyhis father's

wicked, murderous intention. Such filialpiety is beyond conceptsof right and wrong.169

Moraljudgmentdoes not affect filial love.

Parents' lovetoward sons and daughters is less specifically addressed. However,

parents'love is importantly impliedin the idea ofmutual love.One concreteprinciple

adoptedin maintaining mutuallove is not teaching one's own children. The reason given

for not teaching one's own children reveals the essenceofConfucian moralthinking, which

emphasizes a paradigmatic mode ofmoral education. Just as one'sactionsshouldmodel

one'swords, so shoulda teacher's actions model his teachings. When a father's action does

not followfromwhat he teaches, the child is hurt and the father is alsohurt.170

Consequently, their relationship will be damaged.171

So far, we have discussed how benevolence is developed in the family, but benevolence

also goes beyond the boundsoffamily. One extends the mindofcaringto acquaintances

suchas friends. The way ofimplementing benevolenceat this stage is different from the

waysdiscussed previously. In the case offriends, one is concerned about what is right, and

correct advice with sincerity is always recommended. 172 In this instance benevolence

169 No judgment and demand should come between parents and children, because it can creat distance;
"Father and son should not demand goodness from each other" (4A-18). Confucius makes a milder
remark: One can give advice to parents in the gentlest way when they are doing wrong; even though the
advice is not accepted, one should not change one's attitude ofrespect (4-18).
170 4A-18.
171 The implication here is that parents should teach children by their own behavior. The paradigmatic
wayof teaching is the most desirable. Mencius seems to exemplify this wayof teaching metaphorically
when he remarks: "Mydisdain to instruct a man is itself one wayof instructing him" (6B-16).
Confucianist paradigmatic wayof teaching children shows a cautious concern for benevolence between
~arents and children.

72 Confucius says, "advise them to the best of your ability and guide them properly, but stop when there
is no hope of success" (12-23).
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presupposes awareness andjudgment ofright and wrong in contrast to the wayofbeing

benevolent in the family. Furthermore, the criterionofright and wrong is a standardfor

benevolence.

At the last stage ofthe development ofbenevolence, one attemptsto expand

benevolence to all people regardless ofthe degree ofacquaintance or closeness. All

humansare regardedas brothers (jie xiong) in regard to reverence (ching) andrespect

(gong), therefore, one shouldnot worry about not havingbrothers.173One should extend

a loving mind to the wholeworld. Thismind seemsto urge one to awaken oneselfandto

saveall people. 174 The motivation to benefit others becomesa moralimperative. Although

one might question whetherbenevolence on this levelagreeswith the classical principle of

differentiated lovewhichtells one to love others on the basisupon closeness of

relationship, "to extendlovingmindto everyone" does not need to be in a conflict withthe

differentiating principle. In beingbenevolenttoward all, one can be more concerned about

one's ownparentsor siblings.

At the last stage of development, benevolencebecomesa Confucianist political

motivation andideal. To benefitall humankindby realizing the idea ofbenevolence

becomes both the beginning and the end point ofConfucianist politics. Ifone is fully

benevolent toward allpeople, this would be a fulfillment ofbenevolence and Confucianist

politics. Confucius puts this in the category ofa sagelyvirtue. 175

173 12-5.
174 5A-7.
175 6-30.
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As we have seen, benevolence is developed beginning with the selfand gradually

extending to others. The principle ofexpansion is clearly addressed by Confucius: "A

benevolent man helps others to take their stand in so far as he himselfwishes to take his

stand, and gets others in so far as he himselfwishes to get there. The ability to take as

analogy what is near at hand can be called the method ofbenevolence. "176 Reflecting on

oneselfand examining one's sincerity is crucial in extending benevolence. One also takes

responsibility for failure ofbenevolence. If benevolence fails, one should look for the

cause within oneself177 As one continues to extend benevolence, one considers the

closeness ofrelationships according to the differencial principle. Depending upon the

degree ofcloseness, one differentiates the quality ofbenevolence. Family, being in the

closest relationship, deserves the most benevolence. Especially, parents take the highest

priority for benevolence. Family, especially the parental relationship, is a focal point in

extending a loving mind toward others. The manner ofconcern for one's own family is

then applied to the treatment ofanother's family and then others. 178 Reflecting on one's

own moral experience ofextending benevolence to people around oneself: one applies that

same moral attitude to people in more distant relationships. Notice here that benevolence

as a virtue originates from concrete relationships. It has a specific locus that is identified in

the experiential world. The virtue ofbenevolence does not originate from an abstract

universal law. In fact, one may argue that experiential concreteness and non-abstractness

176 6-30.
177 2A- 7. Mencius provides the analogy ofarchery for this: ifan archer fails to hit the mark, one should
look for the cause within oneself observing the correctnesss ofone's stance (2A-7).
178 lA-7.
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is a characteristic not only ofbenevolence, but ofall other classical Confucianist virtues as

well.

The concrete nature ofConfucianist virtues is more clearly revealed in the Confucianist

Golden Rule, which explains the inner mechanism ofbenevolence. An analysis ofthe

Goldren Rule reveals the reflective method ofextending benevolence: "Do not do what

you do not want others to do for you. "179 Intuitively we assume that everybody wants to

be loved rather than not be loved; thus, the Rule says that one should be benevolent since

one does not want to be disliked or disfavored by others. The positive formulation ofthis

rule is "reciprocity (shu)," which helps one ascertain positively what kind ofaction is

required in a specific situation. Applying the rule ofreciprocity, one puts oneself in

another's position and treats others as one would want to be treated. What happens in the

application ofthis rule is a kind ofcommunication with another, who is in fact a reflection

ofoneself. Ofcourse, the communicative situation is hypothetical, since one is never able

to encounter exactly the same situation as another person. Nevertheless, reciprocity is a

method ofrole-playing providing a guideline for benevolence; Mencius clearly states that

reciprocity is the most effective way to become benevolent. 180

In light ofhuman psychology, sympathy plays a role in generating benevolence.

Mencius advises King Hsuan ofCh'i to employ a method ofpracticing benevolence by

generating sympathy (ce). He explains how the king should maintain a mind unable to bear

the sufferings ofothers. "The attitude ofa virtuous person towards animals is this: once

having seen them alive, he cannot bear to see them die, and once having heard their cry, he

119 15-24.
180 1A- 4.
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cannotbear to eat their flesh. "181 An exampleofthe application of this attitude by the

kingis given: When the king sees an ox shrinking with fear on the way to sacrifice, he

ordersthe use of a lambinstead, out ofa mind of sympathy. 182 In advising the king,

Mencius saysthat the ruler should have this kind sympathy in ruling a country.

Furthermore, Mencius argues that everybodyhas the mind ofsympathy.

C. A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

The framework ofself-transformation in earlyBuddhism andin classical Confucianism

in terms of realization ofthe central virtue is similar. First, they concurthat the virtue of

compassion/benevolence is required for the task of self-transformation. Second, the

outlines ofthe method employedto achievethe virtue is similar. In my observation, the

majorethicaltask for a self-transformative person consistsoftwo parts. First, from the

perspective ofthe self one should restrain oneselfin the field of bodilydesires, the use of

language, andthe activities ofthe mind. As a result ofthis kindofrestraint, one can

overcome one'suntamed,instinctive, and restless character. Maintaining an optimal self-

development throughthis restraint, one is capableofmoving toward further development.

Thistask offurther development occurs in the secondstageof self-transformation. From

the perspective of interactionswith others, one can achieve the highestlevel of self-

transformation by embodying compassionlbenevolence in oneself

181 lA-7.
182 lA-7. Since the "shrinking" of the ox made the king replace him with a lamb, we wonder whether
the lamb did not shrink. The text does not elaborate. However, we can tell that whether the lamb shrank
or not does not matter as long as the king did not see it; for the king, having an instant sympathetic
feeling from seeing the shrinking ox is more important than having a thinking-based-sympathetic-feeling
from imagining a shrinking lamb.
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Thevirtuesof self-restraint and self-overcoming sharesimilar ideasin common. In

both systems, self-restraint or self-overcoming is a fundamental basisfor self

transformation. Furthermore, both are located withinthe context of moralachievement.

Self-restraint or self-overcoming is involved from the beginning to the end ofself

transformation. Onebeginsby restraining oneselfin order to transformoneself The

culminating point of restraint or overcoming is the :full realization of compassion or

benevolence. The role and locus ofself-restraintand self-overcoming are integralto the

process of self-development, or self-transformation.

Eventhoughthe relationship ofrestraint to compassion and overcoming to

benevolence is similar, the two systemsdeal with restraint in different styles. Regarding

bodilyrestraint, the earlyBuddhist approach is phrasedmorein the negative sinceit

emphasizes the negative effects ofuncontrolled sensory faculties. Reflection on the

negative side ofsense pleasure is part ofthe process ofself-restraint. Thenegativeeffects

ofindulgence in sense pleasure through the six sensoryfaculties is visualized and

examined. Restraint requiresthat the six sensoryfaculties be properlycontrolled.

In termsof the physical senses, the classicalConfucianist approach to self-restraint is

less negative. Thereis no disgust at sense pleasure or at indulgence in bodilydesires.

Instead of emphasizing the negative effects ofsensepleasure, it notes the dangersoflosing

the higher virtuesby losingcontrol ofbodily desires. Seeking onlybodily satisfaction is

viewedin contrastto the practice ofhigher virtues. Caring onlyfor bodilydesiresis

harmful because it makesone blindto cultivate ofvirtues. A close relation between"only

seeking bodily desire" and "losingvirtue" is pointed out.
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As discussed, the purpose and the locus ofself-restraint/self.overcoming in the process

of self-transformation ofboth systemsare similar. However, their approach to it takes

different formulations in terms ofbodily restraint. The earlyBuddhist approach contains

more reflection on the negative effects ofnon-restraint. The classicalConfucianist

approach is somewhatless negative; its emphasis is on the tension between restraint and

non-restraint.

Anotherpoint in the differentformulation oftheir approach applies to restraint of

speechand mind. In earlyBuddhism, the six sensoryfaculties are categorized into three

fields: body, speech, and mind. By restraining the three :fields ofaction, the Buddha

recommended correct behavior, speech, and thought. Restraint ofthe three fieldsleads to

purityandnon-attachment.

It is interesting to note that the Buddha determines three categories ofself-restraint,

insteadofsix categoriesbased on the six sensefaculties. This choice is very significant in

the context ofethicalaction. For the Buddha, truthfuland useful talk is extremely

important for the moral goal The mind, as a locus of moral feeling and thought, influences

the other five sensefaculties. Human moralbehavioris expressed through bodily actions.

Therefore, the Buddhanecessarilyhighlights three categoriesofself-restraint rather than

six.

The three :fields ofrestraint are also noted in classical Confucianism In classical

Confucianism, not indulging bodily desiresleads one to see and nurture higher virtues.

Nurturing highervirtues has to do with nurturingthe mind. From the perspective of

restraint ofthe mind, self-restraint becomesa nurturing ofthe mind. "To reduce the
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number ofdesires" is suggested as a way ofcultivating the mind. Together with nurturing

the mind, "not losing the mind" and watching over one's character are also suggested as

means ofrestraining the mind. Restraint of speech is also required; it means taking

responsibility for what one says. Focusing on consistency between speech and action,

restraint ofspeech is emphasized.

Self-restraint in the two systems is explained in terms ofthe three fields. Even though

the explanations ofbodily restraint are the same, the explanations ofrestraint of speech

and mind are not the same. Early Buddhism puts emphasis on purity and non-attachment,

while classical Confucianism highlights nurturing the mind and responsibility for actions of

speech.

The principle of self-restraint is mentioned in both systems. Eschewing the two

extremes, both systems take the middle way. The middle way is especially stressed in the

act oftaking "neither much nor little" food. Consequently, asceticism as an approach to

self-restraint is not adopted. Basic material needs are not rejected in the context ofself

restraint. As long as material things do not overwhelm a person and do not destroy

virtues, they are not harmful but useful. A self-restrained person develops the capability to

accept and use material things for the purpose ofmoral practice and transformation. This

shows the pragmatic position ofboth regarding material objects.

Furthermore, self-restramt contributes to developing and promoting autonomy, self

respect, and self-confidence. Autonomy, respect and confidence are fundamental for

realization ofcompassion or benevolence. Without them, one is not able to consider

others or further virtues.
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Perhapsthe idea ofself-restraint in both systems contains a certainkind of self-

assertion. Standing aloof from the idea of self-negation or self-annihilation, they adopt

affirmative and assertive self as fundamental for self-restraint. The idea ofself-assertion

providesa springboard for self-modification, self-improvement, and self-transformation.

Sinceboth systems accept the empirical self it maybe assumed that there is some form of

self-assertion, with empiricalselfa leading subject ofself-assertion. On the basis of

asserting the empirical self the selfcontinuesto modify, reassemble, and reconstitute itself

throughrestraining itself.

What constitutes self-assertion? It seemsto be constituted ofinheritedhuman nature,

such as dispositions, tendencies, impulses, and instincts whatever good or bad. The task

ofself-restraint, then, is to modify, reconstitute, andrefine these tendenciesin the light of

self-restraint. Deweypoints out the nature ofthis kindofself-restraint:

We inherit our impulses and our tendencies from our ancestors. These

impulses and tendencies need to be modified. Theyneed to be curbed and

restrained. So much goes without saying. The questionis regarding the

nature ofthe modification; the nature of the restraint, and its relation to the

original impulses ofself-assertion, Surely we do not want to suppress our

animal inheritance; nor do we wishto restrain it absolutely-that is, for the

mere sake ofrestraint. It is not an enemy to the moral life, simply because

without it no life is possible.183

183 John Dewy, "Evolution and Ethics," Evolutionary Ethics, eds. Matthew Nitecki et aI. (New York:
State University of New York Press, 1993) 101.
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Gradually, on the basis of self-assertion, the selfbecomes refined as a result of

restraint. Being grounded on self-restraint, self-assertion is at the root ofthe empirical self

that is the subject of self-transformation, The process ofrestraining and refining the

empirical selfis an integral part of self-transformation. Self-assertion, self-restraint, and

self-transformation are intertwined in the empirical self

Another point that needs clarification is the role ofreflection in the process ofself

restraint. Early Buddhists use the method ofconcentration (samadhi) for developing self

restraint. Concentration plays a role in the whole process ofself-restraint ofbody, speech,

and mind. Self-restraint is achieved by concentrating at every single moment. Moreover,

early Buddhist concentration is necessarily bound up with right understanding (paiiiia) and

virtues (sUa). These form a triad in the system ofself-restraint and transformative

character ofmorals. Somewhat differently, reflection (ssu) in classical Confucianism is

related mainly to restraint ofthe mind. Reflection as a way ofrestraining the mind is used

for "not losing the mind." Even though reflection is mainly used for the restraint ofthe

mind, it needs to be applied to speech and body as well.

As has been shown, in spite ofsome differences, the basic framework ofself-restraint

and self-overcoming are similar in both systems. The two systems greatly emphasize self

restraint/self-overcoming in cultivating virtues and morals. This is very significant because

this implies several features oftheir ethical thinking. Let us consider the common features

that are revealed in the emphasis of self-restraint/self-overcoming.

Firstly, ethics is involved not only with the selfinteracting with others, but also with

being alone. Modem ethics in general focuses on the domain ofinteraction with another or
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others. For example, modem moral philosophers would not consider ethics to be involved

when I think, sit, or eat alone. Many moral schematas reflect concern for the social or

common good rather than the individual's virtue or moral cultivation. The issue of

individual moral cultivation is not a major concern. 184 Contrarily, the two ethical systems

are greatly concerned about virtue or moral cultivation even when an individual alone is

concerned. When one thinks, sits, or eats alone, one is required to think right, without evil

or discursive thinking, to sit at a proper seat correctly, and eat at a proper time in a correct

way. Even in the absence ofanother person, virtues or morals constrain a person. In other

words, each individual's moral practice is greatly valued even in the domain of solicitude.

Secondly, the ground ofmoral practice is found within oneselfin both ethical systems.

The selfis seen as a mirror that reflects and reveals the conduct ofoneselfand others,

utilizing one's internalized moral criteria for determining moral reasoning, judgments, and

actions. One's internalized moral criteria are rooted in a commonly shared universal moral

concept and playa role in justifying one's own particular morality within the commonly

shared universal morality. One questions within whenever one encountering moral

conflicts and problems. One solves them on the basis ofinternalized moral criteria rather

than depending on externally constructed laws. To apply internalized moral criteria

requires one to exercise autonomy. Cultivating and exercising each individual's autonomy

in moral actions have an important place in the ethics ofthe two systems.

184 In this context, the recent writings of some scholars such as Williams and MacIntyre is significant.
Interestingly, focusing on Aristotelian ethics which emphasizes individual cultivation ofvirtue, they
commonly point out the importance of the individual's virtue and its cultivation, rather than theorizing or
formalizing morals.
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Thirdly, the mainfocus ofthe ethics ofthe two systems requiresone to examine and

cultivate oneselfcontinuously in the direction ofself-transformation and the establishment

of a good character. Self-examination and self-cultivation aimat gradual self-

transformation. Thispreciselyindicates the mainfocus of the ethicsofthe two systems,

which is building a good character and leadinga good innerlifewithout undermining

concern for the socialgood. The ethics ofcharacterbuildingI85 in the domain of self-

restraintlself:overcoming in particular emphasizes self-control and aimsat decreasing non-

autonomous influences in moral judgments and actions; one is not passivebut active in

generating moralactions. Non-autonomous-based influences suchas inherited dispositions

and environmental conditionsdo not override the autonomous will ofa person in building

character. Controlling non-autonomous-basedinfluences, one develops and maintains

one'swholesome dispositions and moral excellence. Therefore, the person as a possessor

of an autonomous will, more than anything else,plays a majorrole in buildingcharacter.

Thismeans that one takes responsibility for one'sownpresentdispositions or

constitutions, andtherefore one's character. Thisindicates that the two systems would

rejectthe notionof"constitutiveluck" whichundermines self-control and personal

responsibility in moralactions.186 This is becausefactors suchas inclinations, capacities,

185 The ethics of character building can be called virtue ethics in modern ethical terms. As a virtue
ethics, early Buddhist and classical Confucianist ethics focus on establishing an excellent character or
formulating good dispositions. In other words, their main concern is given to character or dispositional
quality (mode of being) prior to moral rules or actions (doing). Therefore, their virtue ethics differs from
the utilitarian ethics that is concerned about consequences of actions and from the deontological ethics
that is concerned about unchanging moral laws.
186 "Constitutive luck" as one type of "moral luck" has recently been developed by Williams and Nagel.
Challenging the Kantian notion of "immunity of morality to luck," they argue that on the practical level
there is a domain where human morals are affected by luck. In other words, Kantian human free will or
good will cannot be independent from luck or unforeseen contingencies. Here let us consider "constitutive
luck" without considering other kinds of moral luck. While Williams leaves the notion of constitutive luck
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and temperament are assumed to be constantly modified and formulated in the process of

character building. Early Buddhists and classical Confucianists, similar to the proponents

ofconstitutive luck, think that there are individual differences in constitutions. However,

they differ in emphasizing that constitutions, especially in the domain ofmorals, are

constantly modified and formulated in a desirable direction by a person's will and efforts,

and therefore are controllable. They do not assume that one's own constitions are given in

fixed forms and beyond control. Therefore, one has a responsibility for one's own

constitutions and actions. In this regard, the two systems would not accept the notion of

constitutive luck. Furthermore, they might regard constitutive luck in morals as illusory.

Similarly, the two systems, unlike the hard determinist position, would not argue that one's

character is ultimately shaped by inherited or environmental factors, and that therefore one

can find a source ofresponsibility somewhere outside oneself Taking a practical stance,

not rejecting inherited and environmental influences which are determining components in

building character, early Buddhists and classical Confucianists emphasize moral

responsibility for actions. The determined components ofone's character is not strong

enough to exempt one from moral responsibility. In this consideration, they take a soft

determinist position allowing that there is no antithesis between determinism and moral

responsibility.187

vague, Nagel makes it clear. For Nagel, the question of what kind of person weare is not just a question of
what weare deliberately, but also ofour inclinations, capacities, and temperament (Thomas Nagel, Moral
Questions (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1979) 28). A person's constitutions-such as inclinations,
capacities, and temperament--contribute to making moral decisions and actions. Furthermore, there is a
paradox between morality and constitutive luck. It is important to point out that, for Nagel, constitutions
are understood as given, fixed, and unchangeable rather than cultivated, unfixed, and changeable. He does
not seem to consider constitutions as active and formulated.
187 Paul Edwards, "Hard and Soft Determinism," Problems of Moral Philosophy ed. Paul Taylor
(California: Dickenson Publishing Company, 1972) 313.
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It is important to notice that the two systems' rejection ofconstitutive luck and hard

determinism is rooted in their notion ofmorality in terms ofcharacter building that

emphasizes an autonomous will. They consider constitutional change in character building

to be moral cultivation. Constitutions are in the process offormulation and hence there is

always room for improvement in building ofcharacter. Character building requires one to

formulate good constitutions: Virtues or morals are ultimately fused into constitutions in

the building a good character. At this point, constitutions themselves become habitual in a

form ofvirtues and hence one does not need to continue to make efforts to be virtuous or

moral. This idea is similarto the Aristotlian notion ofvirtue. For Aristotle, virtues are

acquired and, in their final development, become second nature; they become second

nature through habituation, and so one does not need to make a special effort to be

virtuous or moral. This may be considered the perfection ofcharacter. The two moral

systems considered here and Aristotle may agree that "morality refers to excellence of

character"188 and that a primary problem ofethics is the problem ofwhat kind ofa person

one wants to be.

So far, we have discussed self-restraint as one ofthe two dimensions ofthe ethical task

ofa self-transformative person. Turning to the other dimension--the self interacting with

others--let us consider synthetically and comparatively the main virtue ofa self-

transformative person. The task ofthis section is divided into two parts. First, focusing on

the developmental process ofcompassion/benevolence, we see that the principle of

extending the virtue from oneselfto others is a common sequence. Also we will discuss

188 Judith Andre, "Nagel, Williams, and Moral Luck," Moral Luck, ed. Daniel Statman (New York:
State University of New York Press, 1993) 137.
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some differences that are laid out in the common sequence. Second, analyzing the inner

functional mechanism ofthe virtue ofcompassion/benevolence, we will see its inner

psychological mechanism The inner mechanism will reveal: (1) The rule oftaking the

others position plays a role in extending the virtue. (2) Sympathy and reason cooperate in

generating the virtue. Humean, Kantian, and recent feminist perspectives will be brought

into the discussion. The discussion will show that the two systems' ethical positions are

grounded on neither self-regarding nor other-regarding action, but both-regarding action.

This agrees with Rawls' notion ofjustice, which is "reciprocity." We will also see that

both the Humean and Kantian perspectives are adopted in the notion ofthe virtue and the

notion ofcaring offeminist ethics is similar to that ofthe virtue.

As I claimed, in early Buddhism and cIssical Confucianism the development of

compassion/benevolence begins with the selfthat has achieved a certain level ofself

restraint/self-overcoming; a certain level of self-restraint/self-overcoming is required to

develop the virtue further. According to early Buddhism, having restrained the selfis at

least possessed ofa purified mind and a non-attached attitude. In classical Confucianism,

self-overcomingis stressed even more as the way to the development ofbenevolence.

While early Buddhism emphasizes the mind ofpurity and non-attachment, classical

Confucianismfocuses on the mind offirmness through self-overcoming. Even though the

point ofemphasis is different, they share a common ground, namely, the restrained!

overcome self Now the selfis ready to progress further toward the level ofcompassion!

benevolence.
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In general, the process ofdeveloping compassion is not different from the progress of

developing benevolence. In terms ofthe order ofdevelopment, compassion/benevolence

follows a similar sequence. It beginsto develop from oneselfand is extended to others: the

principle is to extendthe virtue from oneselfto others. Apparently, it is not taken as a

givenmoralprinciple that is universal and abstract. It beginsfrom one particular self in a

specific context. Its developmental root is the restrained/overcome self As the self

develops self-restraint/self-overcoming, one extendsthe virtuetoward allhuman beings.

The selfaims at including a maximum number ofbeneficiaries ofthe virtue.

To summarize the specific phases ofthe development ofthe virtue ofcompassion!

benevolence: At the beginning step ofthe development of compassion, the self possessed

ofself-restraint, considers its own welfare. One considers othersnot in an active form, but

in a negative andpassiveform; one shouldnot covet others'gain,just as one should not

despise one'sowngain. Gradually, considerationofothers'welfare is generated in an

activeform. Thescope ofcompassion is extended as one develops concern about more

people, beginning from closelyrelated ones such as family, friends, and co-workers, to less

closelyrelatedones such as strangers. One's concernis extended to all ofhumankindand

to the gods. Finally, one includesall sentientbeings.At this point, compassionbecomes a

universal idea.

At the beginning ofthe development ofbenevolence, the selfdedicatesitselfto the

practice of overcoming. Building a firmlyestablished selfby "overcoming the self,"the self

preparesfor the next development, i.e., "returningto ritual." Now, the self practices

benevolence in the family; benevolence is mainly locatedin the relationships between
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parents and children, and between sisters and brothers. Especially, expressing love toward

parents is a crucial task in practicing benevolence in the family. Gradually, benevolence is

extended to acquaintances such as friends. Finally, benevolence is extended to all people in

the world.

As we see, the main virtue moves in the direction from the selfto others, from one to

many, or from concrete to abstract relationships; the sequence ofextending the virtue is

significantlysimilar. The extending principle ofthe virtue is always self-based; it is not

given from a selfless ground. Considering that the self is the ground for the development

ofthe virtue, we would expect that the two systems do not generate a kind ofextrme

virtue such as self-sacrifice. This position will be discussed in chapter V.

In spite ofthe similar mode ofthinking in developing the virtue, there are several

significant differences. The first difference emerges from the Confucianist dictum: "self

overcoming and returning the rites." In classical Confucianism, self-overcoming is

regarded as a returning ritual that one immediately brings development ofrelationships

with others. This identification ofthe two concepts--self-overcoming and returning ritual-

leads classical Confucianists to emphasize more the aspect ofself-overcoming. This is not

to say that early Buddhism considers self-restraint to be less important. The difference

regarding this point would be as follows: Early Buddhists do not explicitly demonstrate an

obvious connection between self-restraint and compassion, or explain how to move from

self-restraint to compassion. By contrast, classical Confucianism makes a clear connection

between self-overcoming and benevolence.
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In orderto see the reason for this difference, first let us consider the urgent and

fundamental motivations for developing self-restraint/self-overcoming, For early

Buddhists, the firsturgent motivation for developing self-restraint is to liberate oneself

from suffering. For them, compassion for others doesnot comesimultaneously with self-

restraint. For the classical Confucianists, the motivation for self-overcoming seems to

presuppose the idea ofbenefiting others; it has as its purposeto govern and, through

governing, to benefit people. So self-overcomingis identified with benefiting people.

The second difference between the two systemsregarding compassionlbenevolence

emerges fromthe extreme emphasis offilialpiety in classical Confucianism. Benevolence

towardparents is greatlystressed. A son/daughter should be always benevolent through

being filial. 189Although it appears that the benevolence of a son/daughter toward parents

is highlighted ratherthan a parent's benevolence toward children, the benevolence ofthe

parentsto a son/daughter is also considered important. Thevirtue of friendliness between

themprovesthe mutuality ofbenevolence. The benevolence between them (and the

benevolence between brothers/sisters) is a beginning pointfor the development of

benevolence. This extreme emphasis on filial piety as a core ofbenevolence, in the form of

mutuallove,is a distinguished characteristic that is not foundin earlyBuddhism. 190

Furthermore, the benevolence offilial piety serves as a foundation of harmony (ho).

189 This likelycauses a misunderstandingregarding the natureof the relationship between parents and
children. In themisunderstanding, parents subjugate childrenand childrenare obligated. In order to see
this understanding is notcorrect, let us consider the main virtuebetween them. It is not righteousness,
order,separateness, or trust that are applied to the other four relationships but friendliness(yu).
"Friendliness" presupposes not superiority/inferiority,subjugation, or demandbut equality, mutuality, or
voluntariness. This relationship, as Rosemont understands, is qualified by humanity rather than
obligation. Henry Rosemont, A Chinese Mirror (La Salle: OpenCourtPublishingCompany, 1991) 76.
190 The sameextreme degreeof emphasis on benevolencetoward parents is notfound in the
development ofcompassion. Here the point is that early Buddhism doesnot emphasize compassion for
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The third difference between the two systemsemergesfrom the different scopes ofthe

beneficiaries of the virtue. While earlyBuddhistsaimto extend compassion to all sensient

beings, classical Confucianists aim to extend benevolence onlyto all humankind. This

difference is apparently basedonthe difference betweentheir views on the human locus in

the universe. In both systems, human beings are consideredsupremebeingsbecause they

have an incomparable capability for moral development. However, the two systems

perceivehuman beingsdifferently in relationto other beings. In earlyBuddhism, all

sentient beings are closely connected with each other due to the principleofdependent

arising andthe theoryofkamma. So long as humanbeings are not enlightened and are

continuously wandering in wandering existence, they can always be born as other types of

creatures. In otherwords,humans are in a close connectionwith other speciesbecause

they can take birthas other species and other speciescan take birth as humans. This

naturally implies that all sentient beingsshouldbe taken care of Although connections

with other creatures are indicated in classical Confucianism, classical Confucianism does

not imply suchan intimate connection betwen humansand other species. Instead, human

beingsare the matrix ofconnections with other speciesand utilizethem for their own

benefit in harmonious relationships. This systemdoes not admitthe idea that humans can

be reborn as othercreatures.

parents as much as classical Confucianism does benevolence. The Buddha certainly does emphasize
serving parents saying that one can never repay parents (BGS 1.56) and teaching respect for parents
(MLS 2.224). Moreover, he mentions supporting parents in a proper way (Sn 14-29).
The different degrees of the emphasis on love toward parents have a historical explanation. One possible

reason can be found in their cultural differences. We do not see a strong family value in early Indian
culture as much as wesee it in early Chinese culture. Moreover, the Buddha had two kinds of audience,
monks/nuns and lay people, and the former did not live in a family. The audience of Confucius and
Mencius wasassumed to have exceptionally strong family ties.
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With regard to the inner mechanism ofthe virtue, the two systems present a uniform

answer. In order to see the inner mechanism, it is necessary reconsider the reason for and

the method for developing the virtue. The reason why one should be compassionate/

benevolent is well stated in their respective texts: (1) "One who knows what is suitable for

oneselfwould not hurt anyone in the world. "191 (2) "Do not do what you do not want

others to do to you."192 The argument runs as follows: One does not want to be hurt and

one knows compassion is suitable; this means that one wants to be taken care of

compassionately. In the same way, one does not want to be treated in a way that one does

not like; thismeans one wants to receive benevolence from others. Interestingly, the

reason for being compassionate/benevolent is based on a self-oriented motivation; I do not

want to be hurt or disliked by others. The first apparent motivation for the virtue is not

solely for the sake ofothers. Psychologically, then, consideration for others, as an

altruistic action, is extended on the basis ofa self-oriented motivation. This shows that

other-oriented actions are not separable from a self-oriented motivation.

The method ofextending compassion/benevolence is observed in the principle of

extension that gradually includes more people as beneficiaries ofthe virtue. In extending

compassion/benevolence toward more people, one takes oneself: one's family or

acquaintances, strangers, and all beings into consideration in sequential order. In applying

the principle ofextension, the rule oftaking the others position is taken. At the very

instance ofgenerating compassion/benevolence, one puts oneselfin the others position

and identifies oneselfwith the other.

191 So 13-10.
192 15-24.
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When one puts oneselfin the other's position, sympathy arises in one's mind. In fact,

without having sympathetic feelings, compassionlbenevolence cannot evolve. When one

sees another's sadness or suffering, one's mind enters into the other person's situation,

identifies oneselfwith the person and feels what the person feels. At the moment when one

feels what the person feels by projecting one's mind, sympathetic feelings arise. As

discussed earlier, the early Buddhist system gives a significant value to the mind

penetrating others' hearts. Similarly, cultivating sympathy is obviously a way ofpracticing

benevolence in the classical Confucianist system as illustrated by the case ofKing Hsuen.

Even though sympathy, as a kind ofemotional feeling, is an essential and predominant

component ofthe virtue, the virtue requires another component in order to be duly

exercised. It has to rely on a role ofreason. As seen in section ID.1.(2), the action of

"perceiving ofanother's heart (or the action ofprojecting into another's heart) with one's

heart and knowing another's heart" apparently occurs in compassion. The action of

knowing another's heart presupposes knowledge about another's situation. For example,

sympathetic feelings for a hungry or dying person is not possible without perceptual

knowledge ofhislher sad situation which may include information about the person's

background. This kind ofperceptual knowledge is a precondition for developing the

compassion ofthe Buddha. His sympathetic feelings for sentient beings are rooted in his

perceptual knowledge oftheir sufferings as embodied in the four sequential life pattem. 193

His recognition oftheir sufferings is a prerequisite for his sympathetic feelings and so

193 The four sequential life phases are birth, old age, sickness, and death. According to the Buddha,
because people do not understand the impermanence of the self, of all phenomena, and ofall dispositions,
they become attached to them. As a result, they are dispositionally conditioned while they are undergoing,
birth, old age, sickness, and death.
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compassion. Furthermore, compassion involves a processof inference about another's

situation. Without a process ofinference, compassion cannot be generated and transferred

to the many otherfellowbeings who are in similar situations. It is notablethat knowledge

andthe processofinference both rely on the function of reason.

Thus, benevolence requires both sympathetic feelings andreason. As we have seen,

Mencius clearly explains the concept ofextension (t'ui) to King Hsuen. For him,

benevolence should be extended through sympathetic feelings. Suchextensionrequires

reasoning. In the case ofMencius' advice to the king, the kingneeds to extend sympathetic

feelings fromthe ox to the people ruling the country. Thereasoning ofthe king involves

an application ofsympathetic feelingsfor the ox toward the people. In other words, one

encounters a similar situation, one recognizes that the situation requiresthe same

sympathetic feelings, and one extends it through the processofreasoning. Moreover, as

Kwong-Ioi Shun thinks, this kind ofreasoningis a kind of "analogical reasoning. II 194

However, the interpretation ofMencius' position on the nature ofsympathetic feelings

and of reasonis controversial. The crux ofthe controversy is how muchweight Mencius

givesto reasonin the developmentofbenevolence. Most scholars admit that reason is

involved in the king's case, but their explanations are different. In Shun'sinterpretation of

Mencius, reason playsa significant role; as mentioned, he argues that logicalreasoning is

introduced. Also, Wong and Ihara admit that there is a cognitive dimension in the

development of sympathy ofthe king's case. Wongarguesthat the kinghas a reason for

194 Kwong-Ioi Shun, "Moral Reasons in Confucian Ethics," Journal of Chinese Philosophy 16 (1989):
322.
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action; in the Mencius' illustration, this involves feeling the ox'ssuffering. 195Even though

Thara doesnot think that Mencius' exposition involves a strong senseofreason, he admits

the cognitive role ofreason in sorting out features of particular situations on the basisof

salience. 196It is important to note that, whateverthe language scholarsuse for explaining

the role of reasonin Mencius' illustration, they sharea common ground: all agree that

intuitive andcognitive understanding ofthe situation or the object, whichqualifies a type

of reason, is requiredfor generating benevolence. Thus,benevolence requires perceptual

reasoning or rationalunderstanding as a fundamental component.

Generally, it is assumedthat sympathetic feelings andreason are not ofequals standing

since theyhavedifferent degrees ofpower in generating compassionlbenevolence. It

seems that sympathetic feelingsplaya majorrole andthat reason takes a subsidiary role.

In otherwords, the emotional component is in the forefront, supportedby reason.

Beforewe movefurther, let us considerthe nature of reason that interacts with

sympathetic feelings. As we have seen, this kindof reasonisnot a high level ofreasoning.

It is not a systematic and logical inducion or deduction; rather, it is closerto intermediate

andintuitive perception. Regarding the nature of this form of reasoning, Blum providesa

clearexplanation. He differentiates it fromthe Kantian sense of reason by arguingthat "it

doesnot carrythe intellectualist connotationsofinvolving moral reflection and

judgment.11197 Further, he argues that this kindof reason"requires onlya certainkind of

195 DavidWong,"Is There a Distinction betweenReasonand Emotion in Mencius?,"PhilosophyEast &
Westns 41.1(1991): 38.
196CraigIhara, "David Wong on Emotions in Mensius," Philosophy East & West ns 41.1 (1991): 52.
197 Lawrence Blum, Friendship, Altruism, and Morality(Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd., 1980)
129.
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understanding or apprehension ofothers, and ofwhat one aimsto do, which mightnot

involve moralreflectiveness and judgment."198

The interconnection between sympatheticfeelings andreason in developing

compassion/benevolence seems to be similarly observedin Hume'smoral philosophy.

More precisely, we observe it in his thoughts on the relationship between sentiment and

reason. As we know, Hume thinks that sentimentor sympathetic feeling is a source of

morals. But it doesnot seem to be equally well-known that cognitive knowledge is

included inhis conceptofsentiment;before one has sentiment, one needs to understand

circumstances and relations in a cognitive way by exercising reason. Furthermore, Hume

seems to thinkthat understanding affects the variety and degree ofsentiment. We read this

interconnection between sentiment and reason in the following passage: "In moral

decisions, allthe circumstances and relations must be previously known; and the mind,

fromthe contemplation ofthe whole, feels somenew impression ofaffectionor disgust,

esteemor contempt, approbation or blame."199

Similarly, compassionlbenevolence necessarilyinvolves both sympathetic feelings and

reasonin its function, extension, and development. In sympathetic feelings emotion and

reason dynamically cooperate in generating compassion/benevolence, The basic formula

for developing the virtue would be that one has perceptualunderstanding about a

situation, feels sympathy, and generates the virtue in their dynamic cooperation. By a more

advanced cooperation ofemotion and reason, one can intensify, modify, and refine the

198 Blum 129.
199 David Hume, An Enquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals (La Salle: Open Court Publishing
Company, 1991) 132.
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virtue. In other words, the formula can be repeated. For example, the person can have

more understanding about a situation and then, with a deeper understanding ofthe

situationas more terrible and pitiful way, he/she will have stronger sympathy. As a result

ofcooperation ofemotion and reason, he/she willhave a stronger sense ofcompassion!

benevolence. In this context, we are reminded ofhow the reflective method, concentration

and reflection, as tools for exercising reason, are important in developing compassion!

benevolence.

The scope ofextending compassionlbenevolence by using both emotional and rational

capacitiesshould not be limited. It should move continuouslytoward either all sentient

beings or allhumankind. Here a tough task seems to lie ahead. It arises from the fact that

in having sympathetic feelings and developing the virtue ofcompassionlbenevolence, one

has to transfer the virtue from the concrete level to the abstract level in having sympathetic

feeling and developing the virtue. To extend compassionlbenevolenceis not abstract at the

lower or limited level where one encounters specific situations. To extend the virtue of

compassion/benevolence begins in a specific situationwhich is not idealistic, abstract,

impersonal, and non-contextual but rather experiential, concrete, personal, and contextual.

When one moves on toward the higher, unlimitedlevel,however, one has to deal with the

idealistic, abstract, impersonal, and non-contextual level. This task is on the final level,

where one should be compassionate/benevolent for either all sentient beings or all

humankind. How can one be successful at this level? At this stage, the exercise ofreason

on a stillhigher level is required in a reflective way. This level ofreason is not limited to

simply understanding situations. Connecting an experiencedspecific personal case to a
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non-experienced, unspecified, impersonal case is the main task assigned to reason. After

all, all sentient beings or all humankind as a whole can be considered in the person's mind

and attitudes in more tangible and more personal perception. On this level, compassion!

benevolence becomes a universal and world-wide ethical ideal. Furthermore, it seems to

become a universal law in the Kantian sense.

To clarifyfurther what I attempt to explain here, there are at least two types ofreason

cooperating with sympathetic feelings in the development ofcompassion/benevolence. The

first type is exercised in understanding situations and the second type in extending the

virtue to a universal level. The former is exercised in experiential, concrete, personal, and

specific situations; the latter is exercised on a non-experiential, abstract, impersonal, and

general level. The Humean moral perspective is an illustration ofthe first type and the

Kantian moral perspective is an illustration ofthe second. By combining both the Humean

and the Kantian moral perspectives I claim that the virtue originates from both emotional

and rational aspects ofhuman beigs. In order to realize the overall characteristics of

compassion/benevolence in terms ofthe role ofsympathetic feelings and reason, both the

Humean and the Kantian moral perspectives must be synchronized.

This position can be explained more clearly by referring to more recent scholarships.

The feminist ethicists, Gilligan and Noddings who have done stimulating work on

relational care ethics, show how reflective reason can be helpful in developing an attitude

ofcaring, which in their usage ofthe terminology, can be understood as

compassion/benevolence. Even though they do not share exactly the same ideas on

emotion and reason in caring, since Noddings is an anti-Kantian in a much stronger sense
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and highlights allhuman beings' innate tendencyto care,theyhold a similar standpoint

when theyarguethat care is developed with the help of reason. Gilligan, in additionto

recognizing responsibility, emphasizesunderstanding, reflection, critical reinterpretation of

relationships, shealso recognizes selfishness in developing care. Noddings holds that a

caringmind is innate, and that a strong desireto be moralin the processof caring is

reflectively generated from this more fundamental andnatural desire.200 Furthermore, the

innate caring mind can be cultivatedby education.

Gilligan and Noddings reject the Kantian argument for universality in morals. Human

relational or caring ethics, they feel, is not grounded on a formal abstract idea. Rather,

caringas a universal moral sense/principle dependsuponindividuals' specific experience

and their contextual understanding. They emphasize tangible relationships, active

interactions, concreteexperiences, specificsituations, andcontextual understanding for an

ethicsof care. Fromthese, the mind ofcaring and the actions of caring are generated; they

are not generated from an abstract law. To summarize the position of Gilligan and

Noddings: (1) care, as a kind ofemotional feeling, receives help fromreasonfor its

transition and development; (2) care is captured in concrete relational experiences. In

these two aspects, we see that the concept of care reflects the Humean perspective and is

similar to the conceptof compassion/benevolence.

A morerecentinterpretationofthe Kantianperspective on compassion/benevolence is

Nagel'sargument on altruism Nagel, a Kantian, arguesthat altruism is solely grounded on

reason. Even other motivations relating to altruism depend not on emotional aspects, such

200 Nel Noddings, Caring: A Feminine Approach to Ethics & Moral Education (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1986) 83.
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as desires, but "formal aspects ofpractical reason."201 Assuming that compassion!

benevolence is onetype ofaltruism, or a basis ofall altruistic actions, we can compare

Nagel'spositionwiththe two systems under considerationhere. Obviously and strikingly,

the standpoints of early Buddhists and classical Confucianists are different from Nagel's,

sinceaccording to both systems compassion/benevolence is based on both emotion and

reason. However, aswe have discussed, compassionlbenevolence has a higher, abstract

level of development. On this level ofdevelopment, it primarily relieson abstract, rational

reflection ratherthanbeingtriggered by concrete personal sympathy. Ifthis understanding

is correct, the development ofcompassion/benevolence shouldinclude the abstract level of

development initiated by rational moral thinking at its final stage. Its development on this

level seemsto havean advantagethat does not exist on the concretelevel ofits

development. For example, I wonder whether one will be ableto compassionate/

benevolent to a group ofpeople such as murderers, criminals, and enemies whose

committedactions areunforgivable. In this case, it will be difficult to develop a mind of

sympathy naturally. Somemight argue that one must be compassionate/benevolent simply

because one should be;the reason why one should be isjust becausethey are fellow

humanbeings or that one should follow a rational moral command. However, the early

Buddhistideaof compassion and the classical Confucianist idea of benevolence would

require one cultivate sympathetic feelings ultimately. The onlydifference, with respect to

the concretelevelofdevelopment, is that sympatheticfeelings in this case come later on,

201 Thomas Nagel, The Possibility of Altruism (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1978) 15. His adamant position
regarding altruism is expressed as follows: "...One has a direct reason to promote the interests ofothers--a
reason which does not depend on intermediate factors such as one's own interests ofone's antecedent
sentiments of sympathyand benevolence" (14-5).
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at the abstract level; probably, this sympathetic feelings will be developed only after

making strenuous rational efforts. This kind ofcompassion/benevolence is primarily

developed through a sense of"ought" rather than a sense ofgenuine sympathy, fitting in

more with a Kantian framework, but this analysis may not be completely applied to the

two ethical systems since the rationally generated compassion/benevolence asks one to

cultivate a sense ofsympathy eventually.

To clearify the main point: Sympathetic feelings are prior to rational moral thinking at

the concrete level, but the rational moral command to be compassionate/ benevolent is

prior to sympathetic feelings at the abstract level. Regarding these two levels of

development, one more 'point needs to be made. It is obvious that early Buddhists and

classical Confucianists suggest the development ofcompassion/benevolence on the basis

ofthe concrete level ofexperience. This is understandable; since early Buddhist ethics and

classical Confucianist ethics are always based on concrete experiences with other parties,

the main transformative virtue occurs within the boundary ofexperiences ofthe parties.

However, there is an abstract level ofdevelopment; otherwise, how could one be

compassionate/benevolent to all sentient beings or all humankind collectively? This level of

development seems to have significant ethical value. The presupposition ofthe virtue on

this level is the interconnectedness ofthe whole universe or ofthe whole human world,

which provides a strong sense ofwholeness; its culmination is realization ofthe welfare of

the whole universe or world. "Interconnectedness in the whole universe or world" implies
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limitlessness ofthe virtue in achieving it.202 At this point, it becomes an ethical ideal; an

ethical task that requires ceaseless effort is given to humans.

Even though the Humean perspective seems predominent in developing the virtue, to

hold a Kantian characteristic on the abstract level would be appropriate in the ethical

frameworks ofearly Buddhism and classical Confucianism. In principle, both traditions

would say that one should be compassionate/benevolent to all creatures or all humankind;

after all, this seems to become an imperative or a rational command as "a sense ofought."

With regard to altruism from the perspective ofcompassion/benevolence, we can

recapitulate as follows. The early Buddhist and classical Confucianist positions on altruism

do not allow altruism in extreme forms such as selfsacrifice. They suggest that one should

take care ofboth oneselfand others. The desirable form ofthe altruistic attitude is one

which is cognizant ofand aims at the welfare ofboth selfand other without ignoring or

harming. This attitude of both-regarding is a result of sticking a compromize between the

attitudes ofselfregarding and other-regarding. First, self-regarding is transformed into

other-regarding and then the two attitudes are compromised and combined. Interestingly,

Gilligan's research shows the same framework. She lays out three stages oftransition in

developing caring. The transition occurs two times: (1) from self-regarding to other-

202 'Interconnectedness in the universe or world' is a theoretical ground for 'limitlessness of the virtue' in
both systems. We may find another theoretical ground in the early Buddhist usage of terms. In early
Buddhism, cultivating limitless (aparima1}a or appamii1}a)mind (cetana) is very important in obtaining
the moral goal. On one hand, the term (aparima1}a or appamii1}a) is used to emphasize cultivating the
mind and cultivating a loving mind limitlessly. The Sutta-nipiita says that one should cultivate a limitless
mind (miinasam aparima1}am) towards all beings (Sn 149) and should have a limitless loving mind
(mettaIP mlinasam aparimii1}am) toward the whole world (Sn 150). On the other hand, the term is used
in the context of discussing freedom. For example, one who has a limitless mind (appama1}acetasa) is
identified with one who holds a liberated mind (cetovimutti) and liberated wisdom (paiiiiavimutti) (KS
4.119). In a word, practicing the virtue ofcompassion limitlessly, cultivating the mind limitlessly, and
cultivating the loving mind limitlessly are means to achieve the early Buddhist moral goal.
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regarding, and (2) from other-regarding to both-regarding. According to her, depending

upon an understanding or realization ofthe interdependent relationships between self and

other, the transitions take place. When one makes the second transition, the conflict

between self and other or between selfishness and responsibility dissolves. Expressed in

her own words, she says: "Seeking the solution that best protects both herself and others,

she203 defines morality in a way that combines the recognition ofinterconnection between

selfand others with an awareness ofthe selfas the arbiter ofmoral judgment and

choice."204 From the perspective of"both-regarding" in early Buddhism and classical

Confucianism, one can consider the problem ofjustice. The notion ofjustice in the two

systems can be simply expressed: Everyone's interest should be equally weighted without

diminishing or ignoring even one single person's interest. Taking the idea ofmutual benefit

or advantage, the notion ofjustice treats both the interest ofthe selfand ofothers equally.

Rawls, the Kantian liberal, who understands justice as the principle ofreciprocity,

addresses precisely this same idea. Rejecting the utility principle ofutilitarianism because

this principle is not compatible with the idea ofmutual advantage,205 he claims that "It is

not justice that some should have less in order that others many prosper.11206

Even though early Buddhists, classical Confucianists, and Rawls share a similar notion

ofjustice, there is a conspicuous difference in their conception ofbenevolenceI

203 The casefor this obsevational analysis is one pregnant femalewhosename is Ruth. She has to make
a judgment abouta second pregnancy whose timing conflicts with her completionof an advanced degree.
Her moral dilemmais located in the situation where the self-regarding action, finishing her degree,
conflicts with hurting an unborn child.
204 Carol Gilligan, In a Different Voice (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1989) 96.
205 Because, in the principle of utility, one's interest can be ignoredand victimized in the name of a
commonmaximuminterest.
206 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Cambridge: HarvardUP, 1971) 15.
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compassion. While benevolenceis extraordinary moralityfor onlya few in Rawls' thought,

it is ordinarymorality in the thought ofthe former two systems. For Rawls, benevolence,

as one ofthe virtuesof "the love ofhumankind," is supererogatory andnot for ordinary

persons becauseit is beyondnatural duties and obligations.207 So benevolence is

perceivedto be on a higher level than right andjustice. On this higher level, self-sacrifice,

whichis unconcerned about self or self-interest, can be exercised. Yet according to my

analysis ofcompassion/benevolence ofthe two systems, the idea ofself-sacrifice is hardly

justified.

At this point, onemayworth ask: "Why is self-sacrifice not justified?" An answer seems

to have alreadybeengivenin the claimthat compassion/benevolence is ordinarymorality,

because everyone canpractice and realize it. Everyone can practiceand realize it because

it is grounded on concrete, experiential, and contextualhumanrelationships. It is naturally

generated and gradually cultivated from inside the humanmind. It is not a purely abstract

moral command which is formallypostulated.

Rorty, the contemporary anti-Kantianpragmatist, argues essentially the same idea

regardingcompassion/benevolence in terms of"solidarity." His notionof "solidarity" is

one which emphasizes concrete situational contexts containing the same virtue of

compassion/benevolence, a similarframework for developing it, anda similar way of

extending it to encompass an ever-greater number ofbeings. Rejecting the Kantian slogan,

that humanity antecedently exists, Rorty argues that we shouldkeepextendingour sense

of "us" to other people, to develop a larger scope ofsolidarity. He writes:

207 Rawls 478-9.
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Keep trying to expand our sense of"us" as far as we can. That slogan urges

us to extrapolate further in the direction set by certain events in the past-

the inclusion among "us" ofthe family in the next cave, then ofthe tribe

across the river, then ofthe tribal confederation beyond the mountains,

then ofthe unbelievers beyond the seas (and, perhaps last ofall, ofthe

menials who, all this time, have been doing our dirty work).208

208 Richard Rorty, Contingency Irony. and Solidarity (New York: Cambridge UP, 1989) 196.
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CHAYfER IV. REALIZATION OF THE MAIN VIRTUE

In the previous chapter, I tried to showhow the whole mechanism ofthe main self

transfonnativevirtue is developed in the case ofan individual alone. I focused on how a

person internalizes and extendsthis virtue, beginning with self-restraint/self-overcoming,

and endingby extending it to manypeople. In this chapter, I shallattemptto showhow

this virtue occursin specific forms in the context ofsocial conventions. Fromthe

perspective ofsocial conventions, the self-transfonnative person has the essential task of

realizing the virtuethroughpresent socialcustoms and institutions.

Althoughthe task ofrealizing compassion/benevolence is apparently based on the

present socialcustoms andinstitutions, this does not mean that the entire set ofthe present

social customsandinstitutions shouldbe accepted. However, sinceearlyBuddhism and

classical Confucianism are not revolutionary but reformative, the task is to realizethis

virtue without causing radical socialchanges: One can try to utilizeand modify given

social customsandinstitutions when establishing a compassionate/benevolent society.

In establishing a compassionate/benevolent society, education and politics provide

major institutional basesandplay an essentialrole in both systems. We will see how

compassion/benevolence is delivered through educationalactivities andpolitical ideas in

the two systems. In both systems, educating people is a type ofcompassionate/benevolent

activity, andpolitics is a means ofextending compassion/benevolence.
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A. EARLYBUDDIDSM

(1) An Educatioal Activity

A crucial characteristic ofthe Buddha that differentiates him from other previous

buddhas is his firmmotivation to share the contentofhis enlightenment (dhamma) with

all other sentient beings out ofcompassion. Soon afterhe liberated himself from suffering

and remained enjoying the happiness ofenlightenment, he turned to see other beings who

were subject to suffering. Out ofcompassionfor others, he made a :firm decisionto preach

what he realized at the time ofenlightenment. He traveledall approachable places in order

to shareit. His whole career after obtaining enlightenment was dedicated to benefiting

peopleby sharing his doctrine (dhamma).

The Buddha's firmresolution continues even at the last moment ofhis death. When

Mara (the personification ofdeath) urges himto die soon at the time ofhis death, he

showsstrong compassion toward people; he does not want to die unless his doctrine

(dhamma) is properly established:

I shallnot die, 0 Evil one! until the brethrenand sisters ofthe Order, and

until the lay-disciples ofeither sex shall have become true hearers, wise and

well trained, ready and learned, carrying the doctrinal books in their

memory, masters ofthe lesser corollaries that follow from the larger

doctrine, correct in life, walkingaccording to the precepts-until they,

having thus themselves learnedthe doctrine, shallbe able to tell other ofit,

preach it, make it known, establish it, open it, minutelyexplain it and make

it clear-untilthey, when others start vaindoctrine easy to be refuted by the
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truth, shallbe able in refuting it, to spread the wonder-working truth

abroad.209

For the Buddha, spreading his doctrine to monks/nuns and laypeoplewas a lifetime

project and it has been continued even after his death. Throughhis disciples, his

compassion has been continuously transferred. Theybelievethat the Buddhawas born for

happiness of people and out ofcompassionfor the world.210

The Buddhatold his disciples to go every where and preach the doctrine(dhamma).

So his pupilstraveledmanyplaces with the assignedmission. Theywere supposed to

work for the highestmoralgoal, freedom (nihhiina) or happiness (sukha), for themselves

and to teach the doctrineto others as well. Making effortsto promote the happiness of

others was weighted as important as working for their own happiness. Sincethe activity of

teachingis donewiththe thought ofcompassionfor others, it is a way ofpracticing and

accelerating compassion for one's fellowhuman beings. More specifically, they cultivate

compassion throughthe action ofteaching. Therefore, compassion enables others to

realizethe truth of compassion and to cultivate compassion in the actor's own mind.

Compassion should be extendedand deepenedwithout anyboundary. The compassionate

action ofteaching shouldcontinuouslyreach larger numberof people;in the same way

cultivation ofcompassion would be deepened continuously as a result of repeated

compassionate actions.

At thisjuncture, one mayraise a question.Why did the Buddhaand later disciples

considerthe activity ofpreachingthe doctrine to be a major compassionate action? Two

209 DA 3.112.
210 GS 2.14.
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answers are possible. First, they believed that the doctrine is a raft to ferry over the ocean

ofsuffering (dukkha) and could be utilized by everybody. In other words, they believed

that the doctrine brings good and happiness. As long as there are beings who suffer, they,

out ofcompassion, make known the doctrine to the people and instruct them ofthe noble

way oflife (brahmacariya) for their good and happiness. 211 Second, a clear awareness of

people's suffering and a motivation to share the doctrine with them in order to eliminate

that suffering involved an act ofcompassion. The rationale ofthis approach is as follows.

Imagine a person who just had a satisfactory meal and has a motivation to share his/her

food with a starving person out ofcompassion. He/she knows the starving person's

suffering and has a sympathetic motivation to help him/her by providing food. Similarly,

just as providing food is an act ofcompassion for the starving person, so is teaching the

doctrine an act ofcompassion for people who suffer.

As we have seen, teaching and sharing the doctrine with others is to extend

compassion toward them Traditionally, compassion has been understood as a virtue that

necessarily involves others, not just oneself This is not a proper understanding of

compassion, however, since compassion has two aspects; the action ofcompassion is not

only to make people free from their suffering but to free oneselfas well. This

interpretation ofcompassion agrees with the early Buddhist position in relation to welfare

(a{tha). Recall that it puts equal emphasis on the benefit (hila) for both oneselfand

others.

211 DA 3.120.
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At this point, I want to bring up an interesting implication ofthe principle ofdependent

arising with regard to compassion. Under the principle ofdependent arising

(paticcasamuppada), the action ofcompassion is a required virtue for the Buddha and his

pupils even for their own life. Their life is connected with others interdependently. The

disciples ofthe Buddha are expected to necessarily contemplate on this aspect oflife. One

often conditions that must be contemplated (paccavekkhati) is that "my very life is

dependent on others (parapa(ibaddha mejivika). "212 To see people interdependent or to

see the world interrelated is one ofthe major roles ofcontemplation.

Freedom or happiness needs to be explained in the light ofthe principle ofdependent

arising. The disciples' freedom or happiness is associated with the freedom or happiness of

the whole world. When others suffer, no enlightened one is able to have real freedom or

happiness. This shows that a compassionate action is thus necessary even for oneself. In

this sense, we can say that compassion is both a voluntary virtue for oneself and an

involuntarily assigned duty when it involves others. I have a duty to be compassionate for

others. Teaching and sharing the doctrine are ways ofbeing compassionate for others.

Hence, I have a duty to teach and share the doctrine.

212 GS 5.62.
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(2) Politics

a. Politics by Righteousness (dhamma)

Politics in early Buddhism, in my interpretation, is understood in the context of

realizing compassion. The purpose ofinstitutional politics is to benefit others by

actualizing compassion; the purpose ofpolitics is to actualizing compassion in all ofthe

world. As a result, politics rightly understood and practiced will mean happiness for all.

The early Buddhist political idea is simple. It does not present a sophisticated system of

political or social organization. It is based on the single idea, establishing morality

(dhamma) or righteousness (dhamma), through politics. This idea is demonstrated in the

early Buddhist position on kingship. The king should be, above all others, an exemplar in

moral character. Ifthe king is a genuine embodiment ofmoral character, concern for the

welfare and happiness ofpeople will follow naturally. So morality is taken as the foremost

and fundamental qualification for kingship. This shows that the king is not only a worldly

leader and protector ofpeople's happiness but also a moral exemplar whose morality is

presumably based on righteousness. As a matter offact, the king has a twofold character,

being both a worldly and a dhammic conqueror; ifwe analyze the concept of 'king,' we

observe a king is both a worldly ruler and an embodiment ofrighteousness in politics.213

Reynolds observes an important characteristic ofkingship in early Buddhism As he

observes, there is a close relationship between righteousness and kingship.214 Having

213 One of the most complex terms, dhamma in general means the doctrine of the Buddha, indicating
his whole teaching. Since a major concern of his whole teaching is morality, we can understand one
aspect of dhamma as refering to morality. This is indeed true in politics. lfwe want to specify dhamma in
~litics, we may further define dhamma as "righteousness."

14 He illuminates the nature of the early Buddhist concept of king in his article, "The Two Wheels of
Dhamma." He argues that the early Buddhist concept of king incorporates other-worldly soteriology and
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accepted kingship lias the normal and appropriate mode ofgovernment,1I215 the early

Buddhists disseminate righteousness (dhamma) in governmental institutions. As the result

ofincorporating the two elements, they articulate the ideals and institutions ofkingship in

terms ofmorality (dhamma). The ruler's task is lithemaintenance oforder and justice" in

society and his rule should be in accordance with righteousness. 216

Worldly order and dhamma as righteousness are interconnected in the early Buddhist

political ideas. It would be interesting to see how worldly power and righteousness are

harmonized without running into conflict. As we have discussed, the Buddha does not

recognize any conflict between righteousness (dhamma) and politics. Rather, the Buddha

considers that political institutions can be utilized, through righteousness, to promote the

welfare ofpeople. He tries to show how the king can rule a country by righteousness

(dhamma) or how righteousness (dhamma) can be realized by a righteous king.

The early Buddhists, from the time ofthe Buddha, maintained a close influential

relationship with the kings. They provided advice to the kings. We observe that one ofthe

Buddha's main audiences was the royal family. In response to the advice ofthe Buddha,

the royal family provided strong material support to the Order (sangha). Mutual help and

exchange between the political authority and the Order mirrors the rulers attempt to apply

concerns for worldly order; "...early Buddhism incorporated strandsof other-worldly soteriology, an
interestin moreimmediately accessiblesoteriological goals, and a concernfor the establishment and
maintenance of properorder in the world" (Frank Reynolds, "TheTwo Wheels of Dhamma: A Study of
EarlyBuddhism," TheTwo WheelsofDhamma ed. SmithBardwell (Chambersberg: American Academy
of Religion, 1972)7.

Eventhoughmypositionis fundamentally differentfrom his position in some respects; he sees
dhamma as other-worldly soteriology. This position is not acceptable in my interpretation of early
Buddhism. However, I share one observationwith him: the connection of dhamma and the idea of
ki~hip in earlyBuddhism.
21 Reynolds 12.
216 Reynolds 13.
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morals (dhamma) to their political institutions. The Buddha considered the usefulnessof

politicalinstitutions to be the extent to which they assist inthe realizing ofrighteousness.

As already pointed out, the primary characteristicthat indicates a king'sgood ruler

is moral excellence. To reveal his moral excellence, he mustpresenthimselfas a model for

the people. The legalization ofthe rules is not a major concern since it is believedthat the

king presenting himselfas a moral person can prevent the people from doingimmoral

things. For the king, the maintask is the establishment ofhimselfas a modelofa righteous

king. The Buddhathought that keeping the king withinthe boundaries ofthe moral world

is one way ofencouraging the people themselves to be moral. Whenthe king is not

righteous, neitherare the people: "At such time, monks, as kings are unrighteous

(adhammika), the ministers ofkings also are unrighteous. When ministers are

unrighteous, brahmins and householders also are unrighteous. Thustownsfolkand

villagers areunrighteous. 1/217

More specifically, the principle ofgoverning is to providemoralenvironments in order

to encourage people to be righteous. The king shouldbe a forerunner in creatingthe moral

environment. He, as a moral exemplar, is on the top ofa hierarchy that shows a gradual

moral influence on the ministersin the middle and on allpeople at the bottom When the

hierarchy basedon morality functions well in terms ofmoralactions, people encourage

each other to be moral. When it does not function well, the peoplewi.11 not be encouraged

217 GS 2.84.
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to be moral. The Buddha presents this idea by contrasting the worthy man (sappurisa) and

the unworthy man (asappurisa).218

This type ofking is known as a dhamma raja (a righteous king) or a cakkavatti (a

wheel turner). The meaning ofthe two terms-- to rule by righteousness (dhamma) or to

turn a wheel ofrighteousness (dhammaJ--is practically the same. There is no doubt that

the righteous king or the wheel turner is, for the early Buddhists, the ideal ruler.

The concept ofthe righteous king appears as the Great Elect (Maha sammata} in the

Aggaiiiia-suttanta. The Great Elect is the primary concept ofkingship in the texts. He

was elected by all ofthe people or a majority ofthem at the time when immoral and evil

things started appearing among people in order to handle wrongdoings and tangles

between people.219 Since his position is set up for the purpose ofmorality, he is

presumably a morally respected person.

We observe several important points from the concept ofthe Great Elect. First, he is

chosen by the people, depending upon their need; the scope ofhis work is limited by the

people. He does not have any power that is not based on the people's will. He is only a

performer ofthe tasks which are required by people. Theoretically, he isjust a civil officer

218 The worthy man encourages faith (saddha), modesty (hiri), conscientiousness (ottappa), and so
forth. The unworthy man encourages another non-virtues activities such as unbelief (assadha),
shamelessness (ahirika), recklessness (anottapa) and so forth. (GS 2.231-32) People should follow, serve,
and honor one who is superior (adhika) to themselves in virtue (sila), concentration (samiidhi), and
wisdom (pannii), and should not follow one who is inferior to (GS 2.107-08).
219 The criteria for choosing the Great Elect are: handsome (abhiriipa), good-looking (dassaniya),
dignified (piisiidika), and of great ability (mahesakkha). There are some of the physical characteristics
that generally command respect from the ordinary people even before they come to know his moral
character. Specifically, he is in charge ofcarrying out his obligations by expressing his indignation
rightly, and by censuring and banishing the people rightly (DA 3.88). The ruler can solely dedicate
himself to these responsibilities without concerning himself about his own needs, for people give him a
proportion of their rice as a payment.
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to serve people. This idea sharply contrasts with the Brahmanical tradition that the king is

thought to be anointed by God and to have absolute power over all people. Second, the

Great Elect does not have authority to tax people for himseI£ His pay is given by people's

voluntary decision in compensation for his job. Third, a contract is made between the

Great Elect and the people; he works for them and they pay him. This contract defines the

boundary ofthe power ofthe Great Elect and ofthe right ofthe people. The Great Elect is

a subject ofthe people in terms ofhis livelihood. In other words, people have economic

power over him since he is dependent for his sustenance solely on what he receives from

the people. For that matter, "he is not different at all from the rest ofthe community

except in so far as his personal qualities ofhandsomeness, efficiency and popularity were

concemed."220 The exercise ofexcessive power over the people is not part ofthe concept

ofthe Great Elect. Fourth, we observe there is a clear distinction between the ruler as a

non-physical worker and the people as physical workers. The ruler's livelihood is

dependent on his mental labor and the people's livelihood is dependent on physical labor.

The Great Elect's two other developmental names more clearly show the nature ofhis

obligation. He is secondly known as Khattiya, meaning the Lord ofFields. The Sutta does

not explain why he is called the Lord ofFields. An explanation is provided by

P. Dissanayake; he is called this "in the sense that he had the last word in disputes relating

to the rice field."221 This is a reasonable explanation because the Sutta indicates that one

ofthe major roles ofthe Great Elect is to act as a mediater when there is a need to settle

disputes relating to the fields ofrice. The third name is Raja because he pleases others by

220 Piyasena Dissanayake, Political Thoughts of the Buddha (Colombo: The Ratnakara Press, 1977) 70.
221 Dissanayake 68.
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righteous government. Havingconsideredthese two names of the Great Elect, we find

two thingsabouthim. First, from the nameKhattiya, hismain role must be associated

withthe fields of rice. He is in charge ofmediating people's disputes by providing a right

judgmenton the basisof righteousness. Second, as a result ofhis rightjudgment,he must

be able to pleasepeople. In this way, he takes the role of ajudge.

TheGreatElect, aswe have seen, is more associated withthe conceptof the

righteous king(dhamma raja) than with the concept of the wheel-turner (cakkavatti).

Eventhoughit is clearthat the righteousking whichis shown in the conceptofthe Great

Elect is to pleasepeopleby providinga solutionon the basis of morality, we have not

gotten a richillustration about the righteous kingfromthe examination ofthe Great Elect's

othernames. The concept ofthe righteous king is more clearly and richly revealedin the

conceptof the wheel-turner. We will see this soon. Before we move on for this, let us

consider an extremely significant role ofthe concept of the GreatElect in its historical

context.

Theideathat peopleelecttheir own leader for themselves mustbe perceivedas a

revolutionary idea in the earlyBuddhisttimes. Consider that the earlyBrahmanical notion

of the origin ofa kingcannotbe thought without connecting with the notion of"divinity";

the kingis eitherannointed by the God Brahma or sanctioned by the gods.222 As a result,

222 Withregardto the originof the king in Brahmanism,the viewof divinity and contractseemsto be a
reasonable understanding. In the perspective of the divineorigin,theking is appointed by Brahma, and in
the perspective ofcontract, there is a contractbetweenthe king andbrahmans (ChalesDrekmeier,
Kingship and Community in Early India (Standford: Standford UP, 1962) 137,250). Noticethat for the
caseof latter,the notion of divinityplaysan important role; in making a unilateral contract, the king
considered as the heir of Vishnu grants the brahmans' privileges at the costof his divineordination.For
both cases, the notion ofdivinity intervenes. Afterall, the idea ofcontract is basedon the notion of
divination. The intervention of the notion of divinity is a crucialpolitical thoughtofBrahmanism. In
otherwords, "social contract and divine origin meet in a shadowy union" (Drekmeier 250).
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the Brahmanical notion ofkingship emphasizes the king's power over the people or the

previleged brahman class. Furthermore, it imposes the absolute notion ofduty on the

people rather than the people's right to the king. In contrast, the notion ofthe Great Elect,

by implication, emphasizes the people's choice and power rather than anything else. It

rejects explicitlythe Brabmanical notion ofthe divine kingship. Since there is no idea of

"divinity" or superpower attached to the Great Elect, one can say that it is purely based on

people's will and choice. In this context, one may argue that a main aim ofthe concept of

"the Great Elect" is to reject the Brahmnaical ideology. The early Buddhists seem to be

satisfiedwith refuting the traditional ideology by presenting their own notion ofthe king,

so they do not develop this concept further. The further development ofthe notion of

kingship continues with the notion ofthe wheel-turner (cakkavatti). The concept ofthe

righteous king becomes much richer and clearer withthe emergence ofthe concept ofthe

wheel-turner.

The notion ofthe wheel-turner expresses the significantmoral values ofthe righteous

king in the Cakkavatti-sihanada Suttanta. The wheel-turner Cakkavatti appears as a

monarch turning a wheel ofrighteousness (Dhammacakka). Depending upon

righteousness (dhamma) and respecting righteousness, the wheel-turner should provide

the protection for all people including the army, the nobles, vassals, and brahmans etc.223

He should protect even animals such as beasts and birds. Also, he should keep his country

away from wrong or immoral things. His rule by righteousness should not allow any

person to be poor. Wealth should be shared with the poor. 224When righteousness is

223 DA3.65.
224 DA3.62.
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exercised, the celestial wheel (dibbam cakkaratanam) keeps turning; when righteousness

declines, the wheel sinks down and disappears in the country. The disappearance ofthe

wheel is indicated by the appearance ofpoverty, stealing, and punishment. When this

situation continues, poverty and stealing keep growing, and violence and murder occur.

Consequently, the degree ofpunishment increases; a sharp sword or death penalty comes

into use. Moreover, there is an increase in abusive speech and idle talk, lack offilial piety

to parents, lack ofreligious piety to holy men, and lack ofregard for the head ofthe clan.

As people abstain from these evil behaviors and practice virtues, a righteous wheel

turning-king ruling by righteousness appears. Significantly, he rules not by the scourge or

the sword but by righteousness. He turns the wheel ofrighteousness.

The concept ofthe moral king in a strong sense emerges very clearly with the concept

ofthe wheel-turner that emphasizes solely righteousness in the mystical story. The concept

ofthe wheel-turner emphasizes not only the way ofruling by righteousness but also

righteous quality ofthe ruler.

The moral quality ofthe ruler is to be proved before he exercises his kingship. The son

ofthe wheel-turning-king can be appointed by the wheel-turning-king when the father

decides to renounce. However, the appointment does not prove the son worthy to be the

next king. The son has to prove his moral (and also practical) worth for himself Ifhe is

qualifiedto be the next ruler, the wheel continues to turn. Otherwise, the wheel stops

turning and disappears. In the process ofapproving the king, there is no appearance ofthe

Brahmanicalnotion ofdivinity.
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Another way to emphasize the moral quality ofthe wheel-turning-king is shown in his

parallel appearance with the Buddha himself As the worldly ruler is described as the king

turning the wheel ofrighteousness, so the Buddha himselfis described as a king. The king

constantly watches all people and animals and exercises his sovereignty according to

righteousness; the historical Buddha (as well as any future Buddha) constantly watches the

three fields ofactions and rolls the unswpassed wheel ofrighteousness in accordance with

morals.225 The Buddha exhibits the character ofthe king and the Buddha as an

enlightened one.

This duality is also presented by juxtaposing the future Cakkavatti Sankha and the

future Buddha Metteyya.226 When righteousness or morality is arising again among the

people, Sankha and Metteyya will appear. Since the idea ofthe future Buddha seldom

appears in the Pili Nikiyas, to bring Metteyya up in this context is very significant. It

should be pointed out that, even though Metteyya is in a juxtaposition with Sankha, it is

presented after the latter is introduced in the Sutta. This seems to suggest that here the

image ofthe Buddha is used for substantiating the quality ofthe king rather than in the

reverse. 227

225 The worldly king and the Buddha are described in the almost same phraseology:
"Herein, monk, a king who is a world-monarch (the phraseology for the Buddha-Just so, monk, the
Tathagata, that Arahat who is a Fully Enlightened one), the just and righteous ruler in dependence on
dhamma, honoring dhamma, respectful and deferential to dhamma, with dhamma as his banner,
dhamma as his standard, with dhamma as his overlord, keeps constant watch and ward amongst the folk
(for the Buddha-the actions of his body, speech, and thought)" (GS 1.94-95).
226 DA3.74.
227 However, this seems to be an exclusive case that goes astray from the general style which is a mutual
way. In general, as the worldly king obtains a moral image from the Buddha as an embodiment of morals,
so the Buddha obtains the king's image from the worldly king as an embodiment ofpower. This mutual
way of interpretation appears appropriate since the texts frequently make a juxtaposed parallel with the
two images. Furthermore, the image of the conqueror of the Buddha, through morals, is backed up by the
image of the worldly king. For the Buddha certainly has the image of the worldly king and he is
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For the point ofour discussion, I want to stress that the moral image ofthe king is

taken from the moral image ofthe Buddha. Since the worldly king is possessive ofmoral

nature, he is supposed to conquer the world not by military force but by morality or

righteousness. Moreover, he should benefit all people with compassionate politics ifhe

wants to realize righteousness fully.

So far, I have tried to show how the early Buddhists emphasized the importance ofthe

moral quality ofthe genuine ruler. Two ways were highlighted. First, the early Buddhists

traced back the moral character ofthe genuine ruler to the notion ofthe wheel-turner. The

king's moral character is more strongly established by the fusion ofthe concepts ofthe

righteous king (dhamma raja) and the wheel-turner (cakkavatti). Notice here the

implications ofthe two terms: "to please people" and "cakkavatti cannot exist without

moral quality." The combination ofthese two can be addressed: The righteous king as the

turner ofthe wheel ofrighteousness rules people in accordance with righteousness in

order to bring their welfare.

The second way was to characterize the genuine ruler by juxtaposing the image ofthe

Buddha in a metaphorical parallelism The worldly king should conquer the world by

righteousness; just as the Buddha conquers the world of morality. These two ways served

to highlight the early Buddhist political idea, which was to govern by righteousness and

benefit all beings. In other words, the purpose ofpolitics is to achieve through

righteousness the highest moral goal, freedom or happiness, for all people.

illustrated in a combination of the two images. Asa matter offact, the Buddhawasa wheel-turning king
in accordancewithmorals in his previous life. At that time, he as a moralking possessingthe king's seven
germs conquered the worldand stabilized the country(GS 4.54).
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b. TIle Way to Maintain Righteousness<dhamma)

So far, emphasizing moral character, we have been mainly usingthe term dhamma in

the sense ofmorals: by "to rule by dhamma" we mean "to ruleby righteousness" that can

also replaced with"morals." In the next section, we will examine meanings ofdhamma

furtherinthe political context. In this section, we will discuss the meanings that are

revealed in the expression: "the way ofmaintaining righteousness (dhamma)."

•
It would be properto understand "to rule by righteousness" is to maintain

righteousness inpolitics. The answer to the question as to how one can maintain

righteousness is found in the Buddha's adviceto the monks. Insisting that harmony

(siimaggi) in the Ordershouldbe maintained, he statesthat the monks shouldproclaim

"not morals (dhamma) as not morals (dhamma)," and "morals (dhamma) as morals

(dhamma)."228 On another occasion, he tellsthe monks: to indicatethat what is not

moralis moral will eventually cause the disappearance of true morality.229 Interpreting

these two passages in the context ofpolitics,we can take "righteousness" for dhamma:

Consider the repetitive expression (adhammam adhama and dhammam dhammo)

statingthe way of maintaining righteousness. It appears initially to be singularly unhelpful.

It uses the term "adhamma (not moral)" and "dhamma (moral)" without providing

specific contents to distinguish. one from the other. Whatare we to make ofthis?

Thereare several responses. First, the term dhamma itselfis complex. The ~hole

rangeof dhamma is hardlydescribed (let alone captured) in a specific definition; when it

228 "adhammam adhammo ti dipenti dhammam dhammo tl dipenti" (A 5.74).
229 GSI.IJ.
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is addressed specifically, only a part ofit is revealed. Thisis because dhamma consists of

numerous types and levels ofmeanings. For example, "dhamma" can indicate a type of

knowing implying moral practice such as dependent arising (pa{iccasamuppiida) or the

five virtues (paiicasila). Also, we can have different levels of"dhamma" depending upon

levels ofpractice; certainly, dhamma for a novice monk/nun will be different from

dhamma for a senior monk/nun: This is the same case for lay people. Since the totality of

meanings ofdhamma is so vast and complex, the Buddha seems to take the repetitive

form in order to express the way ofmaintaining dhamma.

Secondly, the repetitive expression reflects the Buddha's perception ofthe flexibility of

dhamma in its applications depending upon the differences ofindividuals and situations.

This flexibility ofdhamma as an applicational diversity does not mean its core message

changes. The flexibility indicates that dhamma takes various shapes in revealing itself as

the same human body takes different clothes depending upon its level, size, personal

character, and season. The core meaning ofdhamm« is single and invariable, while the

expression is multiple and infinitely variable. 230 Depending upon different types ofpeople

and ofsocio-historical situations, the same single core meaning ofdhamma produces

different phrases and guidelines that fit each type ofperson and ofsituation. Dhamma has

great diversity in its phraseology, yet it carries an underlying unity in it.231

I have suggested two answers to the question as to why the way ofmaintaining

dhamma is expressed in the repetitive form. In fact, the two answers are not different.

230 Lamotte Etienne, "The Assessment of'Texual Interpretation in Buddhism," Buddhist Hermeneutics,
ed. Donald LOJ)ez (Honolulu: University ofHawaii Press, 1988) 13.
23I George Bond, "The Gradual path as a Hermeneutical Approach to the Dhamma," Buddhist
Hermeneutics, ed. Lopez 41.
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They reveal the same nature ofdhamma. The complexity ofthe term dhamma is partly a

reflection ofits applicational flexibility.

The repetitive description ofdhamma and its implication should be applied to politics

as well. When the Buddha says "to rule by righteousness (dhamma)," I believe that he

does not mean to rule by a fixed single form ofrighteousness. Rather, laying out a form of

righteousness, he must allow for flexibility in the diversity ofits applications.

c. The Principles ofPolitics: Meaning ofRuling by Righteousness

When the repetitive expression, "claim dhamma as dhamma and claim not dhamma as

not dhamma, " is applied to politics, what does it mean? In other words, what does "to

rule by righteousness (dhamma)" mean?

To see the first meaning of "to rule by righteousness," let us recall the previous

discussion. We saw that its main meaning is to govern for the sake ofbenefiting people on

the basis ofcompassion and benefiting people simply means assisting in their realization of

happiness. Here what I want to consider is the scope ofpeople benefited in the historical

context.

As is well-known, the Buddha rejected the Brahmanical theory based on the fourfold

order of society which was claimed to be divine in origin and was, therefore, absolute.232

In the Agganna-sutta, we see that the division into the four classes is based on their

functions in the society, so early Buddhist politics did not aim to benefit a small group of

232 Dissanayake 73.
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people or a certainprivileged class. It aimed at the welfare ofthe whole group ofpeople

without anydiscrimination.

The idea ofequality ofthe four classes as beneficiaries of"to rule by righteousness" is

significant when we considerthe Buddha's contemporary socio-political circumstances.

The idea ofequality challenged the contemporaryBrahmanical concept oflaw (dhamma)

that justifiedthe inequality ofthe four classes. The brahman classas a privileged class

dominates other classes; the law (dhamma) does not rule the brahmansbut they rule the

law. In other words, they are beyond the law. The Buddhaconsideredthat this is injustice.

One ofhis strategiesto challenge the perceivedinjustice was to claimthat all are equal in

following and applying the righteous law (dhamma). He claimed repeatedlythat the

righteous law (dhamma) is the highest among each class ofpeople.233 The point ofthis

claimis that the righteouslaw shouldbe equally applied for everyone. Thus, one may

argue that "to rule by righteousness" means to reject the privileged classand to applythe

righteous law equally: to rule not by brahmansbut by the righteouslaw. Here the dictum,

"to rule by righteousness," is used for breaking down the inequality ofthe socio-political

structure and endeavors to bring about the happiness ofall.

Secondly, "to rule by righteousness" meansnot to rule by punishment. Use or need of

punishment itselfmeansdeteriorationofrighteousness and a lack ofmoral qualification on

the part ofthe ruler.An important role ofthe ruler is prevention ofpossible immoralacts

and crimesrather than punishment after they occur. He should guidepeople to do good by

233 For example, having explained the evolution of each class in the Aggaiiiia Sutta, he states that the
righteous law (dhamma) is the highest among this folk (dhammo settho janetasmin).
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providing exemplary actions. Since the point ofrule is to leadpeople to do good, no

special attention is paid for creating specific rules for criminals and wrong doers.

Thirdly, "to rule by righteousness" meansminimization ofthe power ofthe ruler. Not

endowing the ruler with great power gives someautonomy to each individual. The

optimistic beliefin the individual's capability to do good is laid out. The belief in each

person's autonomy and capabilityto do good explains whythe earlyBuddhists do not

addressand emphasize laws. Givingthe individuals roomto exersizetheir autonomy, the

ruler doesnot need to intervene in all the affairs ofindividuals. What he has to do is to

establish righteousness in dealingwith his affairs. He doesnot give specificorders to

individuals. Individuals deal with their affairs on the basisof righteousness that is learned

fromthe modeling ofthe paradigmatic ruler. Thus, they mayexercisefreedom and

creativity in carrying out their responsibilities.

To be sure, there is no evidence which showsthat the Buddhaencourged the ruler to

formulate rules and laws in order to controlpeople. In fact, for the Buddha to increase the

number ofrules indicatesdeterioration ofmorality. Whenthe situation is deteriorating and

moralsare declining, more rules are made.234 Making morerules and laws would mean a

failure of"ruling by righteousness" and ofpresenting a paradigmatic model.

d. Politics and Nature

Fromthe previous discussion, we saw that that rulersandpolitical institutions appear

whenhuman moralshave declined. There wouldbe no needto have rulers and political

234 MLS 3.116.
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institutions ifhumans were moral. At the earliest time ofthe evolution ofthe world, when

the human conducts were moral, there was no consideration given to political systems.

This means that the most natural and best society is the society without immoral behaviors

and political systems.

In early Buddhist political thought, just as politics is connected with human morals, so

too it is connected with nature. There is a correlation between politics and nature. Recall

that, when the ruler and the ministers are righteous, the people are righteous; when they

are not, people are not. Furthermore, when a non-righteous situation continues, nature

itselfgoes wrong and is not favorable to human life. The solar system does not take its

proper course; days, seasons, and years are out ofjoint; the weather is not favorable; rains

and crops are not seasonal. Finally, all these unfavorable phenomena bring unhealthy

results to humans.235 Logically, the poorer political leadership is, the more cruel nature

would be to humans. However, poor political leadership does not directly cause

unfavorable nature. It directly leads to the moral deterioration ofpeople and indirectly

leads to natural misfortune.

Thiscorrelation between politics and nature (or, politics and people's morality) reflects

the Buddha's way ofperceiving. As everything is in a related chain, humans and nature are

correlated in the principle ofdependent arising. As the world ofhuman morals is related to

the world ofphenomena, so the deterioration ofhuman morals is interconnected with

natural misfortune. On the other hand, ifwe consider a symbolic implication ofnatural

misfortune in terms ofhuman conduct, we can say that immoral politics can make people

235 GS 2.84.
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immoral and the immoral people can harm nature. This is the early Buddhist position:

Politics, human conduct, and natural phenomena are closely interconnected and influence

each other.

e. A Compassionate Action ofLay People: Giving (dana)

For the lay people, giving or charity (dana) is an essential virtue and is a way of

practicing compassion. The notion ofdana in early Buddhism has two characteristics.

First, it implies a sense ofsharing. Regardless ofhow much or how little property or

goods one possesses, everyone can offer something. In order to give something to others,

one does not need to own a lot because giving is not dependent on how much one owns

but dependent on the mind ofsharing. Second, the notion ofgiving (dana) considers both

a giver (dayaka) and a recipient (patiggahaka). Dana is not "giving away" everything to

others without considering oneself

The virtue ofgiving for lay people seems to be considered as valuable as the homeless

life ofmonks/ nuns.236 Giving is presumably recommended to one who wants to remain in

lay life, while "going forth" is recommended to one who wants to lead a monkish life. Lay

people can choose a "going forth" life but the monks/nuns cannot choose giving. Giving is

apparently assigned only to lay people. Giving is mostly encouraged from lay people to the

monks/nuns or from lay people to lay people, but it is not encourged from the monks to

236 The Buddha equally emphasizes giving (dana), going forth (pabbajja), and support of mother and
father (matapitunnaliJ) as three things enjoined by the wise (palJl!itapaiiiiatta) and good
(sappurisapaiiiiatta) (GS 1.134).
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lay people or from the monks/nuns to the monks/nuns. Since the monks/nuns do not own

material items and live on donations by the laity, this seems to be natural.

However, there is for the monks an equivalent virtue ofgiving. Preaching the doctrine

ofthe Buddha (dhamma) to lay people is the virtue ofgiving. The two different types of

giving reflect two different life styles. The Buddha clearly made a distinction between the

life styles ofthe monks/nuns and the laity. Householders (gahattha) can be good disciples

by following their rules ofconduct, which are different from the rules for the monks/nuns.

Householders cannot:fulfill the monk's/nun's practice (bhikkhu dhamma).237 As the

Buddha defines a monk's/nun's life differently, so he differentiates monk's/nun's giving

from lay's. Therefore, the virtue ofgiving in terms ofmaterial things is applicable only for

lay people.

The monks/nuns are not allowed to possess material things except a few items. Also,

individual accumulation is not allowed; relying upon almsfood, they have to live from day

to day. Having only a few items is a fundamental virtue for them On the contrary, for lay

people, accumulating wealth is encouraged as long as it is obtained by lawful (dhammika)

ways through diligent labor.238 One ofthe reasons for encouraging lay persons to be

wealthy seems to be based on the early Buddhist emphasis on diligence. For common

people, an incentive to be diligent is necessary: Being wealthy is a reward ofhard

work. 239 Accordingly, IIsloth and non-exertion is an obstacle to wealth. II While the monks

237 Sn 393.

238 GS 2.76. In accumulating wealth, diligent work is greatly stressed. The early Buddhists use the
following terms to discribe its importance: "by rousing energy (utthiinaviriyiidhigateh,)," "accumulated
by strength of the arm (biihiibalapariciteh,)," and "earned by sweat (sediivakkhitteh,)."
239 Moreover, the Buddha addresses that "great wealth (bhoga) through industry" is one offive gains of
a well-doer (DA.3.91).
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never enjoy having material things, lay people can enjoy wealth. Obtaining wealth for the

lay seems to be praised as being as valuable as moral actions ofthe three fields.240

Obviously, people can enjoy their wealth. However, enjoying wealth alone is immoral and

brings downfall.241

The question thus becomes how to share wealth with others. The Buddha's answer is

to use wealth rightly in a certain order. Significantly, the order of sharing is the same as

the order ofextending compassion: Sharing is to be done from closely related people to

less closely related people. 242

In another Sutta, the Buddha presents the recipients ofgiving in different

categorizations. Depending upon the level ofmoral achievement, he suggests fourteen

groups from the first fully enlightened one to the thirteenth, a morally poor person

(puthujjanadussila). And the fourteenth is giving to animals (tiracchanagata).243 This

ordering seems to reflect better the early Buddhist ethical position in the sense that on the

one hand, the order is decided by the level ofmoral achievement, and on the other hand,

animals as beneficiaries ofcompassion are included. Here we notice that the order of

sharing is decided on the basis ofthe moral achievement ofthe recipients. Without

excluding any sentient beings as the recipients, priority will be given to a morally better

240 Bliss of wealth is compared with bliss ofgood moral actions. On one occasion, the Buddha mentions
four kinds of bliss: the bliss of ownership (atthisukha), ofwealth (bhogasukha), of debtlessness
~anal}asukha), and ofblamelessness (anavajjasukha) (GS 2.77-79).

41 The Sutta-nipiita markedly tells, "having ample wealth (pahiitavitta), assets and property, enjoying
them alone-this is a cause of one's downfall" (102).
242 First, one should make family, employees, and friends happy and cheerful, after making oneself
happy and cheerful. Second, one should be secure against all misfortunes whatsoever. Third, one should
share wealth with relatives (nat,), guests (atith,), departed apirits (pubbapeta), the king (raja) and gods
(devata). Fourth, one should share with recluses (samal}a) and brahmans (GS 2.77).
243 MLS 3.302.
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achieved person. Since it is very clear that offering to morally achieved people is worthier

than offering to less achieved people, we can say: Depending upon the achievement of

morals, the Buddha justifies a differential treatment. Perhaps, the differential treatment

based on the criterion ofmorality can be justified as long as the principle ofequality, "to

treat a similar case similary and a different case differently," is followed. For the Buddha, a

person's morality is greatly considered as a criterion for what he/she deserves. 244

As the monks' preaching activity is a way ofpracticing compassion, so the virtue of

giving for the lay people is a way ofpracticing morals. The givers' "being virtueous

(silavanta)" and "being morally good (kalyal}adhamma)" parallel the recipients.' From the

perspective ofgivers, they should be virtuous and morally good in order to make a

purified offering.245 The action ofgiving itselfalone would not be meaningful; morality

should be carried in the action ofgiving.

Also, the giver's sincere and gladsome mind is important at the time ofgiving. He/she

should have threefold parts. The Buddha tells: "Herein, monks, before the gift he is glad at

heart (sumana); in giving the heart is satisfied (cittam pasadeti); and uplifted is the heart

(attamana) when he has given. "246 Perhaps, to have a glad mind means to be joyful at

that time ofgiving without having a proud mind. In the Buddha's own words, III You must

244 In this context, another fact needs to be considered. Early Buddhism emphasizes offering to the
Order and the Enlightened One rather than to the lay people. The reason for this may be explained in the
same way, namely, in terms of the criterion of morality. Without contradicting this explanation, one may
provide different reasons for this. First, the monks/nuns that are a non-labor group and live on almsfood
day after day and need to be constantly supported. In a way, they are in an urgent situation, even though
they choose that life style. Second, while not discouraging householder's life, the Buddha wants to
emfhasize homeless life which requires more intensive and constant moral practice.
24 The Buddha analyzes offerings into four in terms ofpurification of offering: (I) the offering purified
by both the giver and the recipient. (2) the offering purified only by the giver. (3) the offering purified
on~by the recipient. (4) the offering purified neither both sides (MLS 3.304).
24 GS 3.236. These three-fold parts parallel the receiver's lust-, hate-, and delusion-free mind.
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not be satisfied just by the thought': 'we have served the Order with gifts ofthe

requisites. 1II247 In addition, the giver's mind should be completely pure and empty without

thinking ofany consequential reward out of the action ofgiving. The action ofgiving

itselfalways requires psychological purification at a profound level.

Even though the Buddha tells not to expect any reward as a result ofthe giving action,

he frequently speaks about rewards as well. For the people practicing the virtue ofgiving,

worldly happiness and rebirth in heavenly world as rewards ofthe action ofgiving seem to

be promised. In the light ofmotivation, for the giver there should not be any connection

between the virtue ofgiving and its outcomes. In the light ofconsequence, the virtue of

giving is connected with good results such as wealth and heavenly-born. This is clearly

illustrated in the texts.

The early Buddhist paradigmatic giver Anathapi'1t/ika appears as an extremely wealthy

lay man. His wealth makes him able to cover the pavement all the way to Jetavana

monastery with gold coins. As Strong notices, in spite ofthis lay man's donation ofgreat

amount ofmoney to the monastery, he still seems to be wealthy. "The more

Anathapi'1t/ika gives, the richer he seems."248 Using common sense, we may think. giving

decreases wealth and may assume a countervailing relationship between giving and wealth.

However, a reciprocal relationship between them seems to be laid out. This is understood,

as Strong does, by kamma theory. The logic ofkamma theory is that Anathapi'1t/ika's

wealth is a result oflavish. giving and lavish giving will bring more wealth. Thus, giving

247 GS 3.152.
248 John Strong, "Rich Man, Poor Man, Bhikkhu, King: Asoka's Great Quinquennial Festival and the
Nature of Dana," Ethics. Wealth, and Salvation: A Study in Buddhist Social Ethics, eds. Russell
Sizemore and Donald Swearer (South Carolina: University of South Carolina Press, 1922) 109.
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andbeingwealthy are not countervailingbut reciprocal. This logicseemsto explain

anotherearly Buddhist thought; they encourage both accumulating wealth and giving

away.

B. CLASSICAL CONFUCIANISM

The problem of how a self-transformedperson benefitsother people withinthe

boundary of conventional customs and institutions in classical Confucianst ethicalsystem

is embodied in the idea: The person needs to be engagedin the activity of"governing

(cheng)."

An important thingthat needs to be highlightedhere is that "governing" in classical

Confucianism doesnot necessarilymean that the person shouldbe a government officer.

Theoretically, politicsin classicalConfucianist thought is involved whereverhuman

relationships andhuman affairs exist. It begins with one's closestand most natural

relationship, family relationship. Confucius provides an unexpectedanswerto one ofhis

disciples who askswhyhe is not engaged in politics (wei cheng). Confucius quotes one of

the passages of The Book ofHistory: Simplyby beingfilial (hsiao) and being friendly (yu)

to brothersone can do politics.249 Replying to him, Confucius re-defines the conception

of governing. To stretchhis notion ofpolitics further, one maysaythat wherever the

persongoesandwhomever he/she meets, he/she actually is engagedin the activityof

governing.

249 2-21.
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However, classicalConfucianism in its theory focuses on governmental activities at a

state level. It deals at great length the problem ofhow to govern a country. Let us focus

on this.

As the development ofbenevolence begins from a few closely related people towards

many less closely related people, so does governing. The way ofextending benevolence

from a few to many seems to be a principle ofgoverning. Governing requires the same

mental attitude involved in serving one's own family. In order for the whole world to

benefit by the activities ofgoverning, one must extend the mind ofserving one's own

parents and ofloving one's own children.250 Benefiting people in terms ofpolitics is

nothing but making people comfortable by whole-hearted caring.251

(1) An Educational Activity

Before we move on to the main discussion on the classical Confucianist thought of

governing as a way ofbenefitting people, we must consider the classical Confucianist idea

of"teaching (jiao)" as another way ofbenefiting people. Consider that Confucius' and

Mencius' lives are dedicated to teaching. The audience is mostly intellectual elites and

political leaders. Teaching involves how one should work for people through

governmental institutions. By engaging in their contemporary political arena, they can

directly influence the common people. Through teaching, they can influence them directly;

some ofthe students willaccept governmental offices, and the political leaders will

250 lA-7.
251 When Tzu-lu asks what Confucius has set his mind on, he expresses this idea in an unpolished
statement: To make the old comfortable, to make friends trust, and to cherish the young (5-27).
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respond to their advice. Thus, teaching is as meaningful as governmental participation. In

terms ofjoy oflife, Confucius enjoys teaching much more than serving people through

political institutions. For Confucius, gathering and teaching intelligent students is one of

the three joyful undertakings.

Even though teaching is considered as a joyful thing, it is also considered as a difficult

and continuing task. 252 In the practice ofteaching, one should be diligent; this is not easy

even for a sage.

In classical Confucianism, teaching is closely bound up with learning. The parallel

appearance253 ofteaching and learning introduces a mutual relationship between them.

Teaching always reflects what the teacher learns. Since teaching is supposed to convey the

teacher's most current knowledge obtained from the most current learning, the students

will have access to such knowledge. In this way, the learning ofthe students reflects the

teacher's updated learning. Thus, the teacher's learning itselfwould become the students'

learning. The teacher's learning is for both oneselfand for the students. Just as the

teaching ofthe teacher is an activity for the people's benefit, so the learning ofthe teacher

itselfis an activity for the students' benefit. This becomes clearer when we consider that

learning is a life-long project in Confucius' and Mencius' thoughts. Just as one should learn

constantly, so one should teach constantly. One can help people to benefit through both

teaching and learning activities. In the process ofbenefitting others, what one learns

becomes the content ofwhat one teaches.

252 7-2.
253 7-2,34.
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(2) Governing

Being engaged in political institutions is another way to benefit others. Why is "being

engaged in political institutions" an activity ofbenefiting others? We can find an answer to

this by looking at the aim ofgoverning ofclassical Confucianism The aim ofgoverning is

addressed in one ofConfucius' definitions ofgoverning. He says that "governing (cheng)"

is to make those who are near, pleased (yue) and to make those who are far away, come

(lae).254 For the ruler should make those people who are far away pleased when they

come near; the ultimate goal ofgoverning would be "to please people." He also defines

governing as "to give extensively to the common people and provide help to the

multitude."255 Thisdefinition is also understood in the sense ofpleasing people by giving

extensively and by helping them Theoretically, the ruler should please all people.

However, this would not be practically possible. Classical Confucianists seem to be aware

ofthis: It is hard to please all.256 Considering all these three remarks, we may say that the

purpose ofgoverning is "to please as many people as possible. "

The goal ofgoverning would be the goal ofrighteousness (yi), that is, to ultimately

realize the Way (tao),257 the highest goal ofConfucianist politics. Explaining the reason

why a virtuous person (chun tzu) has to take a government office, Tzu-Iu comments that

the sage wants to practice righteousness. Even though the sage knows that the Way is not

able to be practiced in certain situations, he, at least, tries to practice righteousness. 258

254 13-16.
255 6-30.
256 4B-2.
257 15-7.
258 15-7.
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Righteousness, as the way to be followed by people,259 is also a way ofgoverning under

an assumption that governing must require a way for many people because governing

involves many people. However, to practice righteousness cannot be an ultimate goal of

governing. The ultimate goal is to realize the Way. Mencius explains that Confucius took

a government office in order to practice the Way.260

a. The Ouality ofa King

What kind ofruler is needed and what mode ofgoverning is required in order to realize

the aim ofgoverning? The classical Confucianists consider the quality ofthe ruler

extremely important in governing. The traditional Confucianist words expressive ofthe

best ruler are, "inner sageliness and outer kingship (nei sheng wai wang)." The ruler as a

moral paradigm ofall people should possess characteristics ofa sage.

A prime character ofa virtuous person is to cultivate himself: What a virtuous person

holds on to is to cultivate himself(hsiu shen).261 To cultivate himselfis a way of

cultivating good character and ofbeing virtuous. The virtuous person, as a qualified ruler,

should never lose sight ofcultivating himselfthrough two ways ofleaming (hsueh). First,

the virtuous person learns by understanding the past traditions through the Classics. This

type oflearning is not a mere imitation ofthe tradition. Rather, it is a creative

interpretation oftradition in a way relevant to the contemporary social situation. To recall,

Confucius is not a just transmitter ofthe tradition. Critically applying the past tradition to

259 6A-l1.
260 5B-4.
261 7B-32.
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the present time, the virtuous person is able to find a creative andproper way oflivingin

hisownpresentsituation. Secondly, the virtuous personlearns by observing others'

behaviors. He utilizes all observed behaviors, regardless of theirgood or bad, in improving

hisownconduct.

Oneimplication of "cultivatinghimself' through learning is that one should modify and

improve one'sconductby reflecting and examining it continuously. Thus, the ruler should

always haveroom for self-improvement, yet he has to present morally right actions in the

present time. With a possibilityofconstant improvement, the rulershouldbe a model for

the people. In classical Confucianism, the fundamental principle of rulingis to present the

ruleras a paradigm ofright actions; as long as the ruler is ableto be a paradigmatic model,

he canrulethe people without any obstacle.

Theruler's morality influencesthe conduct of the officials of the government and their

conduct in town influences the behavior ofthe people. Themodel is continuously

extended fromtop to bottom in the governmental hierarchy. This modelofextending

principle of the modelis conciselyput in words: cultivating himself(hsiu shen), regulating

family (ch'i chia), governing country (chih kuo), andmaking thewholeworld peaceful

(p'ing t'ienhsia).262 The point ofthis principle is that the rulergoverns a country by

establishing himselfin righteous conduct and by encouraging people to follow him. In

Mencius words,

Whenthose above have no principles andthosebelow have no laws, when

courtiershave no faith in the Way and craftsmen haveno faith in measures,

262 Wing-tsit Chan, A SourceBook in Chinese Philosophy (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1973) 86-87.
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when gentlemen263 offend against righteousness and common people risk

punishment, then it is good fortunate indeed ifa state survives.264 When

the prince is benevolent, everyone else is benevolent; when the prince is

dutiful, everyone else is dutiful; when the prince is correct, everyone else is

correct. Simply by rectifying the prince one can put the state on a firm

basis.265

When the ruler is internally qualified enough in terms ofself-cultivation and self-

modeling, he is able to expose and utilize his internal qualifications for exercising external

rulership. His internal moral quality flourishes among people through political institutions.

Consequently, the whole society becomes part ofthe ruler's internal moral achievement.

Here we see the classical Confucianist attempt to fuse the personal ethical achievement

and social and political amelioration. This is the fusion ofthe concepts of"inner sageliness

and outer kingship.II By implication, successful governing is never possible without being

accompanied by the ruler's moral achievement.266

The paradigmatic legendary sage kings, Yao and Shun, are a presentation ofthe fusion

of"inner sageliness and outer kingship. II Their moral achievement is the main criterion on

the basis ofwhich they are elevated to kingship. The significance oftheir stories in the

context ofour discussion is that the criterion disregards their class ofbirth. To be born in

263 Here 'gentlemen' is a translation ofchun tzu. In our term is 'a virtuous person' for this.
2644A_2.
265 4A-20.

266 David Hall and Roger Ames seem to stretch this Confucianist position. They rightly argue that there
is the absence of distinctions between the private and public interest, between ethical and political
concerns, and social and political spheres. David Hall and Roger Ames, Thinking Through Confucius
(New York: State University of New York Press, 1987) 160, 176.
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a royal family is not necessary condition to be a ruler. They are chosen by the people and

accompanied by the mandate ofHeaven; they are recommended by the present ruler and

accepted by Heaven and the people.267 In this selection process, their moral quality is

identified and certified. In contrast, the opposite model ofthe kings, lie and Zhou,

represents a hallmark ofmoral deterioration.

When the morality ofthe perfect kings, Yao and Shun, is actualized, people naturally

prosper and grow morally. They do not need to control people and to give specific orders

because they voluntarily follow them Ruling a country is not carried out by attending to

all in detail and in a rush but in a peaceful manner, and by himselfbeing righteous.

Confucius makes this point clearly:

The Master said, "Ifa man is correct in his own person, then there will be

obedience without orders being given; but ifhe is not correct in his own

person, there will not be obedience even though orders are given."268The

Master said, "Ifa man manages to make himselfcorrect, what difficulty

will there be for him to take part in government? Ifhe cannot make himself

correct, what business had he with making others correct?269

b. A Proposition ofPolitics: Rectification ofNames

One may ask whether the morality ofthe ruler is sufficient enough to rule a country. If

we look closely at the concept of "rectification ofnames (chengming)," which is the

267 5A-5.
268 13-5.
269 13-13.
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hallmark ofthe method and purpose ofConfucianist politics, we will have a positive

answer. As we will soon see, the most important implication ofthe rectification ofnames

is "to build values." To build values is to establish the ruler correctly. This is all that is

needed to rule a country.

In the social context ofclassical Confucianism, Confucius and Mencius have a specific

reason to emphasize rectification ofnames. Mencius stresses it as a way not to let people

fall into the heresies ofYang Chu and Mo ti.270 He shows concerns about how Yang

Chu's and Mo tits views mislead people. Thus, the urgent thing for him. was to dispel the

wrong views by rectifying names271 in order to recover a good society from the

disordered society tainted by them To dispel wrong views or to rectify names naturally

enables the right views and moral values that inform people what is right and how to

achieve them. Mencius believes that the fallen Way ofa sage can be recovered in this way.

I have explained rectification ofnames in the light ofMencian historical context; it

means the establishment ofright views and values. The point that it connotes values needs

to be discussed more from the perspective ofthe classical Confucianists' understanding of

language. For them, language has a descriptive and prescriptive function. Language in the

form ofwords, names, and sentences reveals human morals and values that are always

accompanied with human affairs. Therefore, language and values are associated with each

270 3B-9.
271 In order to refute their words, he had to be good at refuting; when Kung-tu Tzu asked him why he
was fond of disputation (pien), he said that he did not have an alternative except having the method of
reputation even though he was not fond of it. Obviously, what he meant was that he had to dispel wrong
views by the method of disfutation.
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other.272 Name or naming, as part ofverbal expression, indicates factual human affairs

and contains moral values. When one names correctly and perceives its meaning, one will

know how to perform the affairs correctly. Thus, rectifying names is crucial in indicating

how one is supposed to perform one's own affairs properly. This idea ofConfucius is

expressed tersely in explaining why rectification ofnames is important and should be the

first thing in ruling:

When names are not correct, what is said will not sound reasonable; when

what is said does not sound reasonable, affairs will not culminate in

success; when affairs do not culminate in success, rites and music will not

flourish; when rites and music do not flourish, punishments will not fit the

crimes; when punishments do not fit the crimes, the common people will

not know where to put hand and foot. Thus when the gentleman.273 names

something, the name is sure to be usable in speech, and when he says

something this is sure to be practicable. The thing about the gentleman is

that he is anything but casual where speech is concemed.274

For the purpose ofidentifying the ruler's task in the matter ofrectifying names, let us

consider the only definition available: "Let the ruler be a ruler (chun chun), the minister a

minister (chen chen), the father a father (fufu), the son a son (tzu tzu)."275 Notice here

272 In other words, name and meaning are associated. The mutual association of naming and meaning in
terms of the contribution of name to meaning and the construing of name from meaning is clarified by
Hall and Ames. In their interpretation, "Name means both 'to mean' and 'to name.' 'To name' is to
contribute meaning, and 'to mean' is to construe names" (Hall and Ames 272).
273 'Gentleman' is a virtuous person (chiin tzu).
274 13-3.
275 12-11.
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that the ruler'stask is lito be a ruler.II Recall that, from the previous discussion, the ruler's

fundamental task is lito establishhimself correctly.II Let us analyze semantically the two

expressions indicating the ruler's task. "To be a ruler" not specifying the task ofthe ruler

begs a question: What does litobe a rulerII mean? The answer is lito establish himself

correctly. II At thispoint, returning to the question whetherestablishing oneselfcorrectly is

sufficient enoughas a qualification to rule a country,we see a positive answer. When

rectification ofnamesis definedas the ruler's main task, lito be a ruler,"that task is

identified with "establishing himselfcorrectly.II

The next question is as follows: How should the ruler, as a chiefperson who is

entrusted with rectifying names in the whole country, dealwiththe other three categories

ofrectification ofnamesthat are applied for the ministers, fathers, and sons?Here the

concept ofthe paradigmatic ruler should be appliedagain. Theruler's task is to provide a

moralparadigmatic modelby performing his task, namely, "establishing himselfcorrectly.II

His task is not to giveorders on what ministers, fathers, and sonsshoulddo. They

themselves should identify and perform their own tasks on theirown. Thisunderstanding

fits the classical Confucianist position that allows autonomy andcreativity ofindividuals in

acting morally.

There is anotherconsideration involved. Rectification ofnamesshouldbe understood

in relationto the differences ofenvironmentsand personalcharacters. Dependingupon the

difference ofsocial environments, people will have different rolesand responsibilities. For

example, a son'srole in parental relationship is not the same in allthe various social

environments. Furthermore, even under the same socialenvironment, depending upon
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differences oftheir characters, they perform their roles and responsibilities differently. As

the assigned or perceived roles and responsibilities are different because ofthe

environmental differences, so the qualities oftheir performance willbe different because of

the differences ofcharacters. So, rectification ofnames should be understood in relation to

these two factors. Thisframework ofunderstanding ofrectification ofnames leads to the

second method ofunderstanding.

The above consideration implies flexibility ofrectification ofnames. Its flexibility can

be divided into two parts: the flexibility ofits contents based on different social contexts

and the flexibilityofquality ofits performance based on personal differences. Due to the

very nature ofthis flexibility, one cannot attempt to define "rectification ofnames"

specifically. Its diverse contents and ways ofachieving them are not to be expressed in

precisely defined words. Thus, its definition is repetitive.

Why does rectification ofnames allow this flexibility? One answer can be found in one

ofthe features ofthe Confucianist notion ofgoverning. The term indicating "to rule" or

lito govern," cheng, is not limited only to the affairs ofgovernmental administration in the

official sense. It aims at dealing with all human affairs and moral problems in every social

context. They can hardly be numerated and specified because ofgreatness in their number

and diversity. Furthermore, they are differently handled depending upon environmental

and individual differences. Here the task ofpolitics is how to handle this greatness and

diversity. Politics and political concepts need to be flexible for this greatness and diversity.

Rectification ofnames in a repetitive phrase seems to fit this need.
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c. The Principles ofGoverning

Since rectification ofnames provides a formula for ruling a country,we may be ableto

:find answers to the following questionby examining other aspects of the classical

Confucianist politicalthought. How shouldthe ruler rule a country? Two points will

emerge as answers to this question.

The first is to rule from a mindunable to bear the sufferings ofothers (pu jen chih

hsin) or the mindofbenevolence(jen hsin). Being sympathetic toward the people is a

fundamental and necessaryqualityofthe ruler. The mind ofbenevolence is very much

emphasized: Ifa non-benevolent person takes a high position, that person tends to

disseminate evil amongpeople.276 Whether the ruler can obtain a country or not depends

on whetherhe is benevolent or not: Safeguarding a country is also dependenton the ruler's

benevolence.277 The Confucianist principle, "ifyou want to straightenothers up, you

should correct yourselffirst," is appliedhere: Ifthe ruler is benevolent in governingthe

people,the ministers willbe; ifthe ministersare, the people will be. An unconditional

beliefin the power ofbenevolenceleads to the idea that ifthe ruler is not successful in

governing, he shouldask himselfwhether the quality and quantity ofhis benevolence is

good or sufficient enough.Menciusexpressesthis idea with an analogy:

Benevolence overcomes cmeltyjust as water overcomesfire. Those who

practicebenevolencetoday are comparableto someonetrying to put out a

cartloadofburning firewoodwith a cupful ofwater. When the fire failsto

be extinguished, they say water cannot overcomefire. For him to place

276 4A-1.
277 4A-3.
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himselfon the side of those who are cruelto the extreme, and in the endhe

is sure to perish.278

A specific application ofbenevolence ofthe ruler is participating in the joy or happiness

ofthe peoplein their suffering and worrying.279 The ruler should share everything with

the people. For example, he enjoys commonpeople'smusic280more than that ofthe

privileged class. Enjoying a certainprivileged culture is not part ofroyalty. Also,

sensitivity to the people'ssuffering is greatly emphasized.281The suffering ofthe people is

identified withruler's suffering. Here governingseemsto be nothingbut taking care of

peoplein the sameway as one takes care ofoneself

Secondly, in governing the ruler shouldfollowrighteousness (yi). Righteousness is

important as a means ofrealizing benevolence. For Confucius, who does not mention it as

muchas he doesbenevolence, benevolence servesas the fundamental virtue while

righteousness playsa subordinate role. Even though it playsa subordinate role to

benevolence, it is not unimportant. It is indeed righteousness that provides support for

benevolence. The case ofthe son seemsto show this relationship. It is not straightness

(zhi) implying righteousness for a son to report his father'sbehaviorto an officer. The son

should coverup his father's behaviorwhen the father stole a sheep.282 Confucius clearly

addresses the question ofrighteousness in this case. A questionhere needs to be asked:

Whydoes Confucius think reporting is not righteous? In this case the parental relationship

278 6A-I8.
279 IB-3.
280 IB-3.
281 5A-7.
282 13-8.
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is involved and, as we discussed in the previous chapter, a son should be filial and

benevolent in any situation. Reporting the father's behavior and letting him be punished

would be a unfilial behavior; as a result, the son would abandon the virtue of

benevolence.283 Ifwe look at the case in the light ofbenevolence, Confucius' notion of

righteousness contains benevolence as a core virtue. In other words, even though it is not

explained explicitly, in the mind ofConfucius, benevolence as a leading virtue holds a

position ofpriority over righteousness.

Without contradicting the above understanding, another way oflooking at the case is

possible. Righteousness has been understood as a flexible concept rather than a fixed

rule.284 Since any classical Confucianist virtue has a concrete situation and its application

is considered in that situation, righteousness should be also flexible depending upon the

specific situation. The case ofthe son can be seen from this perspective; the case could be

a special case where righteousness is applied flexibly. In most cases, to report the thieves

to the officer would be right.

Pointing out the flexible nature ofrighteousness, one may argue that Confucius is not

concerned with objective principles. However, this does not fully reflect Confucius'

283 Ifthe case does not involve the parental relationship, what wouldbe Confucius' answer for
righteousness? His answer must be "reporting" since he perceives righteousness as "to raise straightness
and set people over the crooked" (2-19).
284 For example, Antonio Cua argues that: (1) Confucius does not concern himself with objective
principles and (2) Confucian righteousness does not consider the discovery of objective principles even
possible in its application to concrete situations. For Antonio, Confucian righteousness is based on
particular circumstances rather than fixed objective principles. Antonio Cua, "The Status of Principles in
Confucian Ethics," Journal of Chinese Philosophy 16 (1989): 280-81. He is right when he emphasizes the
importance of circumstance in the exercise of righteousness. However, his argument seems to be too
strong in the sense that he rejects any objective principles in Confucius' notion of righteousness. I do argee
with him in understanding righteousness as a flexible concept. But my position will differ in arguing that
there is an objective principle.
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position. For example, as I pointed out in the son's case, benevolence is considered as the

first (objective) principle in the practice ofrighteousness.

The two ways oflooking at righteousness through the son's case show that

righteousness is flexible in accordance with benevolence. Both righteousness and

benevolence are applied together, and benevolence is the core ofrighteousness.

Combining both in practice, the ruler must take care ofhis people by benevolence and

employ them by righteousness.285

For Mencius, righteousness obviously has place equal to benevolence. They are an

inseparable equal pair in governing. Righteousness is given a position parallel to

benevolence and is always referred to in conjunction with benevolence.286 The ruler seems

to be perfectly qualified in exercising both. Mencius makes the remark that all people

become benevolent and righteous, when the ruler is benevolent and righteous.287 For him,

benevolence is the mind ofa person and righteousness is his road. 288 It is implied that the

rulers benevolence is to be fulfilled by extending the mind ofnot-harming others and

righteousness is to be completed by extending the mind ofnot-stealing.289

This righteousness contrasts with profit (Ii). 290 Mencius understands 'profit' as selfish

interests that can be pursued by an individual, a group, or a country. Righteousness is

285 5-16.
286 Chung-ying Cheng, New Dimensions of Confucian and Neo-Confucian Philosophy (New York: State
University of New York Press, 1991) 237.
287 4A-20 4B-5
288 6A-U: .
289 7B-31.
290 Mencius gives a piece of advice that the ruler should not look for profit for his own country because
if he does, everyone will look for their own profit; there is only benevolence and righteousness (l A-I).
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realized in not looking for selfish interests in favor ofboth each individual and a certain

collective multitude. It rejects both individual and collective egoism

As Confucius allows flexibility in application ofrighteousness, so Mencius does. The

flexible application is observed in the case ofa drowning sister-in-law. In ordinary

situations, for a man not touching his sister-in-law's hands is righteous. But in an urgent

situation where she is drowning in the water, saving her by touching her hands is

righteous. In this life-imperiled situation, as in the case ofthe son, benevolence seems to

be carried in a form ofrighteousness. Holding benevolence as a principle, righteousness is

flexibly exercised.

The classical Confucianist flexible notion ofrighteousness always requires right

understanding ofsituations and intelligent judgment. This is because righteousness does

not set an absolute rule and is exercised under a principle ofbenevolence. In order to

exercise flexible and benevolence-guided righteousness, one should use another

cooperative virtue, knowledge (chih). On the other hand, properly known righteousness

should be carried in a form ofritual (Ii). Here ritual is helpful in exercising righteousness.

In cooperating with knowledge and ritual, righteousness is properly performed. When

righteousness is properly performed, it carries benevolence as its essence.

Having discussed benevolence, righteousness, knowledge, and ritual together in terms

ofhow the ruler should govern the country, we can now see that the four Confucianist

virtues function dynamically when interacting. However, singling out the first two virtues,

we may call governing ofclassical Confucianism "governing by benevolence and

righteousness (jen yi cheng chih)." Even though we simplify the Confucianist idea of
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governingby reducing it to the two virtues, benevolence and righteousness, we are sure

that they presupposethe other two, ritual and knowledge.

When the rulergovernsa country in accordancewith benevolence and righteousness,

virtue (te) willbe actualized amongthe people. This is possible by presentinga

paradigmatic modelofthe ruler who leads the countryby virtue. Whenthe ruler is ableto

do that, he is ableto honor benevolent persons and to employvirtuouspersons.291

Consequently, the whole countrywill be virtuous. Thistype ofgoverning byvirtue is

comparedto the Pole Star whichcommands the homageofthe multitude ofstars without

leavingits place.292

The rulers virtue influences and empowerseach individual to exercisevirtue

autonomously; hisvirtue empowerseachperson to be virtuous. Virtue is power in its

applications to the contextofpolitics. Thus, in the senseof"to moveothers without

exertingphysical force," virtue (te) had been translatedinto potency.293 Virtue as potency

is transferedfromthe ruler to people not by externalforce but autonomous power. The

ruler does not needto make specialeffortsto facilitate the transference. Literally, he rules

a country "without taking anyaction (wuwei).11294 "Ruling by virtue" is to rule the

country withouttakingany action.

The idea ofgoverning by virtue helpsto explain the other aspect ofthe Confucianist

idea ofgoverning: It is unfavorable to both strict legalism and militarism. The ruler should

291 2A-5.
292 2-2.
293 Angus Graham, Disputers of the Tao (La Salle: Open Court Publishing Company, 1991) 13.
294 15-5.
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govern a country not by legal rules (fa) and punishment (hsing) but by virtue. 295

Confucius thinks that people may stay out oftrouble when they are governed by legal

rules and punishment, but they will not feel shame (ch'ih); ifthey are governed by virtue

and ritual, they will have a sense ofshame and will correct (leo) themselves. Confucius'

opposition to legalistic governing shows his enterprise. For him, true governing does not

consist in keeping people from doing something that probably is not right, but in helping

them to cultivate moral autonomy and to act right voluntarily. Cultivating moral autonomy

helps people to have moral conscienciousness, and so they will try to act morally

regardless ofwhat the legal rules tell them This is because they feel shame when they

have done what they are not supposed to do. To cultivate a sense ofshame is one ofthe

goals ofgoverning by virtue, and is characteristic ofan autonomous moral being.

Furthermore, Confucius thinks that good governing ought to aim at correcting and

improving people's behaviors.

It is interesting to see how this political thought ofConfucius is reflected in Chinese

legal thought. Chinese legal thought shows "oposition to the very idea ofwritten legal

rules."296 The ancient Chinese political tradition does not show enthusiasm for codifying

laws. For example, it fears creating contentiousness by codifying criminal law. It takes

unwritten customary law (ritual) seriously. This position reflects Confucian virtue- and

295 2-3. This is not to say that Confucius totally rejects use of legal rules and punishment. Rather, he
emphasizes "ruling by virtue" by which he means to prefer use of customary law (Ii) to the use of formal
law (fa, hsing). As commonly interpreted, there is a contrast between customary and formal law.
However, as the common interpretation assumes, the contrast is not sharp and exclusive. Ames who
rejects the exclusive contrast between them argues that formal law is complementary (Roger Ames, The
Art of Rulership (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1983) 115-16).
296 Kenneth Kipnis, Legal Ethics (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1986) 31.
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autonomy-based-politics that rely on customary law or ritual (Ii) rather than on formal law

(fa, hsing). Intuitively, we see a tension between writing legalistic rules and appealing to

the individual'svirtue and autonomy. Consequently, classical Confucianism and the ancient

Chinese political tradition are not concerned about codifying laws.

Let us consider Mencius' political thought. Even though Mencius agrees with

Confucius in thinking that ruling by virtue is better than ruling by legal rules and

punishment, he nevertheless recommends, in some cases, the use ofheavy punishment. For

those who fight to gain lands or cities even capital punishment is light; those who rely on

war deserve the most severe punishment.297 Though it gives no chance to reform, capital

punishment (zhu) should be given to the robber who killed people.298 Mencius' position is

stricter than Confucius'; he allows the ruler to use capital punishment. Mencius thinks that

deliberate murderers should not be given a chance to reform themselves because their

crimes are too inhumane.

Under the same principle ofgoverning, governing by virtue, classical Confucianism

does not recommend governing by force. Mencius clearly makes a point that governing by

force (Ii) should be abandoned. Here force must mean compelling people to follow

involuntarily. This power can be physical, positional, or financial. Ifthe ruler uses this

power in governing, he will not be able to get genuine support from the people. Under this

power, communication through a compromise and persuasion cannot take place among

them. While the ruler does not obtain obedience when he rules by force, he obtains

297 4A-14.
298 5B-4.
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grateful and sincere obediencewhen he rules by virtue.299However, there is for Mencius a

casethat justifiesthe use ofmilitary force.300 The logicofjustification ofusing military

force is to carry out the Confucianist political idea: to savethe peoplefrom the tyrants,

and to establish righteousness. The purpose ofusing military force is to punish cruel

tyrants suchas lie andZhou.301

Theprinciple ofgoverning, governing by virtue, is applied in order to create a

hierachical relationsip between nations and between the ruler andthe people. The proper

hierachical order betweenthe two is based on "being virtuous" and "being obedient": A

big country (or a ruler) should be virtuous, while small countries (or the subjects) should

be obedient. The principle oflocating the power betweennationsis that the small

countries follow and serve the big country.302 The big countrycentralizes power to itself

and takes care ofand leads the small countries by virtue. The moralsuperiorityofthe big

country leadsthe small counturles to obey and serve it voluntarily. On the other hand,

regarding the hierachical order between the ruler and people, the classical Confucianists

thinkthat all peoplehave to obey the ruler.303 This is the case only when the ruler has

299 2A-3.
300 When people of othercountries suffer because of tyrants, the rulercan attack(zheng) the countries in
orderto savethe people (3B-5). In this case, the people eagerly waitfor the attackto be savedfrom the
~ants.

oI Confucius' position on attacking is different from Mencius.' Confucius neverpraises any use of
military power. Hedoesnot even seem to be interested in talkingaboutit. When he is asked a question
aboutmilitary formations, he answers that he does not knowand leaves the country (13-1).
302 4A-7.
303 In fact, the orderbetween the ruler and the people can be subdivided: (1) a hierachicalorder between
the rulerand the people, (2) betweenthe ruler and the government officers, (3) between the government
officers and the people, (4) betweenthe government officiers and the government officers, and (5) between
the people and the people. So, the order is not just in the scope of politics. It takesplace in the whole
society. This is because the classical Confucianist idea on governing aims to cover the whole society.
However, here I do not includethe fifth. The others belongto the rulerand the people relationship.
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authoritybyhisvirtue. Recallthat the ruler is approvedofby the people becauseofhis

self-cultivated moralsandhe can be removed by them whenhe loseshis virtue. So long as

he exercises authoritybased on virtue, the people are obligated to obeyhim. Thisis a kind

ofcontract tacitly madein terms ofvirtue and obedience.

As we have seen, classical Confucianismemphasizes governing by benevolence and

righteousness, andtherebygoverning by virtue. Even thoughthere is so muchemphasis on

the ruler'smorality, classical Confucianism also addressesthe ruler'sduties in

governmental affairs. The ruler is in charge ofdistributing material goods to the people

and educating themto be good.304Furthermore, he shouldprovidejobs for allpeople so

that they cansupport their dependents,305 and give a special concernto these four groups:

old menwithoutwives, oldwomen without husbands, old peoplewithout children, and

young children without fathers.306 Correspondingly, people should pay taxes. There is a

tacit contractbetweenthe ruler and the people in terms of"taking care" and "paying tax."

Consequently, there is a distinction between mental labor and physical labor, or the ruling

classand the common people.Mencius makes this clear.307

d. Governing andNature

Nature is an objectofgoverningin classicalConfucianism To preventnatural disasters

and to use nature in a favorable way for human life is one of the tasks ofthe ruler.

304 3A-4.
305 He shouldalways be sure that the people do not starve; by ensuring that peopledo not lose their jobs,
he will preventpeoplefrom committingevil behaviors and crimes (lA-7). For the ruler to providemeans
of living is a fundamental requirement in governing (1A-7).
306 lB-5.
307 He says, "Thereare those who use their minds and there are those who use their muscles. The former
rule; the latter are ruled.Those who rule are suported by those who are ruled" (3A-4).
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However, it is not justifiedto conquer nature simply in order to take advantage ofit. On

the contrary, nature andhumans are mutual in their ideal relationship.

In relation to politicalthought, nature is perceived as an indicator that reflects social

and political situations. When the socio-political situationis right and good, nature willbe

hospitable. Thus, the rulers task is to keep naturehospitable to human life. Nature is to be

controlled to enable people live in cooperativeand harmonious relationships. This lineof

thought beginswith the stories about the three legendary kings.

In the time ofYao, reversing the water from its natural course caused floods and

deprived the people ofa settled life. King Yao appointed Yu to control it. Yu successfully

controlled it. Consequently, he removed obstacles and annihilated the birds and beasts

harmful to the people. What is impliedhere is that the ruler shouldbe ableto control

nature and make it helpful and hospitableto people'slives. Furthermore, sageliness ofthe

ruler conduces to hospitality ofnature to people'slives. On the contrary, the opposite type

ofa ruler is associated with disagreeable and harmful nature. The tyrants damagenature

and createbad natural conditionsby rulingimproperly.308

It is interesting to see the idea that natural disaster can be prevented by the sage kings,

and that people's suffering can be caused by the tyrant kings who ruin nature without

considering people's livelihood. There is a direct correlation between hospitablenature, the

peacefulworld, the orderlysociety, and the well-living people. Similarly, the unfavorable

308 They made ponds by pulling down houses so that people became homeless. They made parks by
taking people's fields so that people lost their livelihood. With the increase of the number of parks, ponds
and lakes, the birds and beasts arrived. Gradually, human society fell into in disorder and heresies and
violence arose (3B-7).
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environment, the hostile world, the disorderly society, and the ill-living people are directly

related. There are dynamic interactions between nature and governing.

To point out a more significant observation, let us consider a subtle relationship

between the classical Confucianist political idea and its locus in nature. As we saw earlier,

the main political idea, to state in brief: is to benefit people through governing by virtue. If

we want to identify the ultimate political idea, we may say that it is to realize the Way

(tao). Human beings have their Way in living together in nature, and nature has her own

Way in moving constantly. The classical Confucianist idea ofrealizing the human Way

through the framework ofpolitics means, in my understanding, to follow a moral life that

is necessarily connected with the political idea and to harmonize (ho) with each other in

the human society. Furthermore, humans should harmonize with nature by living in

human's Way. Following their Way and wanting to be in harmony with nature, they need

to follow the Way ofnature since they are unavoidably related to its Way. Here the

political idea, as the representation ofhuman's Way, is to be connected with the Way of

nature in an agreeable way. This means that the political idea is to be placed in the locus of

the Way ofnature. Therefore, we can say that the human's Way, represented as the

political idea, is also to follow the Way ofnature. When the human's Way is not followed,

the political idea cannot be realized, nature will be ruined, and the Way ofnature will be in

disorder.
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e. Governing and Wealth

Even though the classical Confucianists do not discuss wealth (ju) which in relation to

their political ideas, they do hold a position. The most significantpoint is that they

emphasize the role ofthe ruler and ofmorality. As we have seen in the previous section,

the ruler has an obligation to guarantee means oflivelihood for the people.309 With regard

to the obligation ofthe ruler, morals, and wealth, the next two points need to be

addressed: (1) The obligation ofthe ruler is to prevent people from doing wrong, and to

lead them to live rightly by providing a means ofliving. (2) People should be provided

with means ofliving that also provide a wealth that goes beyond merely supporting

themselves. Morals and wealth are fundamentally required in being.

The accumulation ofwealth for all people is desirable under one condition: to

accumulate in a right way in a right environment.310 Confucius believes that, as long as

society is healthy, all people can be rich ifthey work hard. In other words, the people

should be provided with a good social environment where all people can be rich in

accordance with the quality and quantity oftheir labor. In an unhealthy society, to be rich

is immoral. A firm beliefofthe classical Confucianists regarding wealth is that living right

and diligently in a healthy society will naturally bring wealth. In brief: to obtain a great

amount ofwealth is closely related with social and personal morality.

309 Mencius' reason for this argument is as follows. Ifpeople do not have the means of livelihood to
support themselves, they will not have a constant mind (heng hsin); if they do not have a constant mind,
th~ will go astray, fall into excess, and do wrong.
31 Confucius says, "It is a shameful matter to be poor and humble when the Way prevails in the state.
Equally, it is a shameful matter to be rich and noble when the Way falls into disuse in the state" (8-13).
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With regard to the rulers wealth, we observe its close relationship with people's

wealth; the rulers wealth is based on the people's wealth. When the people have sufficient

wealth, the ruler has sufficient wealth; when their wealth are insufficient, the rulers is

insufficient."! When people lack wealth, the ruler should not be wealthy. Ifthe ruler is

wealthy when the people are not, he is required to distribute his wealth.312

Theoretically, the rulers wealth is obtained from the people's tax in recompense for his

work ofgoverning. As we saw earlier, Mencius and Confucius consider the act of

governing as a mental labor which is compared to the people's physical labor. In

Confucianist ethics, diligence (qin) is a virtue for both the ruler and the people. Thus, the

ruler is required to work hard in the same way as the people do. In order to set an example

he should work hard and not allow his efforts to slacken.313

C. A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

According to my understanding, the main virtue ofearly Buddhism forms itselfin

social customs and institutions much as that ofclassical Confucianism does. In other

words, both systems adopt the method ofeducation and ofpolitics in order to realize

compassion/benevolence in society. Thus, the self-transformative person's task is to be

engaged in the activities ofeducation and ofpolitics. The activities are performed not in a

revolutionary way but in a reformative way. They do not involve radical social change.

311 12-9.
312 3A-4.
313 13-1.
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Utilizing existing social systems, the two systems want to establish a compassionate/

benevolent society where most people get benefit.

In both systems, education is a way ofrealizing the mainvirtue and thereby benefiting

the people. However, the nature ofeducation is different. In early Buddhism, the intention

to share the doctrine ofthe Buddha (dhamma) with the people is motivated by a strong

feeling ofcompassion for the people who suffer. Its purpose is to free them from suffering

and to bring happiness. The Buddha's resolution is very determined; he does not want to

die until all people know the content ofhis enlightenment (dhamma). In classical

Confucianism, teaching is to help people to cultivate themselves and, eventually, to serve

people. For the former, teaching is for both themselves and others in the sense that it is a

way ofpracticing the virtue and ofbenefiting people. Under the principle ofdependent

arising, the activities ofcompassion are necessary as each person is connected with others.

One's happiness is necessarily connected with others' happiness. This also requires

compassion. For classical Confucianists, the motivation ofteaching is to enable

intellectuals to cultivate their virtues and to let them do public services eventually in the

arena ofpolitics. One ofthe characteristics ofthe classical Confucianist notion ofteaching

is as follows. A teaching activity is closely bound up with a learning activity; teaching

reflects learning and learning reflects teaching in mutual relationship. Even though

teaching contributes to the realization ofbenevolence, it is not perceived as a necessary

means. On the other hand, for the early Buddhists it is mandatory as a way ofrealizing

compassion.
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Regarding the purpose and method ofpolitics, the two systems share common ideas.

The purpose ofpoliticsis to realize compassion/benevolence. Eventually, it aimsto bring

about the happiness of all: The maintask ofthe ruler is "to please people." Thus, the

realization ofrighteousness as dhamma and rightousness as yi have the same goal.

Accordingly, freedom(nibbana) and the Way (tao) have the same goal. At this point, the

goal of politics seemsto be identified with people'shappiness and, ultimately, with

freedomandthe Way as the highest moral goal. One who wants to interpret the highest

aimin a different way mayhesitate to accept this identification. Our approach is to

consider both freedomand the Way being morally achieved. They represent happiness

obtained through a moral life. Moral achievement is either individual or collective. In the

arena ofpolitics, they shouldbe achieved collectively. From what follows, the way of

politicsof the two systemswill be examined, and we will then see more clearlywhy the

ultimate goal ofpoliticsshouldbe interpreted from the perspective ofmorals.

Politics in both systemsis solelybased on morals. Its principles originate from the

single most important concern,namely, morality. Moralitytakes place at the beginning,

middle, and endpoint ofpolitics. Politics is precededby morals and ends with moral

achievement. Then,how are morals implanted, cultivated, and held constantly in politics?

The two systems highlight the ruler's moral quality. The king as the person responsible for

rulingthe countryshouldbe a moral exemplar. Simply by being a moral exemplar in the

political arena, the king can implant, cultivate, and maintain morals in all human affairs.

The extentto whichpolitics is successfuldependson the king's morality, and consequently

on the people'smorality. Therefore, both systems underscore the king's moral quality.
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As we discussed at great length, the moral character ofthe king is revealed in the

concepts of"the two wheels ofdhamma" ofBuddhism and "inner sageliess and outer

kingship" ofConfucianism The worldly king should be morally qualified by embodying

morals in order to be a moral king. He turns the two wheels ofworldly order and

righteousness (dhamma). In this way, the early Buddhists combined worldly governmental

institution and righteousness. As a result ofcombining these two, they presented a moral

king and emphasized his moral quality rather than his practical capability ofdealing with

affairs. The same idea can be found in classical Confucianist political thought. Without

having inner moral character, no king holds kingship. The king, as a qualified king like a

virtuous person, has the moral character ofa sage.

Let us look more closely at how the moral character ofthe ruler is stressed in the two

systems. The concept ofa moral king is represented by the image ofthe wheel-turner

(cakkavatt.J. The wheel-turner appears as a monarch turning a wheel ofrighteousness

(dhamma). Depending upon righteousness, he protects all people and even animals. As

long as he rules by righteousness, the affairs ofthe country continue peacefully without

crime. Ifhe does not rule by righteousness, morals decline and poverty, robbery, violence,

murder, and their punishments appear. In such an environment, the wheel disappears. The

wheel that disappeared can re-appear when the ruler exercises morals by ruling

righteously. In this way, the concept ofthe wheel-turner highlights both the ruler's moral

quality and the way ofrighteous ruling. The moral quality ofthe wheel-turning king is

further emphasized by juxtaposing him with the Buddha. The future wheel-turning king

Sanka and the future Buddha Metteyya are juxtaposed for the same purpose. They appear
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when morality increases. In this kind ofjuxtaposition, the image ofthe Buddha, an

embodiment ofmorals, is used for substantiating the moral quality ofthe king. Similarly,

classical Confucianism emphasizes the ruler's moral quality in its own way. It focuses on

the ruler's internal moral quality. When the ruler's internal quality is good enough in terms

ofself-cultivation and self-modeling, he is capable ofruling a country. In this way, the

ruler's internal ethical quality has a chance to be realized in the socio-political arena. Ifwe

were to pinpoint the final internal achievement ofthe self-transformed person in classical

Confucianism, this achievement would be obtained from the external realization ofthe self

in the socio-political arena. The external achievement, which aims to benefit people by

being engaged in social and political activities, is certainly the highest moral achievement.

Similary,for the early Buddhists, the external achievement ofthe selfby realizing

compassion in society is the highest moral achievement.

This emphasis ofthe ruler's morality needs to be reconsidered in the light ofthe

positions ofthe two systems with regard to law. Since the ruler's morality is considered

most important in ruling, neither system greatly values creating law and ruling by law. Yet

they do not completely reject the use oflaw either. At this point they agree. The difference

appears from the point ofemphasis. While early "Buddhism emphasizes equal application of

righteous law (dhamma) regardless ofthe fourfold class distinction, classical

Confucianism emphasizes a limit oflaw because it is based not on autonomy but force.

It is hard to tease out their views on how far law is able to contribute to moral

cultivation in politics. While the early Buddhist notion ofrighteous law makes us think

that law can be helpful for human moral cultivation, the classical Confucianist notion of
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the writtenofficial law (fa) seemsto maintaina skeptical position. Considering the notion

ofthe righteous lawofearly Buddhismand ofthe written official law ofclassical

Confucianism, we maysaythat the former more reflectsthe naturalist position, and that

the latter reflects the legalpositivistposition.314 However, it wouldbe hard to determine

exactly whatposition theymaytake toward naturalismandlegalpositivismifone only

looks at theirnotion oflaw. This leads us to a consideration of their emphasis on the

morality ofthe rulerin light ofthe law.

It is important to notice that the politics ofthe two systems depend on the ruler's moral

quality ratherthanlaw. Note, conversely, that modem politicsis based on laws rather than

on the character of a leader. Not denying that law canbe helpful for human moral

cultivation, andtherefore not denying its possiblerole for it, they seemto appeal to the

quality of the ruleras an example ofmoral embodiment. In other words, because ofthe

recognition of the weight of moralityin politics, they emphasize the king's qualityby virtue

ofmorals.

Let us consider the implication ofthe emphasis ofthe morality ofthe ruler in the

contextofmodern legaltheory. Considering the emphasis ofthe moral element in politics,

we doubt that the two systems would advocate the modernlegalpositivistposition.

Consider the argument ofthe modem positivist Hart, who makesa complete separation

314 In order to understand this point more clearly, the meaning oflaw needs to be explained. In early
Buddhism, righteous law would mean both unwritten customary and written official law. In the case of
classical Confucianism, law would mean not unwritten customary law (Ii) but written formal law (fa),
particularly criminal law (hsing). The notion of righteous law, to some degree, must reflect naturalism
claiming that law presents morals. In classical Confucianism, while the notion of the unwritten customary
law reflects naturalism, the notion of the written formal law reflects legal positivism claiming that law
does not need to be connected with morals. (Notice that by law (fa) the classical Confucianist means not
unwritten customary law (Ii) but written official law (fa and hsing).
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between laws and morals, and therefore holds that morals are not required for laws. This

argument would be questionedby the two systems. They would think that the laws, ifthey

are the maintools ofgovernment as in modem politics, cannot be effective without having

moral implications, morals,and moral embodiers for them This is because they think

morals and moral embodiersare necessary in ruling. Thus, the dictum ofthe modem

positivists, lithe fidelity to laws," indicating independence ofthe laws from morals and not

considering the embodiers ofthe laws, would be rejected by both systems. When law

makers or rulers do not take moral responsibilities to be faithfulto laws, laws willnot

function and the countrywillnot be ruled properly.315

In theory, the king'smoral character is noticed by the people before or when he

becomes king. The first king, the Great Elect (Mahiisammata), was elected for the

purpose ofhandlingwrong doings and tangles between the people when immorality

started appearing. His position was presumably set up in order to solve moral problemsby

exercisinghis moral qualities. Similarly, the classical Confucianistking having the quality

ofa virtuous person or a sage was presumed to exercise his moral qualities. The ruler's

self-cultivation was stressed in obtaining his moral qualities both before and after being a

ruler.

315 Interestingly, a criticof Hart,Fuller argues that laws contain their own implicitmoralityby which he
means a ruler or a law maker's morality; "Lawby itself is powerlessto bring this moralityinto existence
(Lon Fuller, "Positivism and Fidelityto Law," Philosophical Problemsin the Law,ed. David Adams
(Belmont: Wadsworth publishing Company, 1992) 70). In his example,the monarchas a creatoroflaws
should keep his words or lawsand face the responsibilitiesof his position.UnlikeHart, he emphasizes the
morality in the law.The twosystems wouldagree with Fuller and arguefurther:Theywouldargue that
laws are not effective without morals in them.
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An interesting point that emerges when observing the exemplary kings such as the

Great Elect or Yao and Shun is the relationship between the ruler and the people. As the

Great Elect was elected by the people, so were Yao and Shun with an additional

recognition ofthe will ofHeaven. The credibility ofthe rulers was obtained by the people's

recognition. Since they became rulers by the people's power, their power was based on the

people's power. Moreover, the rulers should have a caring mind for the people and the

people must trust in them Thisseems to be an unspoken consensus between the rulers and

the people.

When the ruler works for the people and takes care ofthem, he is assumed not to do

physical labor but to do mental labor. He can solely focus on governmental affairs without

being concerned about his livelihood because the people support him The two systems

agree that the people should materially support the ruler. For the Great Elect, the people

collect rice as a payment for him In classical Confucianism, people pay taxes. In both

systems, there is no inequality ofclasses based upon the differentiation oflabor. There is

only a functional distinction based on the division oflabors.

Even though the nature ofcontract is not explicitly laid out in the two systems, a

contract between the ruler and the people is laid out. In early Buddhism, the Great Elect

works for the people on the basis ofmorals and the people support him In classical

Confucianism, there is more emphasis on the morality ofthe ruler and the obedience ofthe

people, and the contract involves the work ofruling and paying tax. In both systems the

contract seems to be made in the process ofchoosing a ruler. When early Buddhism

argues that the ruler is elected by the people's opinion, it rejects the Brahmanical notion of
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the divine ordination ofkingship. In the case ofclassical Confucianism, the king is not

selected only by people's opinion. Recommendation by other kings and recognition by

Heaven playa role.

So far, our comparative analysis has been focused on the purpose and way ofpolitics.

Politics aims at realizing the highest goal, happiness ofthe maximum numbers ofthe

people, through morals that are paradigmatized by the ruler. The moral ruler plays an

important role as an exemplary moral person. When the ruler is successful as a moral

paradigmatic person, the ministers and officers follow. When the latter do well, common

people follow. In a word, early Buddhists and classical Confucianists believe that the ruler

as a moral paradigmatic person at the top influences the people all the way to the bottom

With regard to the issue of"maintaining righteousness (dhamma)" and "rectifying

names" which are considered as the core ofpolitics, the two systems share common

points. Neither system expresses specific details regarding maintaning righteousness or

rectification ofnames. They provide only a formula in a repetitive expression. We now

discuss the reasons why the formula is presented without specific details. First, the term

dhamma, and so righteousness itselfis too complex to be expressed in a specific definition

because it consists ofnumerous types and levels. Secondly, the more philosophical reason,

the repetitive expression indicates the flexibility ofrighteousness in its applications.

Depending upon the differences ofindividuals and situations, righteousness should be

defined in a flexible way. This flexibility ofrighteousness is applied in the arena ofpolitics

where the main task is to maintain righteousness.
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Let us consider rectification ofnames for the purpose of comparison. First, our point in

discussing rectification ofnames was to showthat "establishing the ruler correctly" is

sufficient enoughto rule a country. Rectification of names and"establishing the ruler

correctly" are identified as the single core ofpolitics. Since the former is the major task of

the rulerand is identified with the latter, the latter is sufficient to rule a country.

Rectification ofnames containsright views andvalues. This was argued on the basis ofa

consideration of the historicalcontext ofMencius' times andof clarifying the association

ofnameandmeaning in the process ofrectification of names.

In identifying the ruler's function in the rectification ofnames, "being a ruler" means

"establishing the ruler correctly" by truly realizing rightnames andvalues attached to the

names. Heremoralperformanceofthe ruler was greatly emphasized. The ruler sets a

paradigmatic modelfor the other three categoriesofpeople in the act of rectification of

names. Whenmoralsare exercised in ruling,the wholecountry isgoverned well.

In order to understand rectificationofnames, let us consider itsflexibility. When

perceiving one'srole and responsibilities, this flexibility will be senstive to differing social

contexts, andpersonaldifferences ofcharacter. Suchflexibility reflects the classical

Confucianist political enterprisethat deals with allhuman affairs in the whole society.

Thus, in orderto bring about flexibility ofin rectification ofnames, and therefore in the

political enterprise, the definition ofrectification ofnames oughtto be in a formula in a

repetitive expression without providing its specific contents andmethods.

It is hard to pinpointthe earlyBuddhist political thought on thenotion of"rule by

righteousness" becausethe earlyBuddhists do not discuss it in detail. On the other hand,
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classical Confucianism is more concerned to express its politicalthought. In other words,

classical Confucianism is more concerned about politics as a tool for achieving

benevolence andhappiness ofpeople than earlyBuddhism.

However, regardless oftheir degree ofconcern, they sharea similar view with regard

to politics andformulating its framework. They think politicsaffectsallhumanaffairs in

the wholesociety and its scope is not limited. Thus, depending upon differences between

environments andindividuals which characterize the flexibility ofhumansociety, "rulingby

righteousness" and "rectification ofnames" shouldbe flexible in their applications. In order

to showthe flexible applications, the two concepts are in a repetitive expression.

Political ideasexpressed in a repetitive expression,requiresa special attentionin the

context ofa modemlegaltheory. Let us consider one ofthe moral conceptsoflaw, the

indeterminacy oflaw. Accordingto Hart who explains it for the first time, all ruleshave

the duality oflla core ofcertaintyII and of"a penumbra ofdoubtII whenthey are brought in

particularsituations under general rules.316 He thinks that all ruleshave "a fringeof

vagueness" or "opentexture,"317 but the penumbra area is far smaller than the area of

core. Thepenumbra area is taken more seriouslyby legalrealists. Theythink this area, so

the indeterminacy oflaw, is more pervasive and deeper. For them, there is alwaysa cluster

ofrules relevant to one case and vagueness ofanyone ofthe rules. 318 Thisnotion tells us

that there are competing rules for a certain litigated case in one legalsystemand therefore

a judge's interpretation ofthe case and an applicationofa certainrule are necessary. In

316 H.L.A. Hart, The Concept ofLaw (New York: Oxford UP, 1961) 119.
317 Hart 120.
318 Andrew Altman, "Legal Realism, Critical Legal Studies, and Dworkin," Philosophical Problems in
the Law, ed. David Adams (Belmont: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1992) 119.
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other words, there is no one exactly applied rule for the case before we interpret the case

and select a rule for it among the competing rules. This notion ofthe indeterminacy oflaw

clearly reveals the mainargument oflegal realism that law is not fixed but flexible

depending upon various circumstances and individual applications. This position is helpful

to understand why the two systems take the repetitive way ofexpressing their political

principles. Due to the awareness ofthe differences ofsituations and individuals, they do

not give a fixed political rule. Rather, in order to express the applicational flexibility of

their political principles, they present only a formula in a repetitive expression. Indeed,

legal realism and the two traditions are aware that a fixed rule is practically futile by virtue

ofthe diversities ofcircumstances and individuals.

Since there are competing rules, one may think that the flexible nature oflaw and

ruling hinders us from having a comprehensive principle encompassing all rules. The

scholars ofthe Critical Legal Studies follow this position. For them, there is no possibility

ofhaving a guiding emcompassing principle for all competing rules. On the contrary,

Dworkin thinks we can have one emcompassing principle. According to him, a certain

higher order principle is weightier than others and it can harmonize and encompass

others. This idea is based on the assumption that there is a coherence resolving the

indeterminacy oflaw. This appears to be theoretically possible. It would not be possible

practically unless all human beings have the same values and generate a coherence in law.

The two systems see our diversities in valuing and do not attempt to formulate a single

encompassing principle. It is important to notice that the political idea in a repetitive

expression is not an encompassing principle for all diverse rules but a formula to imply the
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flexible applications ofthe politicalprinciples. It is clear that the two traditions agree not

with Dworkin but the scholarsofthe CriticalLegal Studieswith regard to the matter of

the encompassing principle.

Sincethe repetitive expression is just a formula indicating the generalnature ofpolitics,

it is naturalthat it itselfdoes not reveal the specific contents and methodsofpolitics. In

spite ofnon-disclosure ofthem, we could recount severalmore specifically conceivable

principles ofruling in descriptive words. Furthermore, through the conceivable principles,

we could also clarify the meanings and implications of"to rule by righteousness" and

"rectification ofnames."

The implications of"to rule by righteousness" are as follows. First, it aimsto benefit

people on the basisofcompassion. Furthermore, it aims at bringinghappinessofall

sentientbeingsincluding animals and gods. With regard to people, they are equal

beneficiaries of ruling-by-righteousness regardless ofwhat classesthey belong to. To rule

by righteousness meansto reject any privileged class. Secondly,it implies non-dependence

on punishment. Use ofpunishment indicates decline ofmorals. The point ofruling is not

to punishpeoplebut to correct their wrong behaviors. Thirdly, it implies the minimization

ofthe power ofthe ruler. Minimization ofthe ruler'spower allowsmaximization ofeach

individual's autonomy and conducesto minimization ofthe number ofrules. Increasingthe

numberof rules indicates deteriorationand disappearance ofmorals. In a word, benefit

and compassion, correctionand autonomyare the core ideas ofthe principle of "to rule by

righteousness."
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In classical Confucianism, ruling is performed from a mindunable to bear the sufferings

ofothers or from the mind ofbenevolence. Obtaining and maintaining a country is solely

dependent on the ruler's benevolence. The ruler shares both delight and worries with the

people. The ruler should be sensitiveto whatever the people feel. Secondly,the ruler

should followrighteousness. In Confucius' thoughts, the flexibility ofthe applicationof

righteousnessis part ofruling by the principle ofbenevolence. Benevolence as the core of

righteousness and righteousness as the form ofbenevolence are interwound.

Righteousness in its flexible application callsfor consideration ofsituations and this makes

benevolence an objectiveleading principle. In Mencius'thoughts, righteousness takes

benevolence as a parallelin that they cooperate. But benevolence stillplays a guiding role

in its flexible application.

Confuciusand Mencius share the same view that righteousnessis flexibly exercised in

accordance with benevolence, depending upon the situational contexts. Because ofthis

flexible nature ofrighteousness, right understanding ofthe situationalcontexts and

intelligentjudgment become necessary. Thus, knowledge is required in applyingthe

flexiblerighteousnessproperly. In addition to knowledge, ritual is also required to assist

one to perform righteousness properly in a certain socio-historical context. In the classical

Confucianistthinking, even though benevolence and righteousnessare two guiding

principles in ruling, knowledge and ritual also dynamically interact in the matter of

governing. One the other hand, ruling by benevolenceand righteousnesscan be perceived

as ruling by virtues (te chih). As mentioned, it is to rule by presenting the paradigmatic

model ofthe ruler. This way ofruling, obviously, recommends neither strict legalismnor
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militarism Therefore, the classical Confucianist way ofruling does not attempt to force

people to follow the rules or laws. It is thought that following them out offear or force is

not desirable. This is because the whole point ofruling is to let people cultivate virtues

voluntarily. Furthermore, the classical Confucianists thinkthat ruling should focus on

cultivating each individual's autonomy. Being virtuous from the mind ofautonomy is what

the Confucianists eventually seek for. So, to be able to feel shame is important when they

do not do right or are not virtuous. Also, to be able to correct themselves is equally

important when they see what should be corrected. With the mind ofself-censorship

based upon a sense ofshame, being virtuous voluntarily is one aimofConfucianist

politics. With a motivation ofself-improvement in terms ofvirtues, constant self

correction and self-improvement is another aim.

As we have seen, in both systems the mainideas regarding the principles ofruling are

very similar. The ruler's moral quality and moral government based on the ruler's moral

quality are crucial The ruler should have a mind ofcompassionlbenevolence that makes

him sensitive to what and how the people feel. Holding sensitivity, the ruler should identify

with the people's suffering as his own. Also, not attempting to over-exercise his power, he

should let the people exercise their own autonomy. In fact, the method ofruling by morals

is rooted in cultivating and developing the people's autonomy in good actions. In spite of

these similarities regarding the principles ofpolitics, there are distinctive differences.

Recall that, unlike the classical Confucianists, the early Buddhists include animals and

gods as beneficiaries ofpolitics. Thisdifference must be based on the difference ofthe

metaphysics ofmorals in the two systems: kamma theory deals with all sentient beings
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equally in terms oftransmigration in the continuously wandering world. T'ien ming theory

on the other hand deals with humans as moral beings exclusivelyand differently from other

beings. In other words, this difference is based on the difference oftheir views ofthe

world: the dependently-arisen-world verses the human-centered-world.

There is another difference in the political thought ofthe two systems. According to

classical Confucianism, there is a hierachical order between nations, and between the ruler

and subjects in terms ofmoral superiority and obedience. For example, a big country (or a

ruler) is required to be morally superior, while small countries (or the people) are

obligated to obey. Since obedience is solely based on moral superiority, obedience is not

required when moral superiority is not possessed.

The hierarchical order is necessarily connected to the concept ofcentralization in the

whole world, and also within one country. Many countries are hierarchically centralized

around one big country; people are around the ruler. Interestingly, the hierarchical order

and centralization goes beyond the boundary ofpolitics. As the scope ofpolitics covers

the whole ofsociety, so the scope ofthe hierarchical order and ofcentralization covers the

whole world and all people. It is hard to find these kinds ofthoughts in early Buddhism.

Even though the early Buddhists implied hierarchical influence on morality from the top to

the bottom, they did not seem to accept the hierarchical order and the idea of

centralization in the sense ofclassical Confucianism.

With regard to relation to nature, the political thoughts ofthe two systems agree. One

point of similarity is that the quality ofpolitics, the moral status of society, and the

phenomena ofnature are closely connected. Good politics generates a good society and
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favorable nature. When politics does not go right, societydeteriorates morally andnatural

phenomena tend to be hostile. In other words, a healthysociety in a peaceful natural

environment presupposes right politics. Furthermore, the two systems highlight a

correlation betweenpolitics and nature. Their relationship is positive, mutual, cooperative,

and harmonious. When the political leaders are right, naturebecomes hospitable. When

they arenot right,naturemaybecome hostile.

Eventhough, by andlarge, the views ofthe two systems on the relationship ofpolitics

to nature is verymuchalike, we should not miss this subtle difference. The classical

Confucianists attempted to a greater extent to control nature. In fact, for themnature is an

objectof governing: Making nature cooperative and useful for people's lives was

perceived as a task ofgovernment by the legendary kings. While we observe the ruler's

conscious effortsto controlnature in classical Confucianism, we do not observe this in

earlyBuddhism. For the latter, nature becomes hospitable withoutmaking conscious

effortsbut simply byfollowing morals in the matter ofruling. Regardless of this subtle

difference, both systems sharethe view that nature reflects the quality ofpolitics.

In both systems, wealthdid not seem to playa great role in politics. The extent to

whichpolitical systems dealtwith wealth in the social arenawas not specified except, in

the caseof classical Confucianism, where there was recognition of theneedfor a system

to dealwithtax. According to both systems, the ruler should provide the peoplewith their

meansofliving.319 However, according to classicalConfucianism, eventhoughthe

319 Onemayarguethat this is for a nation to take responsibility for full employment of the peoplein the
senseof modem politics. Furthermore, one may also argue that this is an example of a socialsecurity
system. I thinkboth arguments are reasonable.However, the latterargument is more convincing since we
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guarantee ofa job by the state was for the sake ofkeeping the people on the moral track,

it is significant that the ruler had a responsibility to enable the people to obtain their basic

material needs. On the other hand, although we do not think ofwealth as surplus of

material needs at this level, it is significant that all people have the potential to be wealthy

since they have the means to be wealthy. In early Buddhism, the ruler's specific

responsibility with regard to employment ofthe people is not clearly spelled out. It simply

states that the ruler must take the responsibility oftaking care ofand protecting people.

"Giving" or charity is a unique virtue realizing compassion in early Buddhism Since its

equivalent concept is not found in classical Confucianism, there is no need to recapitulate

the notion of "giving" again in detail. Instead, let us consider some similarities that can be

observed relating to the concept ofgiving and the classical Confucianist attitude toward

wealth.

It is important to note that in both systems wealth is explained in terms ofmorals.

There is an order in the actions ofgiving in accordance with the levels ofthe moral

achievement ofthe recipients. The person on the higher level has a priority to be a

recipient over the person on the lower level. The fact that the early Buddhists stress the

recipient's moral level is worthy ofnote since giving is itselfa moral virtue and the whole

view ofwealth is based on morals. Similarly, the moral basis ofwealth is emphasized in

classical Confucianism In both systems, "to be wealthy" and "to be moral" are positively

correlated; when one acts morally, one becomes wealthy naturally. Wealth is considered

an outcome ofbeing moral.

have a specific example to support it in the text. Recall that the ruler has special concern for the persons
who do not have a firm family bond, those such as orphans and widows.
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Since accumulating wealth is a positive value in both systems, they encourage people

to accumulatewealth. Yet accumulating wealth requiresthe fulfillment ofcertain

conditions. The major conditionsare "beingright"and "being diligent." The third

condition, a healthy society, is added in classicalConfucianism When the society is not

healthy, beingwealthy is a shame;when the society is healthy, not being wealthy is

shameful. In a good society, everyone can be rich by making diligent efforts in a right way.

Theoretically, as time goes, the number ofwealthypeople andthe degree ofwealth

increase as long as the societyis healthy. In classical Confucianism, the increase ofwealthy

people naturally bringswealth to the king because peoplewillpay more tax. Logically, in a

healthy society, there maybe continuous increase ofwealthwithout limit for both people

and the king.

In the earlyBuddhist thought, logically wealth willnot increasewithout end, because

ofthe emphasis on the virtue ofgiving. Logicallyspeaking, the relationshipbetween

wealth and giving appearsto be in counterbalance. However, wealth seems continuously

to increasein spiteofthe constant actions ofgiving; recallthe example of

Anathapi1J4ika.This seems to appeal to commonpeople because they need an incentiveto

practice the virtue ofgiving. From the perspective ofthe moral sense ofcommon people,

wealth and giving should not be in a relationship ofcounterbalance but that of

reinforcement. While counterbalancing seemsto emphasize the attitude ofnon-expectation

ofrewards, reinforcement underscores the promise ofrewardsfor the actions ofgiving.

Although one maynot expect any reward for the actionsofgiving, rewards such as

worldlyhappiness or rebirthin heaven are promised. In this way, wealth and giving, and
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non-expectation and rewards are positively correlated; the more the giving, the more the

wealth; the less expectation, the more rewards. Although the classical Confucianists do

not explicitly state this, they would agree with the early Buddhists.

The early Buddhist view on wealth and the virtue ofgiving seem to suggest a solution

for the problem ofdistribution or redistribution. In modem political philosophy, the

problem ofredistribution has been approached in terms ofinstitutionalizing redistribution

systems. The Buddhist approach seems to be different because it does not consider the

problem ofdistribution as a problem ofinstitutionalization or politics. They want to solve

it by appealing to each individual's voluntary moral consciousness and action. For them,

the attitude ofgiving based on the mind ofcompassion, and therefore the actions of

giving, are fundamental in solving the problem ofdistribution. To recall, how much a giver

owns does not matter in the actions ofgiving. What matters is the individuals' moral

consciousness or the mind ofsharing.

The moral consciousness of "the mind ofsharing" is based on a certain psychological

attitude regarding wealth; and this is to be satisfied with a certain minimal amount of

wealth. In order to be satisfied with this amount, one is required not to have grand desires.

Psychologically speaking, it would be true that the bigger the desire, the less the

satisfaction obtained. Practically, one may have two ways ofsatisfying one's own desires.

One way is to decrease one's desires to a minimum level ofsatisfaction. The other way is

to obtain all that one desires. The latter way is generally more difficult to satisfy since

desire is limitless, and it grows constantly like a creeper (mahaluva).320 Taking the

320 Dh 162,334.
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former way doesnot mean the annihilation ofdesire itself; it is desire at an appropriate

levelin the middle way between "too little"and "too much." To decrease desire to the

minimum levelwhere one becomes satisfied provides one with room for the moral

consciousness ofthe mind of sharing. This moralconsciousness leads one to find out a

desirable wayto spend the rest ofthe amount of what one owns after taking the minimum

amount for oneself In early Buddhist thought, one of the most virtuous ways is to give

awaythe rest ofthe things to others.321 To be satisfied with the minimumamount322 and

to helpotherswith the rest is an attractive moralconsciousness that early Buddhist ethics

offers. Thereis no doubt that this moral consciousness takes a form ofgiving or sharing.

As pointedout, the emphasis on the mindof giving and actions are unique in early

Buddhism; there is no apparent equivalentin classical Confucianism However, the idea of

a giving mindand action would be valued in classical Confucianism as well. Even though

classical Confucianism does not articulate the virtue suchas giving, it encourages one to

livea simple lifenot possessing much. Moreover,it suggests a life ofsharingthings in a

difficult situation.

321 Regarding the way ofgiving away, we notice that it is perceived through the same framework as that
of extending compassionlbenevolence. One extends the action of giving away from those who are closer to
oneself, to those who are further away. Also, one should give away according to both self- and other
rerr-ding principles.
32 I am indebted to E. F. Schumacher for arguing for "satisfaction with minimum amount." I would like
to bring some of his interpretations of Buddhist economics into the present discussion. Characterizing
Buddhist economics as simplicity and non-violence, he explains its simplicity as follows. In the Buddhist
way of life, "amazingly small means lead to extraordinarily satisfactory results." Also, he observes that the
aim of consumption is "the maximum ofwell-being with the minimum of consumption." In addition, he
argues that "it is not wealth that stands in the way to liberation but the attachment to wealth; not the
enjoyment of pleasurable things but the craving for them." Schumacher, Small is Beautiful: Economics as
if People Mattered (London: Harper & Raw publishers, 1973) 54. He thus pinpoints the essence of the
early Buddhists position on wealth and welfare.
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As we have seen, the earlyBuddhist appeals to each individual's voluntarymoral

consciousness suchas the giving mind or sharing attitude and an actionaccompanied by it

rather than formalinstitutions with regard to the problem of redistribution. The classical

Confucianist would agreethis solution since it gives moreweightto the individual's moral

autonomythan to anytype offormal legalization.
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CHAPTER V. THE OBJECTIVITY OF THE VIRTUE

In this chapter, I shall examine how the main self-transformative virtue, compassion!

benevolence, is to be interpreted from the perspective ofthe problem ofmoral objectivity.

A meta-ethical position will be taken in dealing with this issue.

The problem ofthe objectivity ofmorals may be discussed from at least three

perspectives. First, we can discuss the objectivity ofmorals from the perspective offacts

and values. This perspective involves the problem ofwhether facts or values can be

objective and ofwhether they are consistent. Second, we can discuss the problem of

whether certain moral rules or virtues are objective. This perspective deals with their

universal acceptibility for everybody regardless time and place, and so with the question as

to why "objective" needs to mean universal in "some" absolutistic sense. Third, we can

discuss the issue from the perspective ofpractice. More specifically,how one can be

objective when considering both one's own interest and that ofothers. From the first

perspective, we shall see the early Buddhist and classical Confucianist general position on

facts and values. From the second perspective, we shall see how a certain virtue--in our

case, compassion/benevolence--can be universally accepted in both systems. We shall see

that objectivity ofvirtues should be understood not in an absolutistic sense but in a

universal sense. From the third perspective, we shall examine the meaning ofimpartiality

between the self and others in both systems. fu order to begin the first and second

discussions, I shall introduce a recent argument concerning objectivity.
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A. A RECENT ARGUMENT CONCERNING MORAL OBJECTIVITY

Williams, who presents one ofthe most influentialcriticisms oftraditional ethics,

claims that the formulation ofthe distinctionbetween the practicaland the theoretical, or

value and fact, or ought and is misguided. According to Williams, the distinction has been

challenged by positivists, and after all, the basic distinctionin the traditional sense is

doubtedby prescriptivists. Accepting the challengeand the doubt, Williams carefully

reformulates the distinction in terms ofthe scientific and the ethical.323 Interestingly, not

rejecting the fundamental distinction, he reformulates it in his own terms. He claims that

"in relation to ethics there is a genuine and profound difference to be found."324 The core

idea of the distinction between the scientificand the ethical in terms ofconvergence is

expressed as follows: "In a scientific inquiry there should ideally be convergence on an

answer, wherethe best explanation ofthe convergence involves the idea that the answer

representshow thingsare; in the area ofthe ethical, at least at a high level ofgenerality,

there is no suchcoherent hope."325

Williams' ambitious enterprisemakes a clearer contrast betweenfacts and values by

selecting the proximity-proof-terms, the scientific and the ethical. In his thinking, the

scientific is non-perspectival and therefore aims for an absolute conception. He assumes

that there is one single correct scientific truth for a certain phenomenon ofthe world.

Unlike perspectival knowledge that does not involve an absoluteconception, the non-

323 It may be questioned how Williams could be successful in making this distinction by using these
terms. For the scientific is not something clearly separated from the theoretical; similarly, the ethical is
not something separated from the practical. Since my interest in his argument is to show one of the
ri~orous efforts to make distinguish the practical and the theoretical, I shall not pursue this issue.
3 4 Williams 135.
325 Williams 136.
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perspectival science can avoid a possible fusion with perspectival values. Being based on

the sharp contrast between the scientific and the ethical, he argues for the objectivity of

scientific knowledge and the non-objectivity ofethical knowledge. That is he argues for

the convergence ofscientific knowledge and the non-convergence ofthe ethical

knowledge.

Objecting to the claim that it is impossible to obtain objectivity ofscientific knowledge

or convergence ofscience, and that science is no more than a human description ofthe

picture ofthe world "already there," Williams argues that one can have objective scientific

knowledge by holding the "absolute conception" ofthe world.326 The absolute conception

ofthe world makes it possible to have a non-perspectival view "in a way to the maximum

degree independent ofour perspective and its pecuIiaritiesl/327 and to maintain "the

various perspectival views ofthe world. "328We notice that he postulates the absolute

conception as non-perspectival. For him, the whole notion ofthe absolute conception can

serve to make a distinction between "the world as it is independent ofour experience" and

"the world as it seems to us."329Here it is important to be clear that he makes a clear-cut

distinction between the absolute conception ofthe world independent ofhuman

experience, and the world as perceived by human experience. To perceive the former

world by the absolute conception is non-perspectival, convergent, and therefore scientific.

It is different from perspectivally knowing or knowledge which is not convergent.

326 Williams 137-39.
327 Williams 138-39.
328 Williams 139.
329 Williams 139.
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For Williams, there is no room for non-perspectival convergence apart from the

scientific. He takes the notion ofconvergence as a criterionofobjectivity. As we expect

from this position, he does not see anypossibility ofconvergence in ethics, and therefore

ofobjectivity ofethical knowledge or ethical values sincethe social world is different from

the physicalworld. In the social world, humanbeingscannot live without a culture and

there are many different cultures in which theylive,differing in their local concepts.330

However, Williamsconsiders a different sort ofethicalobjectivityofmorals which is

essentially different from the scientific objectivity. A form ofobjectivism that he considers

is not lithe objectivist view ofethicallife" but "an objective grounding or foundation to

ethicallife"331that he looks for in thick ethical concepts. More specifically, thick ethical

conceptssuch as courage, coward, lie, and gratitudeare concrete and differ from abstract

thin ethicalconcepts such as right or wrong.

Eventhough thick ethical concepts are important in arguing for the objective

grounding ofethical life, Williamsdoes not providea clear conceptual explanation of

them He appears to find an objectivefoundation ofethicallife in "a shared way oflife"332

withina specificculture. On the basis ofa shared way oflife that assumes common desires

and interests, humans can develop a practicalconvergence for ethical life. In this way of

thinking, he seems to think that the thick ethical concepts, although they are open to being

unseated,333 are to be embedded and so to survive in a particular society. In other words,

they are the groundings for maintaining common moral practices stably and constantly.

330 Williams 150.
331 Williams 152.
332 Williams 171.
333 Williams 200.
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More importantly, positive thick ethical concepts themselves seemto be commonmoral

practices. Theterm lithe world-guided" that controls the thick conceptsmust be

understood in this context. "Theworld-guided" as lithe facts"or lithe user's perception of

the world"334 provides sharedcommonmoral practices. However, the thick concepts

themselves are the best and most appropriate criteria for objectifing the moral grounding.

After all, the thickethical concepts, although they are perspectival, can constitute general

ethicalknowledge or belief. For Williams, this way ofbeing objective is the "only" and

"intelligible" wayof objectifying morals or ethics.335

In brief: Williams' two main arguments are presented: (1) There is a fundamental

distinction between fact andvaluethat is replaced with that betweenthe scientific and the

ethicalin termsof convergence. In explaining convergenceofthe scientific, he postulates

the conceptof thenon-perspectival absolute. (2) There is an objective ethicalgrounding

on the basisof the thickconcepts. Focusing on these two arguments, we will examine the

problemof moralobjectivity in earlyBuddhism and classical Confucianism in the

following two sections. Williams' first argument will not followin both ethicalsystems.

Morever, we willseethat the absolute conception is not postulatedin order to capture the

objectivity offact in eithersystem Williams' second argumentwillbe accepted.

Considering compassion or benevolence as a thick concept, we will seethat it is a virtue

for an objective moral ground, and that the virtue itselfis convergently sought.

334 Williams 141.
335 Williams 154.
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B. NON-SEPARABILITY OF FACTUAL KNOWLEDGE AND MORAL PRACTICE

Factual knowledge and moral practice are not separable in early Buddhism. Rather,

they are cooperative in their relationship. The former presents a reason or ground ofmoral

practice, and the latter deepens factual knowledge. For example, factual knowledge of

dependent arising in the physical world necessarily leads one to practice the virtue of

compassion. Interdependence ofthe whole world and the selfimplies having compassion

for every human and sentient being. Practicing compassion deepens understanding of

dependent arising in concrete life. Thus we may say: dependent arising, as one type of

factual knowledge itself: which is obtained by seeing the things as they have become

(yathabhiita), carries the implication ofmoral practices. The term wisdom (Panna) that

can indicate dependent arising precisely reflects inseparability ofknowledge and practice,

and is obtained through practice. Furthermore, knowledge contained in practice consists

ofthe famous triad ofBuddhist practice: wisdom (Panna), virtue (sila), and concentration

(samadhi).Virtue as containing knowledge is on a par with knowledge that is contained in

practice and wisdom. Concentration in the triad serves to strengthen the ties between the

other two. In and through concentration, wisdom and virtue are mutually developed and

strongly connected.336

In the early Buddhist system, the term dhamma clearly shows the inseparability of

factual knowledge and moral practice. As we saw in chapter four, it refers to the world of

phenomena or the constituents ofthe world, principles explaining the world, and good

336 It is worth noticing that the Buddhist standard or way of moral life, the eightfold path, is analyzed
into a triad (the first three into wisdom, the middle two into virtue, and the last three into concentration)
and so the eightfold path also shows an inseparable tie between knowledge (right knowing) and practice
(right acting).
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conduct or moral actions. "The plural form dhamma often expresses the idea of

dependently arisen phenomena tpatlccasamuppanne dhamme)" and refers to "the virtues

in the world ofdependently arisen phenomena."337 The singular form dhamma means

both the principle ofdependent arising (paticcasamuppada) and the moral principle that

are derived from the dependently arisen phenomena and moral virtues. It is very significant

that the phenomenal world, its understanding, and behavioral requirements ofthat

understanding, are inseparably interconnected. This position is expressed in the Buddha's

epistemological position.

The Buddha's epistemological position reconfirms the non-separability offactual

knowledge and moral practice. Firstly, he is not interested in speculation on things or

questions that are not related to moral life. Advising Maluiikyaputta, who is eager to hear

the Buddha's answers on metaphysical questions, he says not to spend time speculating on

questions that are not fruitful for moral life. They are neither useful (atthasamhita) nor

connected with the noble way oflife (adibrahmacariyaka). Also, they do not get rid of

aversion, nor do they bring about dispassion, tranquillity ofmind, higher knowledge,

enlightenment, or freedom 338 Thispragmatic position is epistemologically based on his

middle way position between substantialism and nihilism. This leads him to reject the

following positions: (1) Whatever we perceive, there is an absolute objective entity that is

not perceived through human sensations. (2) What we perceive is a mere presentation of

the mind and the phenomena ofthe world are simply illusions. For him,both positions are

337 David Kalupahana, History of Buddhist Philosophy (Honolulu, University of Hawaii Press, 1992)
68-69.
338 M 1.431.
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problematic either because they undermine the human capacity for perception or negate

the phenomena ofthe world. He gives equal value to both human subjectivity and the

objectivity ofthe phenomena ofthe world. Neither overrides the other. Thus, he does not

reject the value ofhuman perception. Recognizing a measure ofcertainty without rejecting

it altogether because ofthe imperfections ofperception, he gives value to it in a moral

context. Within limits and without absoluteness, certainty regarding the presently

perceived phenomena in a particular place is taken to be significant in its value for moral

life. Based upon that certainty, one can have a certain moral judgment without commiting

oneselfto absoluteness regardless oftime and place.

Similarly,inseparability offactual knowledge and moral practice is observed in classical

Confucianism. Factual knowledge cannot be true knowledge unless it is examined and

practiced in human (moral) actions. In other words, true factual knowledge is perceived

and confirmed in and through (moral) actions. Factual knowledge becomes finally

validated after it is applied to actions. Since factual knowledge and moral practice validify

each other, they cannot take place without one another.

In classical Confucianism, the term "Way (taot expresses the inseparability or

interconnectedness offactual knowledge and moral practice. The Way is both an object of

knowing and a content ofpractice. Every human action is supposed to fit the Way. In this

sense, learning an activity and its result, factual knowledge, becomes knowledge ofvalues

or morals. The latter necessarily involves value judgments. After all, knowledge is realized

in the Way in and through actions. Since the Way is involved in knowledge and action and

humans are engaged in both all the time, it should easily be perceived. Mencius thinks the
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Wayis likea broadroad and it can be easilyknown. For him, the onlyproblemis that

people do not lookfor it.339

Factualknowledge, as we have seen, is realizedin the Wayin andthrough actions.

Temporally, this factual knowledgehas priority over actions. Afterthis knowledge is

realized in the Way, oneis engaged in another type ofknowledge: Knowing the Way.

Whenone understands what one does (hsing), or noticeswhatone does repeatedly, one

will know (chih). Thetwo levelsor kinds ofknowledge areboundwith the notion ofthe

Way. Factualknowledge together with practice is contained in the Way. Knowledgeof

the Wayis attained whenone is aware ofone's realization of the Waythrough factual

knowledge andpractices.

The Confucianist ideaoflearning also shows the inseparability of factualknowledge

and moralpractice. Confucius suggests two types oflearning: (1) learning from the

traditionof the Classics of the ancestors such as The Book of Poemsor The Record of

Rites. (2) learning by observing others' behavior, eitherbad or good. The first purpose of

the two types oflearningis self-cultivation. Readingpoemsandbooks of the ancients is to

knowthem andmake friends,340 by which he meansto knowtheirway of life and their

personality ratherthanto know factual historical things. As a result, one is supposed to

learnfromthe behavior ofthe characters, and take them as paradigmatic figures for one's

own transformation. In Confucianist thought, the focus ofthe whole process ofknowing

throughthe booksthat ofin self-transformation, or self-cultivation in terms ofmorals or

values. So the first type oflearning, in fact, is the sameas that of the secondtype. It is rare

339 6B-2.
340 SB-8.
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for the term "learning (hsueh)" to be used in a context where there is no notion ofmoral

cultivation. Conceptual or factual learning that does not carry practical value for human

actions is not found in classical Confucianism. In other words, learning and so knowing

always occurs in the context of(moral) actions or ofimprovement ofone's behaviors. This

unique character oflearning or knowing is based on the epistemological position of

classical Confucianism.

Metaphysical questions that are perceived to be unrelated to human morals are not to

be pursued. In chapter two we have seen Confucius' position regarding the gods and

spirits. He says one should not speculate on them. For one will never sufficiently

understand or serve humans. Reflecting on the gods and spirits does not bring practical or

pragmatic results for human moral life. The objects ofepistemology are to contribute to

the human world withinthe boundaries ofhuman perception and understanding. Confucius

never encourages mere speculations on the things beyond the boundaries. In addition, he

does not seem to assume any ultimate reality behind the phenomenal world. The

phenomena ofthe world have value as they are perceived; they are neither undervalued

nor overvalued.

So far, we have seen that there is no separation or distinction between factual

knowledge and moral practice in early Buddhism and classical Confucianism; they

complement one another. Also, there is no indication to show that factual knowledge is

different from the scientific. Recall that Williams has to postulate the non-perspectival

absolute conception for convergence ofthe scientific. He has to do that because he thinks

there is one single truth which is perceived in a non-perspectival way. There is no
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indication to show that the two systems assume one single truth beyond non-perspectival

human perception. Rather, they focus on the significance ofthe present perception without

being obsessed by the nature ofhuman perception itself They acknowledge the face value

ofthe present perspectival human perception for moral transformation. So long as it is

helpful for moral transformation, they may be willing to accept the Goodmanian pluralistic

world view which argues for "multiple actual worlds" on the level ofexperience. Perhaps,

it would not be absurd to say that the two systems can accept "multiple actual worlds" as a

temporary tool ofmoral generation as long as they contain real experiences requiring

moral actions. Indeed, when one is serious about a pattern ofmoral actions in the face of

the new experiences in the world, those experiences will give new meanings to the world.

As these actual worlds cannot be reduced to one noumenal world, so they cannot be mere

seeming worlds. In this epistemological attitude, a substantialist tendency looking for the

"view from nowhere" will be abandoned. Instead, the person in this attitude finds facts and

values attached to the facts from the present experiences in a perspectival view.

For this person, the problem offacts and values is perceived in the light ofan on-

going-process or continuation. Furthermore, the understanding offacts and values can be

developed continuously in a perspectival view. In this position, it is hard to assert a single,

absolute, and exclusive fact or value. There is an open-ended perspective that is ready to

develop or improve one's own understanding for "a better fact and value. II Hilary Putnam

seems to be right when he understands objectivity not in terms of"a best unique versionII

but in terms of"a better and worse version. "341 Indeed, an open-ended perspective should

341 Hilary Putnam, The Many Faces of Realism (La Sall: Open Court, 1987) 77.
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allowa new possible perception or conception ofthe things that impact on or provide

humanvalues. Thiskind ofposition will lead us to concludethat the two systems do not

stick to one strictcertaintyor objectivitywith regard to world views, knowledge about the

world, or values. Yet they do not abandon a possible certaintyor objectivitythat is not

absolutized andnot fossilized in the scope ofhuman experience. We may call this position

a soft objective view on knowledge. When this attitude is exercisedin the area ofvalues,

as we will soon see, it willalso take the form ofa kind ofsoft objectivism in similarways.

C. THE OBJECTIVITY OF THE VIRTUE
IN TERMSOF ITS UNIVERSALACCEPTABILITY

There are somecommonly or universally acceptablemoral rules or virtues regardless of

historicaltimesand different cultures. Concerningvirtues, earlyBuddhismand classical

Confucianism agreethat there are certainvirtues that we commonly look for. Not

discussing allvirtuesofthe two ethical systems, let us considerhow a certainvirtue,

compassion/benevolence, is universally accepted.

In general, in what senseis a universally accepted virtue possible? Williams, making a

distinction betweenobjectivity ofmorals and that ofscience, argues for the objective

groundingofmorals, or the objectivityofmoral virtues. The thick conceptionsthemselves

appearboth as objective groundingby indicatingthe senseofgoodlbad or wrong/right,

and as objective moralvirtues by being selected. For example, the thick concepts,

generosityand stinginess, indicatewhat is supposed to be taken or abandoned in terms of

good or bad. Furthermore, on the basis of a sense of good or bad, we know that
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generosity canbe an objectivevirtue in the sense that it can be universally accepted.

Noticethat the thick concepts tell us whichmoral virtues areuniversally accepted/not

accepted. In one case the universally accepted virtue, generosity, becomes a positive virtue

that is universally looked for. There are many thick concepts that are positive and

universally accepted as a virtue that is to be pursued: friendship, love, sincerity, and so

forth. Onemayargue that the positive thick concepts areobjective moral virtues on the

grounds that we hardlyfind a societywhere thosearenot accepted. However, a

meticulous personcan ask a further question: Arethepositive thick concepts acceptablein

every casewithout any exceptionalcases? There seem to be exceptional cases. So one

would arguethat purelyuniversally accepted or objective virtues cannot exist. This

argument appears to be plausible: Are there no objective virtues or no objectivegrounding

of morals? We can avoid this problem by clarifying thetermobjectivity in a moral context.

Bernard Gert, arguingfor the objectivity of morals, clarifies the term objectivityby

making a distinction between "being absolute" and"being universal." He understands

objectivity as "being universal" allowing exceptions:

Themoral systemincludes not only theuniversal moral rules, it also

includes a procedure that allows forjustified exceptions to the rules. The

confusion between a rule being universal, ie., applying to all rational

personswithout consideration ofperson, time, place, or group, and its

being absolute, ie., admitting no exceptions, hasbeen one ofthe main

sourcesofethicalrelativity.342

342 BernardGert,Morality: A new Justificationof the Moral Rules (New York: Oxford UP, 1988) 260.
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Here Gert'spoint is to reject a strict or absolutesenseof"objectivity" that does not

allowroom for any exceptions. Practically, it is hard to :find principles and rules that have

no exceptions. For example, consider a universally acceptedmoral principle: Humans are

not supposedto kill other humans. We can easily think ofexceptionalcases for this

principle. There are cases where killingis justifiedand allowed: in the case ofthe self

defenseand in a battle. As Gert argues, the term objectivity shouldnot be understood in a

strict or absoluteway. This means that, not undermining objectivism, we have to allow

relativism to some degree. Perhaps, objectivity in moralsor virtues should be understood

as a matter ofdegree. To accept a principleuniversally, then, is to reject both arbitrariness

and absoluteness. In earlyBuddhism and classical Confucianism, objectivityin terms of

universally acceptedvirtues or objective groundingofmorals should be understood in this

way.

As addressed, the focus ofour concern is to see compassion/benevolence as a positive

thick conceptand universally (not in the strict sense)acceptedvirtue. It is representative

in the sensethat it is a leadingvirtue and takes other virtues from the perspective ofits

realization. It is, for a self-transformative person, a universally accepted and required

virtue. Its relationship with other virtues is explained in chapter three. Here we shall

explorethe concept itself Since compassion/benevolence is considered as the main virtue

in each ethicalsystem, it is important to first identify its locus in relation to other virtues.

In its relationship with three other virtues for the noble way oflife (brahmacariya),

compassion (anukampii; karu1)a) can represent, loving-kindness (metta), sympatheticjoy
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(mudita), and equanimity (upekkha). We can easily notice that loving-kindness and

sympathetic joy consist ofcompassion. But we wonder how equanimity can consist of

compassion. As we examined in chapter three, compassion requires self-restraint and

concentration (samadhi) in its development. Fully developed compassion requires a status

ofequanimity without being disturbed by anything. Whatever happens, one should not be

disturbed. In a way, the degree or level ofequanimity may reflect the degree of

compassion.343 One who practices the virtue ofcompassion fully will always maintain the

virue of equanimity.

Compassion in equanimity shows one essential characteristic ofearly Buddhist ethics --

the inseparability ofright understanding and concentration. In general, equanimity

(upekkha) has a:firm epistemological foundation. The word upekkha means "a close

look" or "a careful observation. "344 Looking at or observing closely requires one to

analyse the objects of observation--which are mainly phenomena and the self-and also

requires one to conduct a through investigation. The investigation ofall phenomena and

the selfleads one to see the impermanence (anicca) ofall phenomena and the non-

substantiality (anatta) ofthe self Furthermore, one is led to see the existence ofsuffering

(dukkha) that is based on the false understanding ofthe permanence ofphenomena and of

the substantiality ofthe self It also results from the attachment to phenomena and the self

that arise from this false understanding. Notice that equanimity is understood in terms of

epistemological investigation resulting in right understanding (Panna). Right

343 To understand the four virtues hierachically, see Aronson's Love and Sympathy in Theravada
Buddhism chapter 5. One may also argue that equanimity is a later development of compassion.
344 Upekha, as Kalupahana analyzes, is derived from the root iks (Kalupahana 65). The prefix upa
means "close" and the root iks means "to see," "to look at," or "to observe."
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understanding requires an attitude ofdetachment from phenomena and the self As a result

ofdetachment from phenomena and the self one generates a neutral feeling toward them

without a feeling ofhappiness and suffering or oflike and dislike. Thisneutral feeling must

be considered that acquired dispositional attitude ofequanimity. There we must point out

that concentration is an essential ingredient in the process ofobtaining right knowledge

and ofgenerating an attitude ofdetachment and neutrality. Therefore, equanimity has the

component ofright knowledge and ofconcentration. Similarly,in the domain of

compassion, equanimity involves both right knowledge and concentration since it assumes

the following two: (1) understanding ofkamma theory and the principle ofdependent

arising, which means interconnectedness ofbeings in the past, present and possibly future

(and an understanding ofsituations and others.) (2) This understanding is developed and

deepened in concentration.345 A certain level ofright knowledge must be achieved to the

point at which kamma theory and the principle ofdependent arising are known. This level

ofwisdom must be deepened by practicing concentration. In a word, the virtue of

compassion is bound together with right knowledge and concentration.

Interestingly, compassion in the noble way oflife is discussed together with other three

virtues when the Buddha dicusses the fourth level ofmeditation (catutthajjhana»)46 The

status ofthe fourth level ofmeditation in a state ofequanimity has the same quality of

noblity as the status ofpossessing loving-kindness and the other three virtues. In the same

345 However, wisdom in compassion must be a result of insight concentration(vipassanii). So another
issue arises: At what point contemplative concentration (samathi )is transferred into insight concentration
in order to give wisdomarises. Or, what are the relationshipsof the two concentrations.This issue seems
to be another research subject.
346 A 1.182-84.
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text, the statusofthe fourth level ofmeditation andthat ofpossessing loving-kindness are

also identified with the status ofnoble life freed fromthe three defilements, greed (lobha),

hatred (dosa), and confusion (moha). Significantly, gettingrid of these defilements is

closely relatedto the complete attainment ofcompassion. First, the self-restraining aspect

ofcompassion requiresfreedomfrom greed. Second,recognition of the principle of

dependent arising or ofinterconnectedness with otherpeoplepresupposes being free from

confusion. Third, in compassion there is no remains ofhatred. It is certainthat one who

possessesthisnobleway oflife completes transformation of the self Thisperson is also

free from influx (asava) and is no longer bound by ignorance (avijja). He/shemustachieve

arahanthood, andtherefore the highest moral goal, freedom(nibbana).

The main virtue ofclassical Confucianism, benevolence, has a similar framework in its

ethicalsystem Cooperating with other virtues, it takes a centralplacein the classical

Confucianist ethical system The virtues, rites (Ii) and righteousness (yi), consist of

benevolence by providing benevolencewith the formsofexternal and concrete

presentations, andjustificatoryand objectiveprinciples respectively. Rites, as the specific

ways ofpresentations ofbenevolence, are located betweentwo individuals or between an

individual and a group. Righteousnessas a justificatoryand objective principle is located

in one's moralconsciousness. Whenever benevolence takes the external forms of rituals,

righteousness carriestheoretical reasons why those forms of ritual should be taken. The

role ofrites and righteousness in benevolence can be compared to embroidering a design.

Ifbenevolenceis the finalembroideredpicture, righteousness represents the outline of the

design and rituals the actions ofsewing.
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As we saw in the previous chapters, realizing benevolence through rites and

righteousness is not possible without knowledge. In realizing benevolence, the correct

forms ofrites and the significance ofrighteousness need to be continuously learned

(hsueh) for the purpose ofobtaining right knowledge. Learning in a reflective way (ssu)

helps one to know the value ofbenevolence and to practice it. In addition, other

Confucianist virtues such as sincerity (ch'eng), loyalty (chung), and faithfulness (hsin)

consist ofbenevolence. These virtues playa similar role with rites, righteousness, and

knowledge. All the cooperative virtues to benevolence may be independent virtues.

However, they do not seem to be comprehensive virtues. In other words, benevolence can

include these virtues, but not vice versa. When one embodies the comprehensive virtue of

benevolence fully, one realizes the highest goal, the Way. This is the highest moral stage

that a self-transformative person can achieve.

As we have seen, compassion/benevolence, as a comprehensive virtue, takes a central

place in the early Buddhist and classical Confucianist ethical system Both virtues lead a

self-transformative person into the highest stage ofmoral achievement, freedom and the

Way. Since the highest moral goal as a universally pursued objective is open for

everybody, compassionlbenevolence is to be universally adopted for the moral goal in both

ethical systems.

As already explained, the universally adopted virtue for the universal moral goal is not

an absolute virtue that is required to be applied everywhere and all the time. There must be

exceptional situations for its applications. This implies that both ethical systems should

have room for allowing non-compassionate/non-benevolent action in some degree. This
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idea may not be accepted since both systems do not explicitly deal with this issue. There

is, however, a ground for arguing for the exceptional situations. The Buddha's, Confucius,'

and Mencius' actions and remarks show that there are some cases where compassionate/

benevolent actions are not the best.

There is a case that shows the Buddha's unusual feeling. In the Upakkilesa Sutta, the

Buddha, very disappointed with his disciples' behavior, leaves them347 The monks of

Kosambiare disputatious, quarrelsome and contentious. In the absence ofunderstanding

each other, they fight each other. Having been asked to settle this battle out of

compassion, the Buddha speaks to them: "Enough, monks; no disputes, no quarrels, no

contention, no argument. "348 He speaks the same words three times. But the monks

continue to abuse each other; and moreover, they say that it is none ofthe Buddha's

business: "Revered sir, let the Lord, the Dhamma-master wait.. .for it is we who will be

(held) accountable for this dispute, quarrel, contention and argument. "349 Having seen the

monks not listening and continuing to fight, he leaves Kosambi early in the morning. On

leaving, he expresses his feeling; the monks are fools in fighting and they do not care

about creating a schism in the Order. So he chooses to fare alone and not to be

accompanied by the foolish who make evils.

His three times ofpersuasion failed to stop them and he did not see anything that he

could do. The monks did not care about his extreme concern about a schism in the Order

at all. At this point, I wonder what the Buddha truly felt about the monks. His expressions,

347 MLS 3.198-99.
348 MLS 3.198.
349 MLS 3.198.
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"companion in the foolish (bale sahayata)" indicating the monks and "makes evils (papani

kayira)" indicating the monks' behaviors, show that he considers them as fools committing

evils. He seems to have had a sense ofindignation. Furthermore, hisindignation seems to

be expressed in hisaction ofleaving. I think that both indignation and leaving are proper in

this story since the monks do not stop committing evils and his efforts are completely

rejected. On the other hand, how would we descnbe his feeling from the perspective of

compassion? His compassion towards them as sentient beings and as his pupils must be

kept while they are committing evils. However, the question whether he has compassion

for them as personalities that embodied foolishness and stubborn evil actions requires a

different answer. Part oftheir personalities that raise indignation do not deserve

compassion. It seems to be proper to say that not abandoning compassion toward a whole

person, one may reserve compassion toward a certain part ofthe same person who causes

a sense ofindignation. Even though indignation and compassion for the same person can

be compatible, compassion toward the whole person seems to be weakened by indignation

toward part ofthe same person. On the other hand, to weaken compassion for the person

due to indignation causes one to have more compassion for the whole group ofpeople. In

other words, indignation triggers one to have a much broader level of compassion and

allows one to be more concerned about more people's welfare. In the Buddha's case, his

indignation at the monks committing evil is based on a concern about the welfare ofthe

whole group ofmonks. For the Buddha, there must be time to express certain feelings

such as gratitude or indignation properly in a restrained-attitude. Also, there can be a time

when compassion should be properly weakened without being abandoned completely.
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Classical Confucianism takes a clearer position on the case when benevolence should

be weakened or should not be exercised. One can obviously have a certain person whom

one does not like. Confucius dislikes those who are specious.350 More specifically, he

dislikes the speciously virtuous man who confuses people by exercising specious virtue

and contaminating the true virtues. For this person, no benevolence should be shown. For

Confucius, there seems to be a certain group ofpersons to whom benevolence should be

reserved on the basis oftheir virtue. Mencius makes it far clearer in which cases one

should not have benevolence. As we have seen in the previous chapter, there are criminals

who should not be forgiven and there are tyrants who should be conquered. It is hard to

find room for benevolence for them It is very natural and righteous to attack the tyrants.

It is a required moral obligation for the benevolent king for the purpose ofsetting the

people free from the tyrants.

For Confucius and Mencius, benevolence for certain people such as the specious

person or the tyrant should be withheld. It is interesting to see that withholding

benevolence from certain people is based on consideration ofother people. More

specifically, dislikingthe specious person is based on a concern for the common people

who are confused by him, and to conquer the tyrant is based on the motivation to save the

people opressed by him. Also, it is interesting to see that the situations in both examples

require a sense ofindignation. For Confucius and Mencius, the ability to tell who should

be disliked or attacked, and consequently from whom benevolence should withheld seems

to be a crucial capability ofa moral person.

350 7B-37.
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With regard to indignation, early Buddhism and classical Confucianism seem to have

different strength ofvoice. In early Buddhism, indignation is not explicitly expressed.

Notice that identifying indignation is a matter ofmy speculation. In classical

Confucianism, indignation is more explicitly identified and reduces to more active action.

It is very significant that in the light ofthe object ofindignation, there is a tension

between compassion/benevolence and indignation. Indignation weakens compassion and

causes restraint from exercising benevolence toward its object. However, ifwe look at

indignation in the light ofthe motivation causing it, we observe its cooperative relation to

the virtue. The motivation ofindignation is based on concern about other people's welfare.

At this juncture, an important nature ofindignation should be pointed out. As Strawson

thinks, indignation can be felt either for oneselfor for others. 351 In both ethical systems,

indignation is felt for others. It is not based on one's own interest but on other parties'

welfare, and therefore a sense ofjustice. More specifically, the intentions to fix wrong

things by stopping the vicious disputation and by dethroning the tyrants, are based on a

concern for more people's welfare, or on a sense ofjustice. This sense ofjustice will be a

source to encourge one to establish righteousness (dhamma/yi).

Returning to the point ofour discussion, let us make clear that there can be exceptional

cases for the virtue, compassion/benevolence. A sense ofindignation weakens

compassion/benevolence for certain people who are its objects. Compassion/benevolence

then is a universally accepted virtue with some exceptions.

351 P. F. Strawson, "Freedom and Resentment," Studies in the Philosophy of Thought and Action, ed. P.
F. Strawson (New York: Oxford UP, 1968) 85.
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This nature ofthe virtue ofthe two systems represents their ethical position, which is

essential to understanding them--that is flexibility in application ofvirtues and morals.

Rejecting absolute applications ofmoral concepts, the two systems consider individual

differences and contextual or environmental differences.

In early Buddhism, while lay people have five virtues (paiicasi/a), the monks have

eight virtues (atthangasila) or ten virtues (dasasi/a). Laying out the five common virtues

as common rules, the Buddha makes the three rules that distinguish the monks'life from

lay's life. The ten virtues are adapted for "samal)eras and for the more pious ofthe laity

who could remain unattached to their families.11352 Depending upon individual differences

in terms ofthe life styles ofthe monks and the laity, he sets out different numbers ofrules.

This would be one element offlexibility. Further flexibility is that lay people can have a

chance to practice the same number ofthe monks' virtues. Ifthey choose a special

occasion to follow the three more virtues, they can do so for a special period oftime

(uposatha days) at the temple. Once they choose to observe the three additional virtues

required to practice in special environment, the distinction between lay and monk. in terms

ofthe numbers ofthe virtues is not maintained.

A clearer example ofthe flexible application ofvirtues is observed in the manner of

setting the rules for the Order. It is commonly observed that the Buddha made the rules of

the Order whenever they were needed. New or unprecedented situations require new

rules, not vice versa. The 227 disciplinary virtues (patimokkha sUa) are made in this way.

By implication, when these rules do not fit new situations, they must be modified or

352 Saddhatissa97.
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discarded, and new rules need to be made. In this context, one ofthe Buddha's last words

at his death is extremely significant. He tells Ananda: "When I am gone, Ananda, let the

Order, ifit should so wish, abolish all the lesser and minor precepts. "353 However, the

pupils did not ask what are the lesser and minor precepts or what are the criteria to decide

the lesser and minor. So the 227 precepts have continued without modification or discard.

Situational or environmental factors together with individual factors are taken into

consideration in making and adopting rules or virtues in early Buddhism. The flexibility in

adoption and application ofvirtues is based on these two. So one may say that individual

differences and concrete situations are firstly considered. It is not the virtues or moral

rules that are firstly given.

Similarly, classical Confucianism considers the factors ofindividuals and circumstances

in adopting, applying, and practicing the virtue. Mencius considers how the achievement

ofthe virtues, the Way, is different depending upon individuals. He occasionally praises

the life ofPo Y~ Yi Yin, and Liu Hsia Hui in comparison with that ofConfucius. For him,

they achieved the Way by applying the virtue in their own ways. Po Yi did not want to

look at and to listen to what was not right. Yi Yin served any king without considering the

king's qualification and appropriateness oftime, and he participated in politics in any

situations. Liu Hsia Hui also regardless ofthe king's virtue took governmental positions

and harmonized with everybody.354 It is clear that, according to Mencius, the same virtue

can be realized in different ways depending upon the way that individuals understand and

353 DA 2.112.
354 5B-I. To conclude, Mencius says, "Po Yi wasthe sage who wasunsullied; Yi Yin was the sage
accepted responsibility; Liu Hsia Hui was the sage who was easy-going; Confucius was the sage whose
actions were timely" (5B-I).
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adopt it. On the other hand, situationalor environmental consideration in applications of

the virtue is clearly addressed in classicalConfucianism. For example, even though taking

officeis for realizing the Way, one may take officebecause ofone's poverty.355

A flexible attitudetoward applications ofthe virtue, as in earlyBuddhism, is very

important in classical Confucianism. In a way, havingflexibility itselfis a virtue.

Confucius, clearly rejects inflexibility together with conjecture, certainty, and

selfishness.356Furthermore,he clearly states: "I have no preconceptions about the

permissible andthe impermissible (wu leo wu pu leo)."357 In other words, both "absolute

yes" and "absolute no"358 are rejected. Thisposition tellsus that virtues or morals are not

for virtues or moralsthemselves. Rather, they are supposedto :fithumangood.

The flexible nature ofvirtues or morals in earlyBuddhism and classical Confucianism

can be explained with the concept ofthe middleway. In earlyBuddhism, the middleway

position allows neither strict applicationnor absenceof guideline. Ifone believesin

strictnessor absoluteness ofthe virtue without considering a person'sunique character and

situations, it couldcause harm for either the person or other people. In other words,

morals are for humanbeings. Moral life shouldnot deviate fromthe good life. When the

virtue becomes fossilized and absolutized, moral life deviates fromthe good life.

Furthermore, ifone becomes a tool or instrumentfor the virtue itself: the virtue becomes a

tyrant. Avoiding fossilizing or absolutizing, one shouldalso avoidthe other extreme, total

355 Menciussays, "Poverty does not constitutegrounds for takingoffice, but there are times when a man
takes officebecause of poverty. To have someoneto lookafter his parentsdoesnot constitute grounds for
marriage, but thereare times when a man takes a wifefor the sakeof his parents" (5B-5).
356 9-4.
357 8-8.
358 Chung-ying Cheng237.
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rejection of thevalue ofthe virtue. This is possible in the middle way. Classical

Confucianism shares this samemiddleway position,chung tao, in applying virtues. The

two extremes should be abandoned in practicing the virtue: "There is littleto choose

between overshooting the mark and falling short."359 Mencius, especially, is very

concerned about crippling the Way by holding on to one extreme. Also, he is concerned

aboutthe middle waybeingmistaken. A moderate standard, discretion or quan tao, is a

subtle rulefor grasping the middleway properly. He criticizes Tso-mo who holds on to

the middle between the two extremes without the proper measure, discretion.360 Not

properly measuring the middle way or not having discretion is considered as muchofa

failure as the two extremes.

It is important to noticethat the middle way itselfis not an absolute moralconcept in

earlyBuddhism andclassical Confucianism. It involves the ideaofdecreasing harmful

resultsthat may be caused by strict application ofvirtues. One extreme application of

virtuescanbevirtues for the sake ofthe virtue rather than for the good ofhumanlife.

Therefore, the middle way is a tool for proper application ofthe virtue.

In this section, we have seen the objectivityofthe virtue ofboth ethical systems in

termsofhow thevirtue, compassion or benevolence, is universally acceptable with

exceptional cases. This verynature ofthe objectivity ofthe two ethical systems is

theoretically based ontheir flexibility and the middle way for the sake ofthe good of

human life. Tobe sure, non-absoluteobjectivityin flexibility andthe middle way do not

imply that thevirtueis arbitrary.

359 11-16.
360 7A-26.
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D. THE OBJECTIVITY OF THE VIRTUE IN PRACTICE

The issue ofthe objectivity ofthe virtue in practice raises the question ofhow one can

be impartial in one's actions. Generally speaking, there is a tension between self-interest

and other-interest in moral thinking and moral actions. This tension has been perceived in

various terms: self-regarding and other-regarding, selfish and unselfish, partial and

impartial, personal and impersonal, individual and social, liberal and communitarian,

particular and universal, subjective and objective, emotional and rational, and so forth. The

task ofa moral person is to dissolve the tension. In dissolving the tension, either can be

subordinate to the other, or both can be given equal weight.

In early Buddhist and classical Confucianist ethics, the same issue ofthe tension

between self-interest and other-interest in human actions is addressed, and also a way of

dissolving the tension is provided. However, the way ofresolving it is different from

Kant's. Consequently, the way to reach objectivity ofthe virtue is also different.

Furthermore, the very notion ofmoral objectivity itselfis different.

Let us recall some ofthe discussions ofchapter three for our present concern. Ifwe

look at self- and other-regarded action from the perspective ofthe development of

compassion/benevolence, self-regarded motivation or action is developed before other

regarded action. Compassion/benevolence is extended from consideration ofoneselfand

those close to one to consideration ofother people. Even though the virtue is developed

from the self or relation, and concern for one's own welfare, in both systems equal weight

is given to all. The interest or welfare ofboth sides should be considered equally in order

to be objective in practicing the virtue. In principle, the welfare ofselfand ofothers
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should be equally realized. So, unlike Kant's thought, to achieve moral objectivity does not

mean to abandon subjectivity, or to subjugate subjectivity to objectivity.

To obtain objectivity ofmorality in equally-regarded actions reflects the position ofthe

middle way ofthe two systems. The Buddha rejects both the extreme egoism ofnot being

concerned for others, and the extreme altruism ofnot being concerned for oneself.

Similarly, the classical Confucianist position ofboth regarded action is clear in rejecting

both the egoist Yang Tzu and the universalist Mo Tzu.

Equally-regarded actions require an impartial attitude. Both systems say that one

should be compassionate/benevolent towards others just as one takes care ofoneself.

Equal quality ofconcern towards others is suggested. The impartial attitude and actions

are obtained through the eyes ofthe third person observer. When one treats others, one

should identify oneselfwith others by putting oneselfin their position, and by treating

them in the way that one would want to be treated ifone were in the same situation. One

should have the eyes ofan ideal observer.

In the ideal observer theory, imagination takes place in interpreting the other's

situation. Imagination from the point ofview ofan ideal observer helps one to infer how

other people feel and think in the situation, and to keep an objective or impartial attitude.

Imagination is exercised on the basis ofa sense ofsympathy and reflection. When this

imagination is exercised in the scope ofthe objectivity ofmorals, it requires us to exercise

our sympathetic and rational faculties. Without using imagination, one would not be able

to understand feeling and thinking ofothers. Through imagination, others' subjectivity is
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identified with one's own subjectivity. Depending upon this perceived subjectivity of

others, one can treat others just as one wants to be treated oneself

As long as one can consider both self-interest and other-interest equally, the equal

regarded position does not cause any conflict between them However, where one cannot

take both interests equally, and one has to choose only one ofthem, a conflict arises. As

already discussed in chapter three, the Buddha seems to suggest that one considers one's

own interest first. Confucius and Mencius would also make this suggestion since they

always give priority to the more closely related person in extending benevolence. At this

point, the notion ofthe objectivity ofthe virtue in practice does not seem to be

maintained.

Impartiality in the common moral context would mean to treat people equally 'without

giving any special concern or interest to oneself: a specific person, or a specific group.

This means that personal preference or attachment to any individuals including oneselfis

to be abandoned. So to choose the self-regarding action would be apparently regarded as

a partial action. Equally, to choose other-regarding action is also to be partial. In other

words, impartiality does not mean putting one's interest before that ofthe other and it also

does not mean putting the other's interest before one's own. Ifthere is a conflict between

self-regarding and other-regarding action, then to be partial is unavoidable because either

choice would be partial. There is no way to be impartial in a conflict situation.

Since the conflict situation lacks the possibility ofbeing impartial, it is not proper to

say that to choose self-regarded action is partial. This leads us to conclude that the conflict

situation itself is not appropriate for the application ofthe notion ofimpartiality. John
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Cottingham, who claims that impartiality shouldnot be "a necessary feature ofall ethical

reasoning," suggests that we shouldlimit adoptionofan impartial outlook to a special

type ofethical situation.361 His suggestion seemsto be proper for the conflict situation.

In early Buddhism and classical Confucianism, impartiality or objectivity in actions

involves realizing both self- and other-regarded action. The point is that one has to treat

others as onewantsto be treated. Treatingothers in this way requires application ofone's

own subjectivity. In the thirdperson'seyes, one finds objectivity without abandoning

subjectivity. So objectivity holds subjectivity. In other words, beingimpartial or objective

is based on the subjective interpretation of the other's situation.

Here we haveto admit that there is a limit to beingobjective by performingboth-

regardedactions. The other's inner state is inferredfrom observation oftheir external

deedssince we are not able to observethe other's inner state. There could be a case where

the other'sinferred subjectivity, does not matchtheir real subjectivity from their

perspective.

This seems to be an unavoidable morallimit. In moral actions, as we do not know what

is rightbut we do what we think is right, so we considernot what others think, but what

we thinkof them This is an unavoidable moral limitas long as human diversities are

maintained in different moralsituations. Theoretically, the limit ofmorals in being

objective couldbe overcome, ifwe were ableto see and perceive the other's inner state, as

we observe our own internal state, and act on the basis ofthisperception. However,

practically, this is not possible as a non-perspectival view is not possible. Early Buddhism

361 John Cottingham, "Ethics and Impartiality," Philosophical Studies 43 (1983): 83.
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and classical Confucianism seem to accept the unavoidable moral limit and do not look for

a pure non-subjective objectivism in moral actions, just as they do not look for a non-

perspectival perspective in epistemology.

To understand both systems' position ofrecommending self-regarded action in the

conflict situation, we should consider the naturalistic position ofboth ethical systems.

They are not completely against human nature. They do not attempt to ignore a certain

part ofhuman nature. To follow self-regarded action is human nature, and would be more

natural than to follow other-regarded action when we cannot carry out both. Moreover, to

follow self-regarded action is not "selfish" since it does not cause harm to others.362 It, as

self-interested action, should not be abandoned for the sake ofthe welfare ofothers.

However, one may think that taking self-regarded action in a situation ofcontlict

situation goes against the middle way between egoism and altruism by falling into egoism

Furthermore, one may look for a compromising way between both. James Sterba suggests

one way to compromise. According to his "Standard for Reasonable Conduct," one can

sometimes give priority to self-regarded action, and sometimes give priority to other-

regarded action. For example, a high-ranking self-regarded action would have to be

preferred to a low-ranking other-regarded action, and a high-ranking other-regarded

action would have to be preferred to a low-ranking self-regarded action.363 This way

362 Here one point needs to beclarified: Either self-regarded or self-interested action should not be
considered as immoral. Cottingham is right when he said that wemust, as Aristotle did, make a
distinction between "self-interest" and "selfish"; "by selfish conduct we mean actions done at the expense
ofothers, which ride rough-shod over the interests of others; and to say that such conduct cannot be
justified ethically does not at all entail that no self-interested act is ethically justifiable" (Cottingham 85).
363 James Sterba, How to Make People Just: A Practical Reconstruction of Alternative Conceptions of
Justice (Totowa: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 1988) 168-69.
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providesthe third criterionfor moral actions without rejecting the basic moral thesis of

both-regarded action. It may be easy to say that we can chooseeither ofthe actions by

compromising the choicesunder the third moral criterion. Thisseemsto be an appealing

andbetter way ofmaintaining the two systems' ethicalposition. However, even in this

way,we are not free from making a choice. The onlydifference is that this way performs

eitheracts ofegoismor ofaltruism by the third moral criterion, while choosing either

egoismor altruism performs either those ofegoismor ofaltruism for egoistic or altruistic

reasons. On the other hand, this criterion raises anotherproblem: How we can decide

which actionis to be highly or lowly ranked. In order to decide this, we may need other

criteria.
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CONCLUSION

1. In this study,364 I examined early Buddhist ethicsin a comparison with classical

Confucianist ethics fromthe perspective ofself-transformation. Thisstudy showsmore

similarities than differences. In spite ofthe differencesin historical background, in their

analyses of human nature, and in their metaphysicalbackground ofmorals, the early

Buddhist ethical framework ofself-transformation is similar to that ofclassical

Confucianism. Thereare similar patterns ofthought regarding how to practicemoralsfor

the purposeof self-transformation, or ultimately for the final moralgoal of nlbblina or

tao.

In conclusion, I shallrecapitulatethe result ofthis studybriefly and interpretthe final

moralgoal in the framework ofthe two ethical systems. Furthermore, I shallconsiderthe

pattern of the lifeof the self-transformed one.

2. The self-transformative perspective is justified inboth ethicalsystems. The empirical

self as an agentof self-transformation is accepted. The selfis neitherillusory nor a

substantial entity. It is identical diachronically since the selfcontinues in its identity and

unity. In changing the self the selfmaintainsits sameness. Change and sameness coexist.

364 One maywonderwhether this study reveals the whole ethics of early Buddhismin comparisonwith
that of classical Confucianism. In fact, this study did not intend to exploreall ethical problemsand issues
in the twotraditions.Rather, it intended to explore early Buddhist ethics and bring a deeper
understandingof it fromthe pragmaticposition. In the process of exploration,it intended to question
popular belief,such as that early Buddhism is only self-liberation-seeking soteriology and classical
Confucianism is only socialwelfareconcerned (ignoring individualwelfare). On the other hand, one may
wonderand noticean underlyingintention of this study, which is to present someuseful sourcesto
improvethe presentethicalsituation.This intention is based on mybelief that one of the main tasks of
studyingtraditionalethicsis to rediscover, re-interpret, and highlight it properlyhere and now. I think
this studyachieves this intention to some degree and presents someutilizablesourcesfor the present
situation wherea moralparadigmaticperson is lacking and onlyrules or lawsare dependable.
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Even thoughearlyBuddhism and classical Confucianism do not share common ideas

regarding human nature, they agree that a person's dispositions andpersonality can be

gradually changed, is malleable, transformable, and improvable. Everyhumanhas the

potentialto formulate a better personalitythrough exertingeffort. In makingsuch efforts,

basicnecessities and a desirable environment must be provided.

Kamma and rebirth theory and the notion oft'ien (heaven)as the metaphysical ground

ofmoralsare presented in order to explain why and for what reasonone shouldbe moral.

In earlyBuddhism, everyone is in continuous wandering (samsiira) unlessone completes

transforming dispositions and achieves the moralgoal. Depending upon what one has

done, one maytravelin continuous wandering and sufferthroughoutmanylives. The

reasonfor beinga moralpersonby transforming the selfis to be freefromthe wandering

world.

The framework of the metaphysics ofmoralsofclassical Confucianism shownin the

notion oft'ien isvery different from that ofearlyBuddhism. Everyhumanhas a virtue that

is given by t'ien. However, the givenvirtue or endowedmorality does not grow naturally.

One shouldlet it growby making efforts. It is significant that even though both ethical

systems presentthe groundsofmorals in different modes ofthought, they put humansin

the centerofthe ethical systems in establishing moralideas and reasons. Morals are not for

moralsthemselves but for human good. In this aspect,their moralsystems are closerto a

utilitarian position than a deontological one.

In transforming the self: self-restraint/self-overcoming and compassion/benevolence are

essential virtues. Bothvirtues are interconnected. However, a certain levelofdevelopment
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ofthe former is required in order to achieve the latter. The way ofself-restraint/self

overcoming is perceived in the middle way that requires one to exercise autonomy. A

sense ofself-restraint/self-overcoming generates autonomy, self-respect, and self

confidence, which are fundamental for the realization ofcompassion/benevolence. Also, it

is perceived as a type ofself-assertion which provides a springboard for self-modification,

self-improvement and self-transformation. In the process ofself-restraint/self-overcoming,

the reflective methods, concentration (samadhi) and reflection (ssu), are crucial tools.

However, they are not the same in their applications. On the other hand, the emphasis of

self-restraint/self-overcoming is significant in the sense that it reveals the important

features oftheir ethical thinking: (1) Virtues and morals are emphasized in the domain of

the self alone without undermining them in the domain ofsocial interactions as well. (2)

The selfplays a crucial and ultimate role in making moral judgments and actions. (3) The

ethics ofthe two systems can be characterized as ethics ofbuilding a character which

rejects the notion of "moral luck" and hard determinism.

The underlying theory ofthe development ofcompassion/benevolence is the principle

ofextending from those who are more closely related to those less closely related.

Psychologically, the virtue is based on self-oriented motivation: I want to be cared for, so

I care for others. This does not undermine the value ofthe virtue because it always looks

for both-regarding action; neither only self-regarding nor only other-regarding action is

pursued. From the perspective ofjustice, the position ofboth-regarding action is

significant. It rejects the utilitarian principle ofmaximum happiness and also self-sacrifice.

Their notion ofjustice tells us, as does Rawls, that even one single person's interest or
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welfareshould not be sacrificedfor the good ofmany. On the other hand, sympathetic

feeling andreason are interconnected and cooperate with each other dynamicallyin

generating, extending, and developing the virtue. Thisleadsus to see another

characteristic ofthe virtue: The framework ofthe virtue reflectsa Humean and a Kantian

perspective, becausethe virtue is grounded on concreteand experientialrelationships, and

yet moveson up to an abstract and non-experientiallevel. However, its main framework

remains in the relational, experiential, and contextualdomain. In this aspect, its framework

agreeswiththe feminist analysisofcare. The virtue is alsoperceivedas an ordinary virtue:

As Rawlsthinks, it is not extraordinary and supererogatory.

In responding to society, the self-transformedpersonhas a responsibility to realize the

virtue through educationaland political participation. Althoughthe two systems adopt

educationas a tool for realizingthe virtue, their motivations and reasons for education are

not the same. In one system,the motivation is based on the attitude ofsharing the

doctrine, and the intentionto free people from suffering. In the other system, the

motivation is based on the intention to help and servepeople. For the former, teaching

activity is requiredfor the happiness ofboth oneselfand others, sincethe principle of

dependent arising implies that one's happiness is inseparably related to that ofothers.

Similarly, for the latter, the final goal ofeducationis to benefitallpeople, since learning

eventually aims to benefitthem and to pacify the wholeworld.

Holding the common view that the aim ofpoliticsis to benefitpeople, the two systems

share similar politicalideas. Politics is based on morals. Beingbased on a ruler's moral

quality, emphasized in the concept of lithetwo wheelsof dhamma"/"inner sageliness and
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outer kingship," politics should conduce to the people'smorality. In a similarcontext,

elected by peoplefor his moral quality, the ruler is taken to be a problemsolver, protector,

carer, andmental labourer rather than a monarchwielding absolute power. The political

principle expressed in a repetitivephrase, "maintaining righteousness"/"rectifYing names,"

reveals the recognition ofthe diversitiesofhuman affairs and of goods, and the hesitation

in formulating absolutely appliedpolitical rules and methods. Thinking that the best

politics should reflect the differencesofindividuals and situations, they allow flexibility in

politics (andmorals). Thisline ofthought reflects a modemlegalrealistposition.

In spite ofthe absence ofthe presentation ofspecific political rules and methods, we

perceive the moralprinciples in politics. Politics shouldbe basedon compassion!

benevolence. So politicsbased on punishmentand formallawis not encouraged.

Furthermore, politicsaims at correcting people on the basisofeachindividual's autonomy.

To put this anotherway, politics appeals to each individual's autonomous morality.

Thereis a positivecorrelation between wealth and morality in both systems. Moral

actions bring morewealth. As long as one livesin a right anddiligent way, accumulating

wealthis desirable and encouraged. The earlyBuddhist unique notion ofgiving (dana),

sharing wealth or sharing what one owns without any expectation in return, is an active

and efficient way ofpracticing compassion. The virtue ofgiving is understood as an

alternative wayto solvethe problem ofredistribution. Thisway ofredistribution is solely

basedon eachindividual's moral consciousnessrather than external force or a legal

system.
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Withregardto objectivity ofthe virtue, both systems sharea common view. First, they

do not separate factualknowledgefrom moral practice. Epistemologically, this position is

based on theirpragmatic position; they do not get deeply involved in any metaphysical

issuesthat arenot relatedto moral life. This necessarily reflects their middleway position

betweensubstantialism and nihilism, and the attitude of giving equalweight to both the

subject andthe object. Second, compassion/benevolence is a universally acceptable

objective virtue. However, its universal acceptability doesnot meanabsolute acceptability

without anyexceptions. The term objectivity is understoodnot in an absolute way but in a

flexible way. Thisshowsthe flexible nature ofthe virtue and alsomorals in their

applications considering the diversitiesofindividuals and situations. The flexible nature of

the virtue andmoralsrejectsboth absolute yes andno. The two ethical systemsare open

endedwith regardto possible changes and modifications regarding perceptions of

phenomena andvaluesbased on them. Yet, they do not allowarbitrariness or a strong

senseof relativism On the other hand, the flexibility is grounded on their ethicalposition

regarding morals: Moralsare not for morals themselves but for human good. Third, with

regardto the objectivity ofthe virtue in practice, the two traditions suggest that one can

be impartial by takingboth-regarding actions.

3. Perhaps, since the purpose oftransforming the selfis to achieve the highest moral

goal, nibbima/tao, we shouldconsider how it shouldbe understoodin the light ofthe self

transformed person. First, let us consider the structuralcomponents ofnibbiina/tao in the

framework of the two systems and then consider the pattern ofthe lifeofthe self

transformed person.
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It is argued that the self-transformed person is required to practice compassion/

benevolencein the framework ofboth-regarding action in order to achievethe moral goal.

This implies one shouldnot be isolated from others for that purpose. That is why the

Buddha had to rise awayfrom the joy ofthe enlightenmentunder the tree and come back

to the societythat he left. Similarly, Confucius and Mencius wanted to get involved in

politics in thinking that it is an efficientway to benefit people. In a word, for the

transformed person, "sociability" is a requirement in order to be a perfected person. Rawls

expresses this idea: "It is a feature ofhuman sociabilitythat we are by ourselvesbut parts

ofwhat we mightbe."365 This leads us to understand the goal in the context ofsociety

without undermining the dimension ofthe individually--achieved virtue, self-restraint/self

overcoming,to some degree.

Nibbana cannotbe incarcerated in a personal state ofexperience. This is because,

although it requires a personalexperience, it always involves relationshipsto others. The

knowledge ofone's interdependence with others, calls one to complete one's perfection in

relationship with others. Interdependence seems to be constituted oftwo components:

deterministic and indeterministic. First, the interdependence is decided by the context

determinately givento eachperson. For example, we are determined to be a biological

son/daughter ofcertainparents in this very modem society; we are determined not to be

connected with anypeopleofthe past or future society. The range ofour cultural values

are limitedand determined in the sense that we are not able to encounter the cultural

values ofanyother society at any other times. Second, interdependence is determined by

365 Rawls 529.
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our will and choice. Dependingupon our personal preference, we can make various

interdependent connections by choosing different groups within the boundary ofthe

determined context. We can have our own uniquevaluesin the boundary ofshared or

determined values.

Similarly, tao has two structural componentsin the determined scope ofsocial context

andin the undetermined scope ofsocial role. Understanding tao inthe human relational

worldleadsone to see one's own place determined in the socialcontext. The place is

determined in the connectionwith others in that one cannot choose and change certain

conditions. Yet tao allowsone to exercise autonomyin a certain scope oflife. On the one

hand, one maybe determined as a particular humanbeingin a certain social and historical

context, and on the other hand, one is undetermined in the performance ofone's own

particular role. In order to identify one's deterministic component in the whole context of

the other-related world, one needs to know the mandate ofHeaven. Individually created

indeterministic tao that is individually performedvirtue (te) is not to be separated from the

contexually perceived deterministic tao.

In thisway, both nibbiina and tao can be explained withina similar framework. Their

deterministic and indeterministic components implyother characteristics. Their

deterministic component in the social context willprovidecommonality among different

individuals. For example, regarding myvalues I mayhave more commonality with

contemporary peoplein this social context than with other people in any other social

context anyother time. This commonality in the ground ofuniversality provides shared

values anda sharedlife. The indeterministic component ofnibbdna/tao allows one to have
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diversity and particularity by exercising autonomy and creativity. Nihbana/tao needs to be

interpreted under the consideration ofthe two components: a indeterministic component

within a deterministic component, or particularity within commonality. So each person's

experience ofnihhana and realization oftao consist ofthe two components.

The deterministic and indeterminstic component ofthe nibblina/tao can be also

explained in terms ofcommunitarianism and liberalism. While communitarianism

emphasizes community, relationships, commonality, universality, context, and the unity of

each individual, liberalism emphasizes individuality, particularity, autonomy, creativity,

diversity, and plurality. The deterministic and indeterministic components are connected

with the communitarian and liberal components respectively. In our beliefand moral life,

both components cannot be opposites or contradictions because they coexist. 366 They are

co-constituents ofthe realization ofnihbana/tao. So in the framework ofthe realization of

nlbbiina/tao, we should reject the bifurcation between the two components, and we

should not emphasize one over the other. This is based on the ethical position ofthe two

systems: they equally emphasize both the commonly shared social context and the

individual's autonomy. Their moral framework takes both the communitarian and liberal

components in seeking both other- and self-regarding action. Therefore, the completion of

self-transformation is the realization ofthe selfthrough interaction with others in a social

context. So completion ofself-restraint/overcoming as the virtue ofcultivating autonomy

366 Furthermore, one needs the other. For example,an individual's autonomy and its exercise require
community. AsMargaretMoore rightly argues, the development of the individual'sautonomyis not
definedin opposition to community. "Rather, communityis a necessary conditionfor the possibilityof
autonomy: the community is necessaryto the development ofthe person's ownpowersof self-control and
self-mastery and competence." Margaret Moore, Foundations of Liberalism (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1985) 184.
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ofthe selfnecessarily involves a completion ofcompassionlbenevolence as the virtue of

presupposing commonality in society.

Within the framework ofnibblina/zao, consider the mode oflife ofthe nibblinic/taoic

person. His/her mode oflife is to be structured on the communitarian components and

then flavored by the liberal components. Hislher life has a distinct flavor based on the

liberal components, yet sharing the common communitarian ingredients. His/her actual

pattern oflife can be described as follows: Holding perfectly wholesome dispositions in

thinking, talking, and acting, he/she follows his/her desire, which naturally fits his/her own

and other's good. His/her desire naturally fits the good ofboth selfand others because

his/her wholesome dispositions are obtained in moral practices based on the two

components.

In the two ethical systems, the significance ofcultivating the perfectly wholesome

dispositions pertains to the maintenance ofright habits. Holding to the perfectly

wholesome dispositions and so maintaining the right habits without losing them even for

one single moment seems to be a crucial condition that distinguishes the self-transformed

one from the ordinary person. The ordinary person may hold wholesome dispositions and

perform right actions, but his/her dispositions are not always perfectly wholesome and his

actions are not always right. In other words, he/she willnot be successful in making a

habit ofacting rightly with wholesome dispositions. For the self-transformed one,

performing right actions in the perfectly wholesome dispositions is habitual. Therefore,

he/she would not need to make special efforts to keep hislher moral ideals because they

are :firmly embedded in his/her pattern oflife in thinking, talking, and acting. This is why,
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once he/she achieves nibblina/tao, he/she hardly commitsevena single mistake. For this

person, unlikeKant's moralperson, there does not seem to be a possibility to relapseinto

old dispositions.367He/shemust be a person who "accomplishes the noble way oflife"

(vusitam brahmacariya)368 or "follows his/her heart's desirewithout overstepping

morality."369 He/sheas a fully transformed person is a worthy one (arahat) or a virtuous

one (chiin tzu). However, in spite ofthe common characteristics of the self-transformed

person in the two traditons, there is a crucial difference regardinghis/her future life. From

their moral metaphysics we observe this: While no further rebirthin the continuously

wandering world is promisedfor the nibbanic one, nothing is knownabout taoicperson's

future life.

367 ImmanuelKant, Religionwithin the Limits of Reason Alone (New York: Harper& RowPublishers,
1960) 71. For Kant, the achievedone is always vulnerable to relapse to old dispositions.
368 M2.39.
369 2-4.
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APPENDIX

Chinese Glossary

ai ~

cheng i.t
ch'eng it
cheng ming .if. t
ch'i chill ;If~
chiao •
chih ~

ch'ih ~

chih kuo j{i II
chih sheng ~1.
ching 14k
chung tao 9' it
chin chfln, chen chen,fllIu, tzM tzM $$1[ I[~~TT
chin tZll # 7-
chung .t
fll 1!
fang hsin it.J~
fll ...
gong :$.
heng hsin 'lIJ~

ho ~

hsieo *
hsiaojen 'J'A
hsin I~

hsin W
hsing it
hsing Mil
hsing ff
hsiu wu ~~

hsueh •
Itsiu slten • Jt
jen t=-
jen hsin t=- IQ

jen hsing Ait
jen yi cheng chih 1=-ait~
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ji ~

jie xiong t'i ~ JL~
kechi 1i E
ke chipu Ii 1i E tlft
ko ;f§-
lae 3/{
Ii {t

Ii ftl
Ii jJ
nei .~hengwai wang N7I?~ I
pien ¥.It
p'ing t'ien hsia .3f-:kT
pu jen chih hsin :f,~:tIQ

qin fJJ
quan tao .i!
qui shen Jl;f$
sheng 71
shengjen 71 A.
shih ±
sheh fei k1f
shih jen *-A.
shu ~

5SU ,~

tajen *A.
tao it
te t%
techih tt~

t'i ~

t'ien ming :k~
ts'ai #
ts'e yin ~ II
tuan ~

t'ui :Hi
tz'u jang ~ tl
yang 4
yang hsin *"I\,.'

yi ~

yu Ii:.
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yue it
wei cheng ~~

wu ko wu pu ko ~Pf~:fPf

wu wei ~~

zheng fiE
ziti 1i.
zltu ~
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